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Part I

Transformations of Statehood in
Accounting: The Framework

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the increasing integration of
the world economy leads to the demise of the nation state. No matter
how little known a policy area may be, this truth is so well fixed in
people’s minds that convergence of business systems must be the right
conclusion for the matter in hand.

There are relatively few studies that systematically enquire whether
institutional settings of nation states do indeed converge and whether
new governance modes emerge, possibly on a global scale, that super-
sede national regulations, or curtail the traditional role and discretion
of nation states. This book aims at contributing to the evolving research
on the role of the nation state and addresses the field of accountancy,
in particular the field of financial reporting. We will analyse if new,
possibly global structures emerge that cope better with the effects from
globalization than national solutions and whether these structures com-
plement or supplant the nation states’ regulation. We provide three
detailed country studies for prominent capitalist economies, which are
organized along the inner logic of the financial reporting process. For
our analysis, we consider the following countries: Germany, the United
Kingdom (UK) and the United States (US). We chose these countries as
they allow a rich contrast due to their institutional set-up.

Relevance and quality of financial reporting are closely related to
domestic corporate governance systems, which appear in two types:
outsider systems and insider systems. When there is a separation of
decision-making between the suppliers of money to the firm and users
of money in the firm, that is when financiers are not involved in mana-
gerial decision-making, one speaks of an outsider system. Insider systems
are those in which financiers of a company have a say in managerial
decision-making. This is particularly pronounced when the function of
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the financier and the function of the manager coincide – a case that
often happens in family-owned, medium-sized firms. These insider and
outsider governance systems normally correspond to a particular legal
system: insider systems are based on code law; outsider systems typically
have a common law tradition. Insider systems can mostly be found in
Continental European countries, and Germany is a prominent example.
Anglo-Saxon countries tend to have outsider systems. For such systems
and countries, the US is an exemplar. Including the US and Germany in
a study on the transformation of accounting systems is thus an obvious
choice. However, changes in both systems might not only be due to dif-
ferent economic needs of adaptation. The regulatory environment also
needs to be taken into account. To control for the effect of EU mem-
bership, we consider a further Anglo-Saxon common law country that is
exposed to Europeanization in the same way as Germany: the UK. When
the UK’s accounting regulation displays tendencies similar to Germany
then Europeanization, and not corporate governance, is the likely cause
for change. When Germany transforms and the UK remains stable then
the underlying corporate governance systems can be identified as the
reason for re-configurations.

For the three countries, our study contrasts the national regulatory
models of accounting that were present in the golden-age nation state
with today’s situation. In this context, we define the golden age as the
heyday of the nation state, first observable in the OECD world of the
1960s and early 1970s, which lasted until around the 1980s (Hobsbawm
1995; Leibfried and Zürn 2005). In this period, nation states were indis-
putably responsible for the four key functions of statehood: they set law,
provided legitimacy, intervened into the private spheres of their citizens
and economic actors to provide welfare and supplied key resources like
security (Hurrelmann et al. 2007; Leibfried and Zürn 2005). This does
not imply that statehood followed an identical model in the OECD
world during that period, but such a distinction sets the OECD coun-
tries apart from the non-OECD world, where the nation state did not
necessarily bundle these four dimensions. Since the 1980s, statehood is,
however, changing, making the golden age an obvious starting point for
an analysis of transformation processes.

In our analysis, we restrict ourselves to organizational changes in the
national accounting regimes and in particular its financial reporting
regimes. We are thus mainly interested in how accounting was and is
actually governed. We do not look at what information the account-
ing systems produce but who forces companies to do so. Additionally,
we consider only accounting mechanisms for listed firms because major
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changes took place only for these entities. In the long run, however, it
is likely that these changes will affect the unlisted, mainly small and
medium-sized companies as well.1

Throughout the study, we focus on financial reporting as the most
dynamic part of accounting, which we separate into its two constituent
parts ‘disclosure’ and ‘enforcement’. In the area of disclosure regula-
tion, our focus is on the function of setting rules, and particularly on
the actors in the development of Generally Accepted Accounting Prin-
ciples (GAAP) that have to be followed by listed companies. When we
refer to accounting rules within this book, we usually imply the spe-
cific rules on recognition and measurement, as these rules determine
the content of the key financial reporting instruments, namely ‘balance
sheet’ and ‘income statement’. Accounting rules are usually developed
by more than one organization, and standard-setting describes how
most of these rules evolve. Designated standard-setters such as the
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) now play the most
prominent role here, but further interventions of either governmental
or non-governmental organizations are often present in the process
of developing accounting rules. These other actors, of whom public
accountants and stock exchanges are an important subgroup, will there-
fore also be considered in some detail. For the area of enforcement we
apply the same logic. Again, we are interested in how enforcement is
organized, for instance which mechanisms are applied and which actors
are responsible for the verification of accounting information. This also
implies that we are not interested in the actual contents of enforcement
rules, but in the way in which they emerge.

The remainder of the book is organized as follows: In Part I, Chapter 1
embeds the analysis of accountancy in the wider corporate governance
debate and presents the analytical tools that we are going to apply in the
descriptive parts of our study. Chapter 2 introduces the three national
accounting models and reviews the most important changes in the two
core areas of accounting regulation, namely disclosure and enforcement.

The following two parts cover these areas of accounting in closer detail.
Part II of the book deals with disclosure regulation. Chapter 3 looks at
early changes in accounting standard-setting that have weakened the
traditional model of the golden-age nation state. In Chapter 4, we con-
sider the new role of transnational arrangements in disclosure regulation,
namely the supply of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
and how the European Union (EU) legitimizes their application. The
informational needs of stock markets and the balance between private
and public approaches to satisfy them are considered in Chapter 5.
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Here, it will be of particular interest how the nation state deals with
the transformation of the business model of stock exchanges.

Enforcement is studied in Part III of the book. Chapter 6 begins
with a discussion of auditing as the traditional enforcement device,
and analyses why nation state arrangements seem sandwiched between
societal and transnational arrangements. The nation state’s strongholds
are enforcement agencies that are increasingly mandated to ensure
credibility of financial reporting. Their role will be covered in Chapter 7.

It is still an open question whether the power of the nation state has
increased or decreased in the process of globalization. Part IV of the book
studies this question by presenting two findings that seem to be contra-
dictory at first glance. Financial globalization and cross-listings seem to
curtail the power of the nation state, and they increase the leverage of
businesses lobbying for ‘global’ solutions. We discuss this in Chapter 8.
In Chapter 9, we look at an example that signals the exercise of seem-
ingly increased regulatory powers: the Sarbanes–Oxley Act (SOA), which
was passed by US Congress in 2002 but also applies outside US jurisdic-
tions. This chapter provides evidence that such regulatory action is likely
to affect regulations in other countries. This seems to signal that at least
some nation states gain in power when the economic world globalizes.
Both cases will also allow us to take a closer look at whether regulatory
races go ‘to the bottom’ or ‘to the top’.

The final part, Part V, of the book relies on a quantitative concept
to pull together the identified changes in disclosure and enforcement
regulation. This allows us to measure to which extent convergence in
the systems in regard to ‘privatization’ and ‘internationalization’ took
place and whether the corridor of nation state solutions has actually
narrowed.



1
Accounting: A Socio-economic
View

1.1 The localization of accounting: Business and regulatory
contexts

To those uninitiated to the world of accounting, the use of differ-
ent accounting information sets, the choice of which depends on the
respective business contexts, may be perplexing. Many expect one single
truthful report about a firm or a project and not a possible diverse set
of numbers with the comment ‘it depends’. For the accountant, it is
sometimes perplexing to find out in how many ways and with which
motives the state can get involved to regulate aspects of accounting,
and that many institutions thought of as ‘genuine’ to the accounting
world operate in the long shadow of the state. The following brief sketch
may thus serve as an introduction for both the accountant and the
non-accountant.

Accounting is typically subdivided into three clusters or systems: tax,
financial and managerial accounting. While one could think that the
three coincide if not for the sake of truthful reporting then at least for
the sake of efficiency, this is not the case. Each accounting system serves
a different purpose and therefore determines a different pattern of tim-
ing the inflows and outflows of cash into a profit and loss account.
Thus, the same real-world situation can be ‘transposed’ into accounting
reports that differ from one another. A managerial accounting system,
for instance, can be optimistic about future cash flows and report them
as profits before the cash has actually been received. When judging the
performance of managers, a likely future cash inflow is a good meas-
ure of their actions. However, if tax accounting systems apply the same
logic and determine taxable income and the tax due on cash flows not
yet received, then the taxpayer may in certain instances have to take out

5
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credit as the actual funds for the tax payments have not yet materialized.
Therefore tax accounting systems are likely to be structured around the
actual cash flows, which coincide with the ability to pay. From this argu-
ment it is obvious that accounting cannot be the same for all purposes –
tax, financial or managerial – rather to the contrary, the accounting
rules change with the purpose. Of course, there will not be a wholesale
change of all rules; many of themwill look similar and some of themwill
even have influenced one another. The important idea is that different
principles guide the formulation of accounting rules.

Of all three systems, the tax accounting system is the least interest-
ing in the context of this book, even though we concern ourselves with
changes in statehood. This is surprising only at first glance. While it is
true that the state is keenly interested in receiving tax income from busi-
nesses, the governance of the tax accounting system has been relatively
stable for a very straightforward reason: the state by and large determines
the rules for the recognition of taxable income by means of tax law and
minor regulations. While the contents of these rules are often subject to
change, their organizational mode tends to be stable. And while there
may have been some internationalization for some sources of revenue,
the mix between the roles of public and private actors did hardly change
from the golden age until today. One could even argue that tax account-
ing does not lie at the heart of what accounting stands for as its sole
purpose is driven by the state’s revenue motive and the state is the only
addressee of the reports, and typical accounting deals withmultiple audi-
ences and a trade-off of their informational demands. This will become
evident in examining the remaining two clusters, the managerial and
the financial accounting systems.

Managerial accounting operates at the entity level, and its results are
not distributed to an outside audience. Its purpose is to determine the
cost and profit contributions of single products, product lines or man-
agers. Its addressees are the decision-makers in all their capacities: not
only as superiors when they use this data for evaluation, but also as
subordinates when they use it as a guide to determine which decisions
are (seen to be) in the company’s interest. Financial accounting, in turn,
reaches from the entity level to the outside. It is often described to report
‘financial performance’ to a wider audience of stakeholders such as own-
ers, creditors, suppliers, employees and the general public. This wide
array of stakeholders often found in the textbooks is rather unhelpful
as it excludes nobody (maybe with the exception of the tax authorit-
ies), mixes their respective interests and clouds the understanding of the
accounting issues at hand.
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While financial accounting builds the bridge from the entity – the
firm – to the outside, it is a matter of debate to which outside group
financial accounting is primarily addressed.

One possible set could be the financiers of the firm. The rather
old-fashioned term ‘financier’ is used to describe those that hold a
longer-term financial interest in the firm. This interest may arise by
supplying equity capital or by granting (longer-term) credit, and finan-
ciers typically provide resources directly to the entity. Investors make
up the second possible group to which financial accounting may be
addressed. They consist of shareholders and, inasmuch as their primary
interest is in trading these financial instruments, the holders of cor-
porate bonds. The key difference between ‘financiers’ and ‘investors’
is the motive and the time horizon for their investments. Investors
buy property rights from other shareholders, do not contribute a sig-
nificant amount of resources directly to the entity, and release their
invested capital not with the cash flows generated at the entity level
but by selling their shares. Cash dividends, the investor’s share of the
entity-level cash flows, make up only a small fraction of the overall tak-
ings. The majority comes from the appreciation of the stocks, which
are cash flows expected in the future. While standard financial eco-
nomics cannot recognize this difference – with perfect markets and
profit-maximizing investors these differences are simply assumed away –
institutional set-ups reflect it: the organization of financial accounting
and also the state’s involvement in regulation differ with respect to these
groups.

Financiers with a long-term interest in a firm build an economic
entity that is more than just a ‘nexus of contracts’. Within this insti-
tution, conflicts arise over the use and distribution of the cash flows;
and these conflicts need to be resolved between the financiers. This can
be done by statute, but the state often gets involved using company
law – by prescribing rules for incorporation, by assigning voting rights,
by determining rules for sharing cash flows between equity financiers
themselves on the one hand and between them and creditors on the
other – and the state sets rules for the wind-up of the firm. The state has
an interest in financial accounting as soon as the company lawmakes use
of accounting rules, for instance in determiningwhat is profit and how to
distribute it.

Shareholders who invest in the short term only have a perfunctory
interest in the entity as such: they are interested in the returns that
they can generate with their investment, and most of their returns
will be derived from cashing in on stock price appreciation, and this
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is trading in future expected cash flows. For them, the investment is
also more part of a portfolio to which a particular share contributes
a risk-and-return profile. This means that the shareholders are keenly
interested in being well informed about firm characteristics in regard to
future cash flows as they enable them to trade shares in an informed
manner. Trading shares requires a different set of information than
resolving conflict between financiers. Agents, for instance institutions
where shares are traded, may be requiring rules for disclosure. The state,
if it gets involved at all, tends to use securities law to assist these types
of investors. When reliable information about financial performance of
a firm is necessary for informed trading, the state is likely to regulate
accounting.

Surprisingly, even management accounting is no stranger to state
intervention. As managerial accounting determines what are ‘good
decisions’ within a firm it is not immediately obvious why the state
should intervene to provide a higher level of welfare. Here, state inter-
vention has often taken the route of soft law, formulating rules of sound
management practice. Exemplars are corporate governance codices,
which often refer to how information should be used and presented.
If these codices address concerns of outside stakeholders they also have
a possible impact on financial reporting and need to be considered in this
context. By and large, though, the state abstains from regulating man-
agement accounts, and this is the reason why management accounting
will be of subordinate concern in our study.

As Exhibit 1.1 shows, not only does accounting serve a number of pur-
poses, the state can also get involved in accounting using different entry
routes and pursuing different purposes. The long shadow of the state
falls on all systems of accounting, but changes in statehood will become
most manifest in one area: financial accounting. In tax accounting the
role of the state is too fixed; and in managerial accounting the role of
the state is only peripheral. We therefore choose financial accounting as
the object of our analysis.

Unfortunately, state intervention, being the result of a political pro-
cess, never falls neatly into one of the categories of company law,
securities law or governance regulation. It may use company law to
order dissemination of information to shareholders; it may use corporate
governance rules to influence financial reporting; it may use securities
regulation to provide mechanisms of good corporate governance. Some-
times the state intervention will rely on some positive correlation of
instruments, improving, say, conflict resolution in firms (a company
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Exhibit 1.1 Localization of accounting
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law issue) and at the same time improving as a side effect the quality
of financial reporting on capital markets.

At the same time, securities lawwill not only extend to accounting, but
also regulate other matters of investor protection such as insider trading,
and company law may be relying less on accounting to distribute claims
to property but more on providing voting rights or representation in
decision-making bodies. In the extreme case, company or securities law
may be silent about accounting altogether. There are reasons why the law
may be silent: the state does not care for the well-being of investors or
financiers or the state is satisfied with the arrangements privately found
in the markets. If this is not the case, some regulation will be likely to be
in the statute books. We will formalize this argument later as outcome,
supervision or operating responsibility of the state.
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1.2 The policy fields of financial reporting

From a functional perspective, financial reporting can be separated into
its functional components. This is the production and dissemination
of information, which we refer to as disclosure, and its enforcement.
Enforcement encompasses all mechanisms to ensure that the dissemin-
ated information ismaterially correct. Both policy fields require decisions
as to which role the state, societal and private actors should play to
provide public welfare.

The disclosure regime

All information disseminated by a company could be understood as dis-
closure. Disclosure would then comprise quantitative and qualitative
reports, for instance on human relations or sustainability, and it would
encompass matters as diverse as marketing or investor relation commu-
nications. Such an all-embracing concept of disclosure does not allow
for much precision. We will therefore use the term ‘disclosure’ in a nar-
rower sense: disclosures are communications intended to disseminate
information on the financial state of a firm to a wider and non-specified
audience (Merkt 2001). We do not only narrow down our analysis to
quantitative, namely financial, aspects. Our definition also implies that
disclosure and information are distinct categories. Once a disclosure is
made, nobody can be excluded from its access. While information can
also be provided through private channels, all disclosures are available
for the general public. Disclosures thus aim at enhancing information
available for an anonymous and general public.

Making corporate information available for the public helps alleviat-
ing information asymmetries and is thus an important mechanism to
reduce agency problems, which occur for instance between managers
and shareholders or between creditors and lenders. Due to the lack of
other contractual solutions capitalmarkets in particular need disclosures.
Hence, companies which strongly rely on such markets get incentives
to provide disclosures and to supply actual or potential investors with
information relevant for making their decisions. For them, disclosures
are necessary to participate successfully in capital markets. The state
shares an interest in disclosures as soon as the efficiency of capital market
becomes a political concern.

The ‘interest’ of the state does not imply immediate action by setting
legal disclosure standards or by intervening in some other way. Private
incentives for the demand and supply of informationmay suffice to initi-
ate disclosures because incentives to divulge information increasewhen a
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company becomes more dependent on equity or debt financing via cap-
ital markets. However, this has not been put to the test recently: even
though private incentives for providing information exist, one finds
legal minimum disclosure requirements in practically every country
since the early 20th century. This may be because the private incent-
ives are deemed to be weak. However, disclosures mandated by legal
regulation do not fully crowd out voluntary disclosures. Both exist side
by side. While voluntary disclosures have supplementary character and
can be defined as all information disclosed additionally to mandatory
requirements, mandatory disclosures ensure that there is a minimum
amount of publicly available information (Healy and Palepu 2001). The
latter protects individual investors from concealment of material, for
example substantially price-sensitive information, by the firm (Wüstem-
ann 2003). Such regulation increases the overall welfare that capital
markets bring about: assuming semi-strong information efficiency of
capital markets, prices include all publicly available information. Hence,
even relatively uninformed investors are price-protected when there is a
sufficient amount of information embedded in the prices of the securities
traded (Scott 2006).

Information is disclosed through different channels. Financial reports,
an end product of the accounting process, are the most important source
of such disclosures. Once published, accounting information in these
reports is used for different purposes by various groups of stakeholders,
particularly investors, creditors and employees. Supporting decision-
making is now seen as the most prominent use, and examples for
decisions based on accounting information are decisions to invest or
disinvest equity capital or to lend money.

This functional view is the most common but not the only one on
accounting. To provide an insight into the scope of possible roles of
accounting, we mention but two. These views are not typically acknow-
ledged inmainstream accounting research, butmay be illuminating from
a social science perspective. Here, some authors assert that the role of
corporate disclosures is not only to report on economic entities but also
to contribute to ‘constructing’ them (Borger 1999; Hines 1988). Obvious
examples are economic entities that get visible only through accounting,
namely groups. Property rights, in the strict legal sense, arise fromowner-
ship of company shares. However, a company’s ownership of subsidiaries
gives shareholders a further, but only indirect claim to those economic
assets that the company owns in turn. Economic ownership is therefore
broader than ownership in the legal sense as it encompasses the property
rights to the subsidiary firms owned by the mother firm. This concept
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underlies consolidated accounts, in which all assets and claims are repor-
ted in the context of economic ownership. As a legal entity, groups do
not exist, but the accounts see through the legal arrangements and make
all the claims, including the indirect ones, visible. In this sense, accounts
create the economic entity. The second role has to do with the part
that financial accounting plays in internal (self-)regulation. The oblig-
ation to render accounts requires a somewhat effective management.
The emergence of accounting, at least in code law countries, can partly
be explained by the paternalistic aim of the state to force merchants
to inform themselves about the economic situation of their businesses
(Leffson 1975).

The enforcement regime

Disclosure regulation cannot be considered in isolation from its enforce-
ment regime (Ball 2001): the information and control rights provided
by the disclosure system can be put to work only if they can be effect-
ively enforced. In the context of financial reporting, enforcement serves
the purpose of safeguarding the faithful representation of disclosures. Its
economic function is to add credibility to disclosed statements. As a full
verification of accounting information would be too costly, enforcement
is in fact a system of sanctions and partial checks.

The most common form of enforcement in accountancy is auditing,
where private auditing firms verify the correctness of a company’s finan-
cial statements on a contractual basis. Sanctions are incentives to abstain
from disclosing fraudulent information. These are set by imposing fines,
increasing litigation risk and establishing personal liability, for instance
by making false disclosures a punishable offence. These sanctions are
often accompanied by institutionalized policing arrangements includ-
ing the operation of enforcement agencies that either examine random
samples of financial reports or investigate them in cases of suspicion.
Societal actors may also pursue enforcement strategies, for instance by
applying ethical rules and conferring or withdrawingmembership status.

1.3 The function of accounting within the varieties of
capitalism

Recent research on the varieties of capitalism stresses the system-
dependent importance of financial reporting and disclosure systems
for economic decision-making (Werner 2008). The different accounting
practices are based on the way in which an economic system is organ-
ized and how business operations are financed and controlled. We first
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present the overarching argument, and then consider how this argument
applies to Germany as an ‘insider’ economy on the one hand and the UK
and the US as the ‘outsider’ economies on the other. The future of these
systems are considered at the end of this section.

The argument for different functionalities: Some theory

The style of the national corporate governance system furnishes contract-
ing parties with system-specific information claims that are transmitted
by the disclosure system (Wüstemann 2003). As the corporate gov-
ernance system itself depends on the type of the national business
system, the disclosure regime is complementary to the ‘variety of cap-
italism’ existent in a particular nation state (Ball 2001). The relationship
between corporate governance and disclosures is, for instance, described
in Sloan (2001), who argues that ‘financial accounting provides financi-
ers with the primary source of independently verified information about
the performance of managers. Thus, it is clear that corporate governance
and financial accounting are inexorably linked. Indeed, many of the
central features of financial accounting, such as the use of historical
costs, the reliability criterion, the realization principle and the conser-
vatism principle are difficult to understand unless one adopts a corporate
governance perspective.’

The formation of meaningful prices on capital markets rests on dis-
closures. They are thus necessary preconditions for the existence of
well-functioning capital markets. Disclosures also play a role in corpor-
ate governance by providing economic actors with reliable measures
for contracting. Such measures are, for instance, used for equity and
debt contracting and, equally important, for contracts with managers
(Bushman and Smith 2001; Lambert 2001; Sloan 2001). Lastly, dis-
closures enable stakeholders to enforce their claims in better ways, for
instance in lawsuits (Hay and Shleifer 1998; La Porta et al. 1998). The
particular ‘variety of capitalism’ now defines the role that disclosures
and, in particular, financial reports play in the coordination efforts
of the economic actors. This explains why countries with insider eco-
nomies have a financial reporting system different from those with
outsider economies. The concepts of code law and common law coun-
tries are often used somewhat interchangeably with the concepts of
insider and outsider economies. While one cannot deny a correlation
between these two organizational forms, conclusions must be drawn
from the underlying economics, which are not captured in the proced-
ural notion of ‘code’ and ‘common’ law. We therefore prefer the concept
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of insider and outsider economies to the differentiation between code
and common law countries and use this typology wherever appropriate.

The implications of corporate governance on financial reporting will
be discussed in the following subsections. Here, we refer to Germany as a
typical example of a country with an insider-style corporate governance
system and to the UK and the US as typical outsider systems.

The functions of accounting in insider economies: The case
of Germany

Germany has an insider-style corporate governance system. In the ter-
minology of Hall and Soskice (2001), Germany follows the model of
a coordinated market economy. This type of capitalism is character-
ized by a broad range of non-market-based forms of coordination. The
authors note that ‘non-market modes of coordination generally entail
more extensive relational or incomplete contracting, network monit-
oring based on the exchange of private information inside networks,
and more reliance on collaborative, as opposed to competitive, rela-
tionships to build the competencies of the firm’ (Hall and Soskice
2001). Accordingly, external equity financing through capital markets
was comparatively less developed in Germany, especially for small and
medium-sized companies. German firms traditionally relied to a large
extent on internal and debt (bank) financing. Evidently, these finan-
cing patterns go hand in hand with relatively weak capital markets. As
the German social security system is by tradition of the pay-as-you-go
kind, this arrangement slowed down the development of capital markets
further.

The absence of an active market for corporate control can be regarded
as one of the preconditions for the emergence of the particular Ger-
man corporate governance system. Its near-non-existence, which lasted
over decades (Hackethal et al. 2005; Schmidt 2003), fostered network-
like relationships and a long-term rather than a short-term cooperative
orientation (see, for example, Hall and Soskice 2001). Ownership con-
centration in German companies is traditionally high, and this appears
to be the typical solution when investor protection is poor (La Porta et al.
2000; La Porta et al. 1997). With low investor protection, the demand for
holding only small stakes in a firm is also typically low. This depresses
market prices for shares and makes external equity financing relatively
unattractive, reinforcing the traditional financing pattern. Holding large
proportions of shares (‘blockholdings’) also enables investors to realize
control benefits, which can be explained by obtaining information and
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control rights, for example through representation in the supervisory
boards (La Porta et al. 1998).

Germany’s typical corporate governance institutions translate into its
accounting system. Generally, the demand for high-quality accounting
information is lower because blockholders or banks, which are important
providers of finance, already have timely access to information through
other channels than financial reporting (García Lara et al. 2005). The
most important stakeholders in insider-oriented corporate governance
regimes are thus less dependent on the availability of public disclosures.
Instead of relying on public disclosures and financial reporting, insider
systems feature a ‘system of legally mandated and explicit reporting and
disclosure duties within the firm, which disseminates decision relevant
information to key contracting parties (but not to the public)’ (Wüste-
mann 2003). Insider economies are often found in code law countries.
Ball et al. (2000) argue that in these countries ‘the demand for accounting
income ( . . . ) is influenced more by the payout preferences of the agents
for labor, capital and government, and less by the demand of public
disclosure’.

The functions of accounting in outsider economies: The UK
and the US

The corporate governance systems in the US and the UK are typical out-
sider control systems. Both countries have, originating from the UK,
an Anglo-Saxon common law tradition. In regard to the national busi-
ness systems and again following the terminology of Hall and Soskice
(2001), both countries can be described as liberal market economies. In
such economies, markets play a greater role in the coordination of eco-
nomic actors. This also translates into typical financing patterns of firms
domiciled in such countries. (Anonymous) investors have to be supplied
with high-quality information that enables them tomeet their economic
decisions such as buying, holding or selling shares. Such information
can be found in financial reports. As outside investors cannot rely on
internal levers of control, their protection is of particular concern for
the efficiency of liberal market economies. These business systems thus
feature a high degree of institutionalized investor protection. The latter
is inter alia ensured by a developed disclosure system, which is typically
accompanied by a strong enforcement regime.

Through this sort of regulation, benefits from controlling large pro-
portions of shares decrease. Stocks thus are typically held more widely in
liberal market economies. A higher degree of institutionalized investor
protectionhence contributes to the development of larger equitymarkets
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compared to insider economies (La Porta et al. 1997). This also coincides
with the existence of an active market for corporate control, sometimes
also denoted as takeover market. The control mechanism works in the
following way: if performance is poor, market values of the firm will fall,
and this makes the poorly performing firm a takeover target. After the
takeover, the new owners are likely to replace the top managers or to
change business strategies to increase share prices. This constant threat
is likely to make managers focus on achieving good returns on their
strategies. The existence of active takeover markets thus also contributes
to a higher degree of investor protection.

Evidently, the role of financial reporting for economic decision-
making must be more pronounced in outsider corporate governance
systems. Anglo-Saxon accounting was thus described as being ‘micro-
orientated and judgmental, reflecting business practice and professional
rules’ (Alexander and Archer 2003). However, whether the differences
betweenAnglo-Saxon andContinental European countries are that clear-
cut has recently been an issue of debate (see for example Alexander and
Archer 2003; Nobes 2003) andwill also be analytically addressed in Part V
of this book.

Similar challenges and different pressures

Generally, both outsider and insider models have their merits and short-
comings. While it is currently fashionable to believe in the superiority of
outsider models, it is noteworthy that even in the 1990s some authors
saw comparative advantages of insider systems in the German or Japan-
ese style (Porter 1992). For instance, Wever and Allen (1992) argued that
‘Germany’s ability to design a cohesive economic and social system that
adapts continuously to changing requirements goes a long way toward
explaining the country’s competitive success.’

An important empirical observation is that both insider and outsider
models displayed a stable existence over a long time. Bothwere successful
solutions to the respective requirements that they had tomeet. From this
perspective, both systems were functionally equivalent to each other, at
least to a large extent. The occurrence and retention of both systems can
be explained by their optimal adaptation to the respective infrastructural
environments, particularly typical financing patterns and the respective
corporate governance systems, and by path dependency (Wüstemann
2003).

It is now often opined that the process of economic globalization in
particular necessitates a shift towards an arm’s length financing system
(Hall and Soskice 2001; Leuz and Wüstemann 2004). When there is, due
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to globalization, strong reliance on (equity) markets and a need for lower
capital costs, liberal market economies have comparative advantages.
This may lead to a convergence in the varieties of capitalism, which
means that different political and economic systems adjust to imitate
the one ‘best-suited’ model (Strange 1996). Even though we do not
explicitly address the question as to whether there is a worldwide con-
vergence of corporate governance and business systems, it is likely that
changes in the respective disclosure and enforcement systems provide
evidence for such anunderlying process: a stronger reliance on equity fin-
ancing requires the externalization of information, thus strengthening
disclosure and enforcement.

In that vein, Hansmann and Kraakman (2001) predict the ‘end of
history of corporate law’ as Continental European company lawwill con-
verge to the US model. The presumed convergence is to occur because
insider models are not able to cope with needs emerging through glob-
alization: worldwide integration led to massive demands for new capital
even from companies in insider economies (Kübler and Assmann 2006).
Particularly, large and internationally acting corporations were facing
increasing transparency demands of global investors when they wanted
to raise fresh capital. These demands could only be met with difficulty
due to poor disclosure regulation in the home market. The ensuing
transparency, induced by outside capital, led to increasing market pres-
sures, which also necessitated to reconsider traditional business practices
founded on networking and long-lasting (but not necessarily efficient)
relationships. Changes also affected banks, which played an important
role in the governing coalition of insider economies (see, for example,
Hackethal et al. 2006). Their strategic reorientation towards investment
banking rather than credit provision made them leave the governing
coalition, again reinforcing the need for big industrial companies to
increasingly collect funds from equity markets.

1.4 Governance modes and the role of the state

To analyse whether actors within the accounting regimes have taken
on new roles or discarded their old ones, we refer to the categories put
forward in Streeck and Schmitter (1985). In their seminal work on the
analysis of governance in different policy fields, they distinguish between
threemajor bases of social order: market, with its guiding principle of dis-
persed competition; the state with hierarchical control; and community
with ‘spontaneous’ solidarity.i In the ideal market solution, entrepren-
eurs seek to maximize their profit in exchange for a good or service
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provided to their customers on a transactional basis. The ideal statemode
of organization is bureaucratic in principle – allocation decisions are
made hierarchically. In the community ideal, finally, leaders of societal
groups seek esteem, while their followers cherish the sense of belonging
to the group as such (Streeck and Schmitter 1985). Although each of the
three principles is said to have its own integrity and tendency towards
reproduction, contemporary social order is in fact a continuous struggle
of the three for ‘the allegiance of specific groups, for the control of scarce
resources, for the incorporation of new issues, for the definition or rules
regulating [behaviour], and so forth’ (Cummins et al. 1994).

As Puxty et al. (1987) note in their early application of this governance
framework to accounting, the identified modes do not appear in their
pure forms but rather in differently balanced combinations. Schuppert
(1990) acknowledges that the variety of different governance modes is
much broader than the ‘state’, ‘community’ and ‘market’ archetypes sug-
gest. Adopting an actor-centred view, this finding is also true for the type
of governance observable in disclosure and enforcement regulation. First,
disclosures are in all jurisdictions based on legal stipulations, mostly in
the form of company and securities law. However, these legal stipula-
tions are not sufficient for providing detailed technical rules on how to
prepare financial disclosures. Such guidance has to be provided by fur-
ther actors, who traditionally varied across countries. These actors are,
respectively, associated with (or rooted in) the three governance modes
described.

In the state sector, agencies, courts and to a smaller extent bod-
ies under public law, for instance mutual stock exchanges, may play
an additional role in setting disclosure rules. Enforcement can also be
enacted by state agencies, courts and bodies under public law, with courts
being important for the evolvement of litigation risk. Communitarian
involvement in accounting governance includes responsibilities of actors
like official (private) standard-setters, unofficial/factual standard-setters
or influential academics and practitioners. In regard to enforcement,
communitarian governance can be exercised by institutions that are
necessitated by company law, such as (supervisory) boards and their
committees, as well as the statutory audit. While these institutions
are stipulated by law, they do not fully belong to the state sector as
only private actors are involved. Finally, markets also play a role in
governance when there is a strong reliance on private contracts and
arrangements. A real-life configuration will be made up of a com-
bination of these components and actors, both in disclosure and in
enforcement.
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The traditional analysis of governance modes keeps silent on the ter-
ritoriality of the respective actors. It has, however, to be kept in mind
that both private and state governance can be exercised from a national
or an international base. In the golden age, governance was generally
localized at the national level, and this was also true for the localization
of disclosure and enforcement. Two patterns of change show up in this
context (Zürn and Leibfried 2005). The first may be denoted as ‘transna-
tionalization’, referring to a combination of privatization and interna-
tionalization. The second can be called ‘supranationalization’, which can
be characterized by a combination of internalization and involvement
of actors rooted in the state sector. Obviously, Europeanization must be
regarded as a special case of supranationalization.

The specific constellation of a governance mode cannot be construed
without reference to the state. It is the state that decides which options
are admissible in the first place. As soon as the state rules out an option,
it is unattainable for the governance configuration. The state may, for
instance, decide to crowd out all communitarian (societal) regulation by
setting its own detailed rules or it may decide not to allow an interna-
tionalization of competencies. In this context, the decisive question is,
whether the state takes on responsibility for the regulation of a particular
policy field and, if so, of which kind this responsibility is?

State responsibilities can be classified into three different levels (Schup-
pert and Bumke 2000): operation responsibility, supervision responsibil-
ity and outcome responsibility.When taking on operation responsibility,
the state performs relevant services for the provision of a normative
good1 such as welfare or security through its own administrative agen-
cies. Supervision responsibility means that the state takes legislative
decisions on the provision of a normative good. Supervision responsibil-
ity necessitates cooperation with societal or private actors in a particular
policy field (Grimm 1990; Schuppert 1990). This can be interpreted
as an incorporation of the addressees of law into the sphere of the
state, which has become increasingly noticeable. Observations include
that law becomes less hierarchical, that law-makers increasingly try
to convince or persuade constituents instead of forcing them to fol-
low specific rules and that there is an increasing amount of soft law,
that is non-binding regulation (Ritter 1990). Supervision responsibil-
ity does not imply a state’s own operational activities but delegating
the regulation to third (mostly self-regulating) parties who guarantee
a certain level of provision in respect of normative goods. The state
might not intervene at all as long as self-regulation leads to satisfactory
outcomes.
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When taking on outcome responsibility, the state is expected to
intervene if a normative good is put in jeopardy. Taking on outcome
responsibility only leads to a very low level of intervention in general.
It should be noted that the state can, in fact, rarely completely dis-
card this sort of responsibility. The outlined concepts are summarized in
Exhibit 1.2. It offers a comprehensive analytical framework for enquiries
into accounting governance and shows possibilities of change. It will be
used here to contrast the different governance modes and hence to cap-
ture the effect of the recent transformations of the British, the German
and the US disclosure and enforcement systems.

In regard to the policy fields of disclosure and enforcement regulation,
we expect to find opposite trends in insider and outsider economies.
In insider systems such as Germany, we suppose that due to globaliz-
ation a retreat of the state from bearing operation responsibility will
be observable. This also implies that we expect an increasing participa-
tion of private-sector actors in the governance of the respective policy
fields. However, applying the term ‘privatization’ to this phenomenon
may be too simple as private involvement can also occur in addition to
existing regulation. It is the total amount of regulation and the sharing
pattern of responsibilities for the policy fields between public and private
actors that is decisive in this issue. Only if the state sector’s traditional
responsibilities are simply transferred to the private sector talking about
privatization is justifiable.

Exhibit 1.2 Framework for analysing possible shifts in accounting governance
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In outsider systems, we expect that state responsibilities increase in
such a way that a laissez-faire approach of the golden age – inasmuch it
existed in the first place – is abandoned in favour of the state taking on
the supervision responsibility for the provision of normative goods. This
implies that the state sector plays an increasing role in the governance
of disclosure and enforcement, at least by mandating private actors that
previously regulated without a nation state’s remit.

The expectation that outsider economies will witness more state
involvement seems counter-intuitive only at the first glance. Two reas-
ons make state involvement more likely. First, capital markets have
become important for societal arrangements beyond the provision of
finance, for instance in providing funds for retirement. A malfunction
or even a collapse of the markets would have severe repercussions for
the nation state, which bears the responsibility for its citizen’s economic
welfare. The second reason is the increasing cross-fertilization of regu-
latory regimes. Regulation has become somewhat contagious: if it exists
in one state, it is likely to appear eventually in the other. The crisis the-
ory of regulation provides a pertinent explanation: politicians have to
demonstrate to their electorate, who is increasingly aware of other exist-
ing arrangements, that ‘everything’ has been done to avert the crises and
‘all’ safeguards have been applied for the future.

Taken together, these developmentsmake convergence of regimes very
likely. Convergence then may take the form of shared transnational and
supranational solutions.



2
Transformation of Role Models:
Germany, the UK and the US

This chapter sketches developments in the financial reporting systems
of Germany, the UK and the US, all of which will be discussed in greater
detail in Part II. These three national configurations have been selected
for different reasons. All three systems traditionally display diverging
goals, functions and institutional set-ups in financial reporting, which
are contrasted throughout the following chapters. The US regulation
focuses exclusively on listed companies, is founded on strict enforce-
ment and provides detailed rules. The UK system has a long-standing
tradition of mainly societal (community) accounting governance by the
accounting profession. It focuses on capital markets, which is similar
to the US system, but has a broader scope and emphasizes professional
judgement instead of detailed rules. Finally, traditional German account-
ing concentrated more on creditor protection and on using accounting
for problem-solving within firms while capital markets played a subor-
dinate role; the system is also highly influenced by jurisdiction. The
British and German systems stand for two extremes in the European
spectrum of accounting systems that spans between the so-called Con-
tinental European (Germany) and Anglo-Saxon approach to accounting.
This necessarily rough distinction differentiates mainly between a pre-
dominant role of equity financing (Anglo-Saxon) and of bank financing
(Continental) in funding companies and has remained dominant for
almost three decades in comparative accounting research (Flower 2004;
Nobes 1983; 2003; Nobes and Parker 2004).

In fact, the three national configurations represent three different
paths of accountancy with diverse formative institutional developments.
In particular, the institutionalized role of the state in accounting dif-
fers, and there is substantial variation in the importance and function of
enforcement in the respective nation states.

22
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2.1 UK accounting: Diversity, professions and ‘fair
presentation’

Financial reporting looks back on a long-standing tradition in the UK.
Between the 16th and the 19th century, Britain was leading the evolu-
tion of accounting. British literature rightly claims the emergence of the
‘accounting profession’ as one of their nation’s contribution to account-
ancy (Flower 2004). The tradition of a strong profession, which regulates
many accounting and financial reporting issues out of its own initiat-
ive, has spread not only into many parts of the Commonwealth but, for
example, also to the Netherlands and the US. At the same time, this ini-
tiative from the societal actors sets Britain apart from the Continental
European model.

Privately organized societies and institutes of accountants shaped the
British accounting system from the 1850s by admitting and educating
their members. The state applied a laissez-faire approach until the begin-
ning of the 20th century and rarely interfered in the financial reporting
of most commercial and industrial companies (Parker 1990).1 Not the
state but societal arrangements – mainly the accounting profession –
provided the rules for preparing financial reports: in the absence of legal
stipulations, the professional bodies of the accounting profession issued
guiding principles for their members to promote a ‘true and fair view’
in their professional judgement. These could vary from one professional
body to another (Walton 1993).

Companies Acts passed successively from 1844 did not contain any
rules concerning the format or content of financial statements (Roberts
et al. 2005). The first notable involvement of the state occurred in 1907,
when company law introduced mandatory disclosures of audited bal-
ance sheets. Before, disclosure was minimal, legal rules for recognition
and measurement did not exist, and auditing as an enforcement mech-
anism was mandatory only for a small number of companies. Generally,
‘ . . . the company was seen as a private arrangement involving sharehold-
ers and directors, and secrecy in businessmatters was regarded as a virtue’
(Roberts et al. 2005).

State interference was augmented when the important Companies
Act 1948 outlined more specific rules on disclosure. Next to the bal-
ance sheet, profit and loss accounts were to be disclosed and consol-
idated accounts had to be published. The Act demanded from firms
a true and fair view (fair presentation) according to the demands of
skilled addressees, especially investors (Flower 2004; Walton 1993). It
also introduced some concrete yet basic accounting rules, such as the
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distinction between reserves and provisions in order to make the cre-
ation of hidden reserves more difficult (Nobes and Parker 2004). But
laws remained of rather little importance, and jurisdiction also tradition-
ally avoided interfering with questions of recognition and measurement
(Flower 2004).

This ‘golden age of laissez-faire’ lasted about until the British acces-
sion to the European Economic Community (EEC). It is an exemplar of
howmarkets and societal actors provided welfare without operational or
supervision responsibility of the nation state. Edwards et al. (1997) show
that the market produced efficient outcomes in auditing regarding the
‘coverage’ of firms with professional accountants despite the lack of state
regulation. After evaluating auditor–client relationships from historical
documents, the authors document that a vast majority of firms engaged
professional accountants already in the 19th century even though it was
not mandated by the state, and these results are by no means limited to
big companies. Furthermore, the authors demonstrate that, contrary to
conventional wisdom, professional accountants did not generate their
biggest stake of returns through bankruptcy audits but rather via regular
audits.

The impending EEC membership made the diversity of accounting
rules within the UK seem arcane. It would be difficult for an outsider to
understandwhy the different professional organizationswould not apply
one set of rules in one member state. Therefore, the professional bodies
started to harmonize rules among the institutes/societies by founding the
Accounting StandardsCommittee (ASC) as their common standard-setter
in the 1970s. This was a first step towards one set of standards and eventu-
ally to GAAP and decreased the variety in recognition and measurement
methods significantly. Nevertheless, the procedures to promulgate stand-
ard practice were comparatively slow. Often the final standards were
based on compromises (Choi and Meek 2005). The competitive societal
mechanism that had relied on a variety of professional bodies started
to collapse, and it was further diminished when the national legis-
lator transformed European regulations into successive Companies Acts
after 1981. A greater degree of centralization and an increased role of
the nation state ensued. Still, the UK held on to private arrangements
wherever possible.

Today’s financial reporting regulation is shaped by a network of
privately incorporated actors that cooperate closely with the state (Fearn-
ley and Hines 2003). The regulatory and supervisory competencies in
financial reporting and auditing are bundled in a not-for-profit organ-
ization that is financed by the state, the profession and the companies
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to which its standards apply. It operates under the name of the Fin-
ancial Reporting Council (FRC), a limited liability company with state
guarantee, whose directors are drawn from the business world but are
appointed by the state. The FRC’s probably best-known subsidiary, the
Accounting Standards Board (ASB), promulgates the pertinent account-
ing standards. The Financial Reporting Review Panel (FRRP) enquires into
violations of accounting rules. Auditing is regulated by the Professional
Oversight Board (POB) supervising the auditing profession, especially in
terms of admission and qualification. The Auditing Practices Board (APB)
pronounces rules on auditing, and the Accountancy Investigation and
Disciplinary Board (AIDB) conducts active oversight. All these bodies are
staffed by the FRC.

As a consequence of the reforms, the role of the respective professional
bodies is much reduced. In acknowledging that there is a wide array of
interests in financial reporting, the ASB now also draws its membership
from the corporate and investment world. The other bodies ensure that
violations of disclosure and enforcement rules are quickly and transpar-
ently dealt with, which also means that the disciplinary proceedings of
the professions have partly lost their importance. The increased super-
visory role bundled in the Reporting Council can also be seen as a
consequence of the centralized structure of accounting regulation, which
has made competition between the professions impossible. Overall, the
state has taken on only a coordinating role: a closer look at the member-
ship of the Council bodies reveals some distance to the state and political
decision-making.Members are still drawn from themajor representatives
of the corporate world at large and not from the government executive
or politics.

The collapse of the competitive societal system has not been con-
fined to financial reporting and auditing. Today’s regulation has further
changed for listed firms. They are no longer supervised by the stock
exchanges where their shares are traded. The Financial Services Authority
(FSA) emerged as another relevant regulator for listed firms, pronoun-
cing listing requirements and enforcing disclosure rules. Although often
being regarded as a governmental agency (Fearnley and Hines 2003),
the FSA is a private-sector organization, registered as a limited company.
However, it reports to the Treasury and is equipped with wide-ranging
quasi-governmental competencies, such as imposing penalties on firms
that fail to meet particular disclosure requirements.

The British financial reporting system has undergone substantial
changes since the golden age of the nation state. Starting off with only
very little state intervention in the form of rudimentary legal stipulations
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and vast self-regulation, the public sector has increased its influence
over time. Especially in the field of disclosure regulation, changes were
triggered to a large extent by EU harmonization leading to more detailed
stipulations in the Companies Acts. Today’s system relies, both in dis-
closure and in enforcement regulation, on a number of bodies under
private law and a quasi-governmental agency in securities regulation. In
contrast to the settings in the golden age, all of these institutions are
officially acknowledged and at least indirectly monitored by the gov-
ernment. In sum, the public sector gained in importance, significantly
abstaining, however, fromoperational responsibilities wherever possible.

2.2 German accounting: Commercial Code, jurisprudence
and taxation

German accounting traditionally relied less on the forces of professional
self-organization. Nevertheless, it would be a rather simplifying assump-
tion that accounting stipulations can mostly be found in the form of
law. Instead, one may describe traditional German accounting as an
outcome of different institutions’ interference with corporate disclos-
ures under the clear leadership of the government. German accounting
regulations differed fundamentally not only from the converging inter-
national accounting rules (IFRS, US GAAP) in their contents but also
in their institutional set-up. This necessitated more radical steps towards
harmonized financial reporting: instead of subsequent adjustments some
rather sweeping reformswere undertaken. For this reason,we speak about
‘traditional’ German accounting when referring to the settings during
the golden age of the nation state around the 1970s.

First introduced in 1897, the German Commercial Code (HGB) at
least technically constitutes the primary source of accounting regula-
tion. However, this law did not contain many detailed rules on financial
reporting until EU regulation was transposed into German law, amend-
ing the HGB.2 What is important in understanding the role of the state
vis-à-vis societal and private actors is the concept of German GAAP to
which the Commercial Code refers as it specifies that accounts have to
be rendered in accordance with GAAP. GermanGAAP consist of different
inputs: they comprise regular practice, academic inputs, jurisprudence
and professional opinions. Here, jurisprudence is of outstanding import-
ance, as court decisions represent final decisions on what is acceptable as
GAAP. Tax jurisdiction and the courts had a high degree of influence on
accounting practice. But the auditing standards of the private Institute
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of Auditors (IDW) are also of importance, especially due to their binding
character for auditors (see Marten et al. 2003).

The importance of courts in advancing German GAAP can at least
partly be explained by the interconnection of financial reporting with
taxation: financial reports technically represent the basis for determining
taxable income. Although initially the causation went from company to
tax accounts, the high practical relevance of taxation inverted this rela-
tion and verdicts of courts dealing with taxationwere often considered as
the major source of accounting rules (Born 2002). The legal interconnec-
tion applies only to company, not consolidated accounts. As company
and group accounts tended not to differ in practical terms in the golden
age, many outside Germany believed that the applicable regulations for
company and group accounts were the same, and thus believed that
tax legislation had a pervasive influence on German financial reporting.
This prejudice about German group accounting exists until today (see,
for example, Choi and Meek 2005).

The German Accounting Standards Board (GASB) was set up in the late
1990s as a last-minute attempt to retain state control over group account-
ing when large international firms started turning to international or
US accounting standards. The GASB membership is determined fully by
the private sector, but the regulations of the GASB must be approved
by the state. The International Accounting Standards (IAS) regulation at
the European level rendered this attempt meaningless. As all national
bodies in Europe, the Board lost its competencies in setting accounting
rules for listed groups and gave way for the EU-wide solution of uniform
IFRS application. Today, the GASB focuses on developing group account-
ing for non-listed companies and on participating in the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB’s) deliberations.

The profession has been notably absent in disclosure regulation. This
is partly due to its size, and partly due to regulation. In Germany, the
accounting profession is understood in a much more narrow sense, and
only auditors qualify for membership. The first professional body of
auditors was founded in Berlin in 1900. A national institute, the IDW,
was established in 1930. Unlike with its British counterparts, member-
ship was voluntary and carried neither weight nor responsibility. This
changed in 1934 when all auditors had to become members to practise –
an arrangement corresponding to other ‘purification’ attempts of the
time. After a short wartime interlude of another body under public law,
the IDW resumed its role as an oversight body. In 1961, the Public
Accountant Act (WPO) stipulated the set-up of a Chamber of Public
Accountants (WPK) of which an auditor has to be a member. The WPK,
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an organization under public law, is responsible for oversight, admission,
quality control and the development of auditing standards. The IDW
then returned to its original role: being an organization for lobbying on
behalf of accountants and for giving advice.

Enforcement in Germany mainly revolved around auditing. The man-
datory annual audit was introduced for joint stock companies in 1934.
Regulated only on the surface in company law, principles for the audit’s
scope and content were established by the profession, traditionally by
the IDW. This task was transferred to the Chamber of Auditors in 1961,
but the latter immediately delegated this responsibility back to the Insti-
tute. Quality control was a matter only for the Chamber until 2005
when a newly founded Auditor Oversight Commission (APAK) took up
its work. The APAK ultimately oversees the auditing profession. In effect,
it merely enhances the public sector’s influence on auditing oversight by
supervising the WPK’s operations and by intervening in its decisions if
necessary.

German enforcement never focused much on capital markets. Listed
companies never featured high on the agenda as distinctions would be
typically made by size or legal status, but rarely by listing status. This
changed after a number of high-profile cases of fraudulent accounting in
the late 1990s and early 2000s. Listed groups now face random checks by
a newly created enforcement panel under private law,modelled along the
lines of its British counterpart. Membership of the control authority, Fin-
ancial Reporting Enforcement Panel (DPR), is determined by the private
sector, but staffing decisions at the executive level need approval by the
state. The DPR is backed by the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority
(BaFin). Despite the legal role it plays in accounting, its factual import-
ance is rather small: the BaFin has so far intervened only occasionally in
accounting contexts and focuses mainly on fighting insider trading (see
Schüler 2004).3

The institutional reforms were accompanied by initiatives that
increased the possibilities for legal action by investors.While courts inter-
vened traditionally into questions of recognition, measurement and dis-
closure, it was comparatively difficult for share owners to sue for liability
in cases ofmisconduct. After the corporation lawwas amended in 2005 to
extend investors’ opportunities in courts, this has changed. The amend-
ment increased the risk of board members being held liable for their
actions. As a consequence the number of complaints about misleading
financial information rose and, in addition to the other reforms, the legis-
lator introduced the possibility of representative law suits (Musterklagen)
that replace the numerous separate cases on the same issue.
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The transformations in Germany also changed the governance of
financial reporting.While one could see in the British case that the inter-
vention of the public sector has increased at the expense of the private
actors’ latitude, in Germany the role of the state has decreased in disclos-
ure and increased in enforcement, but in the latter not at the expense of
private actors, who had been largely absent. Germany’s traditional gov-
ernance model is still dominated by the public sector, particularly as the
relevance of the accounting profession is still rather low. The moderniz-
ation of the system not only brought additional state intervention, but
also led to additional relative and absolute private-sector participation.
New forms of public–private cooperation were set up, both in the field
of disclosure regulation and of enforcement.

2.3 US accounting: Financial markets, interstate commerce
and dominance of the SEC

Financial reporting in the US was initially very similar to the British
accounting system. After its final emancipation from these roots in the
1930s, most of the literature sees US GAAP as the dominant power for the
modern developments in accounting. Today’s system started to evolve
in the aftermath of the 1929 stock market crash and is built around
strong enforcement. As a reaction to fraudulent financial information,
the federal government took significant action and started regulating
accountancy for listed companies – a policy field that had been virtu-
ally unregulated until then. Before the reforms, accounting was merely
an issue of voluntary disclosures or stipulation by the stock exchanges,
comparable to the UK’s laissez-faire approach.

The foundations of today’s accounting regulation are federal acts from
the early 1930s, determining disclosure and enforcement rules for the
securities market. This road to accounting intervention was singular as
governments used mostly company law to regulate accounting. In the
US, though, company law is not a federal responsibility, and so secur-
ities law only allowed intervention into corporate disclosures. Rather
than forestalling future crises of the stock markets it is likely that the
government’s ‘will to regulate’, which is visible in many New Deal reg-
ulations, prompted this action. That the US regulation in accounting
took the route via capital markets is more a historical accident than
a careful consideration: the financial crisis happened across the globe,
but nowhere else was regulation extended to the capital markets. This
unique combination of an active administration, a financial crisis and a
limiting constitution may be the primary reason why regulation and
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institutions differ substantially between the US and our other coun-
tries. There, the nation state was not constrained – company law being
a federal responsibility in Germany since 1870/71 and Britain being a
non-federal state – and company law was the interventionist instrument
of choice. Formally, the US federal securities legislation complemented
the rather ineffective individual states’ securities laws.

The new federal securities laws initiated the set-up of a governmental
financial reporting and enforcement agency equipped with multiple
competences: the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). While the
SEC stands alone when compared cross-nationally, it has counterparts in
the US: five governors running the organization, who are nominated by
the US president and confirmed by the Senate. Examples are the Federal
Trade Commission and the Federal Communications Commission. Like
these, the SEC bundles legislative, judicial and executive functions in one
governmental body (Skousen 1991). It is responsible for disclosure rules,
decides on penalties and investigates into cases of misconduct. Hence,
the SEC is integrated in such a way that it has control over all process
steps in financial reporting and its enforcement.

Since its foundation, the SEC is visible mainly in respect of its regis-
tration and filing procedures as well as its wide-ranging enforcement
activities. With its so-called ‘forms’ (for example Form 10-K for annual
reports) the SEC defines basic disclosure requirements. These forms are to
be filed with the Commission in order to not lose the initial registration
that is necessary for issuing securities and having them traded. Annual
reports (filed in the format of the respective forms) are made publicly
available by the SEC, now on its website. The filing process includes ran-
dom checks of the reports and is part of the Commission’s enforcement
activities. However, the main enforcement activities of the SEC are car-
ried out by its division of enforcement, which investigates and litigates
when accounting fraud is suspected. Here, it may take up actions against
board members and the company’s auditors. As a consequence the SEC
may ban securities from exchanges by withdrawing the registration or
decide on debarments from practising as auditor or manager. Next to
the severe penalties that the SEC imposes, sometimes in cooperation
with courts, the negative publicity of SEC investigations has a deterrent
effect.

Although the SEC pronounces fundamental rules for financial report-
ing, standard-setting is in general delegated to bodies under private law.
Analogous to the British development, the accounting profession set
up and controlled the first standard-setters. Professional bodies issued
their own rules on recognition and measurement regularly. After a
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wide discontent with the two first standard-setters, today’s Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB), a non-governmental, not-for-profit
organization, was set up and became operative in 1973. The FASB encom-
passes a wide array of business interests, which are represented by users,
preparers and auditors. Although the SEC remains legally responsible
for standard-setting, the FASB is officially acknowledged by the Com-
mission as the competent standard-setter. Before, the SEC demanded
reports to be prepared according to GAAP, but it left open how these
GAAP are established. With the stabilization of standard-setting and the
manifestation of basic principles in the conceptual framework, decision
usefulness (for investors) became the agreed goal and benchmark of
accounting.

Notwithstanding the SEC’s interventions, auditing is a major part of
enforcement in the US. External verification of accounts had been a
common practice among listed firms before the federal securities legis-
lation made auditing mandatory. Firms wanted to capture the positive
signalling effect of higher credibility. For instance, about 90 percent of
theNYSE-listed companies published audited financial statements before
it became a federal requirement (Jennings 1958).

A shock for the globallywell-appreciated system camewith the series of
accounting frauds in 2001 and 2002 that are associated with names like
Enron or WorldCom. With the Sarbanes–Oxley Act of 2002, the legis-
lator reacted to what was broadly perceived as a crisis of the world’s
most advanced financial reporting system. The act mainly contains a fur-
ther strengthening of internal controls, enforcement, and puts forward
harsher penalties for responsible managers. It is commonly understood
as the most severe regulatory intervention since the securities regulation
in the 1930s when the SEC was set up (Thompson and Lange 2003). An
institutional novelty of the act is the Public Company Accounting Over-
sight Board (PCAOB), which oversees auditing, which was previously
done by the profession, the similarity to the British POB and the Ger-
man APAK being obvious. As all auditors need to register with the board
to be allowed to perform audits for listed firms and registration may be
cancelled in case of misconduct, the PCAOB is factually equipped with
sanctioning powers.

Disclosure regulation changed only in minor respects compared to
the golden age. With the stabilization of the private standard-setter
FASB, the SEC’s need to intervene into disclosure rules decreased. And
while the FASB’s predecessors were dominated by the accounting pro-
fession, the latter’s importance was systematically reduced in favour of
preparers and users of reports. In enforcement one can see an overall
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increase in regulative interventions, all of thembeing connectedwith the
stipulations of the SOA. Here, the foundation of the PCAOB, increased
internal controls and increased liability ofmanagers and auditors have to
be mentioned. Nevertheless, also in the field of enforcement the general
set-up did not change substantially since the golden age of the nation
state. What is visible, though, is a trend to strengthen government inter-
vention as a reaction to political pressure, caused by corporate fraud and
a stock market crisis.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we provided a brief summary of the differences in disclos-
ure and enforcement regulation as applied in the golden age of the nation
state in Germany, the US and the UK. We argued that the British system
heavily relied on self-regulation of private actors while governmental ini-
tiatives were typical of the US and the German system. However, means
of governmental intervention differed considerably in both of the latter
countries. Germany relied on code law and jurisdiction, mainly in the
area of company law; the US installed a powerful agency regulating all
fields of financial reporting using securities law.

The chapter also showed that financial reporting has undergone sub-
stantial change since the golden age; this is in particular true for the
European countries but also holds for the US.While literature commonly
asserts that Germany has seen ‘privatization’ tendencies in this context
and that the changes in the UK andUS constitute a shift towards stronger
state intervention, already the bird’s eye view reveals that this conclu-
sion would be too simple. The only thing that can safely be said is that
the field of accountancy shows great regulatory dynamics. Statehood as
the complex interplay of different actors requires looking in more detail
at the changes and separating the seemingly different regulatory spheres
of disclosure and enforcement. This will be done in Chapters 3 and 5.



Part II

New Governance Arrangements
in Disclosure

The subject of this part is the changing governance of disclosure reg-
ulation. Disclosure regulation has witnessed a number of substantial
transformations in recent years. The golden-age regulatory models in the
respective nation states displayed an idiosyncratic interplay of a num-
ber of actors: the state, societal actors and private individuals. These
actors’ importance and interaction changed over time, partly due to
national dynamics and partly due to internationalization and (mostly
European) harmonization. New actors entered the stage and supplemen-
ted the workings of traditional institutions. The overarching question
in this context is, how the governance of disclosure regulation changed
and whether this has had implications for the role of the nation state in
disclosure regulation? Convergence of regulatory models or abrogation
of responsibilities may signal a new constellation of statehood.

Part II is subdivided into three chapters. Chapter 3 covers the golden-
age nation state in greater detail and the dynamics of regulatory arrange-
ments over time. Our analysis shows fundamental differences between
the three cases: while the US system at the first glance shows a comparat-
ively stable configuration since the golden age, the European systems –
and the German system in particular – have experienced profound
changes. The European harmonization process plays a decisive role as
Europe interfereswith its directives and regulations in national disclosure
regulation. Chapter 3 provides evidence on how the public–private mix
changed. Depending on the country in question, we find a diminished
(Germany) as well as an augmented (UK) role of the state.

Governance was most profoundly rearranged with the decision of the
EU to introduce internationally uniform accounting standards – now
known as IFRS – as mandatory standards for listed groups. Chapter 4
focuses on this issue. The EU has chosen a regulatory concept that
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combines a transnational – that is, a private and international standard-
setter – with a supranational approach. Chapter 4 looks at the new
balance of international actors that leaves little regulatory scope for the
nation state itself.

Finally, Chapter 5 discusses the struggle between private and public
actors on stock exchanges. As the new financial reporting arrangements
are intended to facilitate disclosure, its ultimate addressee is the investor,
trading in shares. This trade typically takes place on an organized special-
purpose market: a stock exchange. Stock exchanges, societal institutions
at their inception, have also provided some disclosure regulation for the
benefit of their participants, and they may have done this earlier and
outside the nation state’s scope. The increasing economic importance of
stock exchanges and the increase in participation also called the nation
state to action. Disclosure regulation of stock markets was now compet-
ing against or adding to state regulation. With its supreme powers, the
nation state can crowd out stock market regulation or seek cooperation
with the societal actors. As will be shown, the three countries in our study
display differing regulatory paths. In two of our countries, Germany and
the UK, state intervention remained relatively low, and societal forms of
governance prevail. The US represents the opposite case. State regulation
has crowded out nearly all private regulation.



3
Rise and Fall of the Golden-Age
Nation State Model

While Chapter 2 provided a brief overview of accounting regulation in
the UK, Germany and the US, this chapter considers the organization
of disclosure regulation, and in particular the field of standard-setting in
greater detail. Even though accounting rules (standards, broadly defined)
can be understood as all kinds of regulation that companies have to
consider in their financial reporting, we deal only with a subset of this
regulation here. This is due to the fact that we distinguish between dis-
closure rules of stock exchanges (Chapter 5) and general rules, which
have to be applied independently from the listing at a certain stock
exchange. The present chapter covers how the latter are determined by
the major actors in the three economies Germany, the UK and the US.
Changes in the three countries happened at different points in time.

While structural adaptations in the US occurred already in the early
1930s, the two European countries have witnessed a two-stage process.
The first steps of European harmonization allowed the respective nation
states to hold on to their specific traditions wherever possible and prac-
tical. This stage of ‘acceptance seeking’ will be described here. The second
stage of ever-closer harmonization in Europe is deferred to Chapter 4. As
the US transformations happened long before the Europeanization, we
will first consider to which extent the US model influenced accounting
governance in Europe.

3.1 Standard-setting in the US: Not quite Europe’s precursor

The US entered into regulating financial reporting by creating the SEC
with extensive powers to regulate accounting for listed companies. From
this beginning, the US has witnessed a trial-and-error process to devise
a cooperative model between the state and the actors from the private
sector. This model for the capital markets has eventually influenced all

35
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types of company accounting in the US as standards for listed companies
provided the model for the GAAP. This federal regulation is not fully
rooted in written law, and it left company law, which is a matter for the
states, untouched. The focus on listed firms forms only one of the major
differences between Europe and the US.

The first attempt in developing uniform accounting standards was
neither rooted in state intervention nor distinctively in professional self-
regulation. Instead, it dates back to an initiative by the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) in 1917 involving the American Institute of Account-
ants (AIA) (Wolk and Tearney 1997). This cooperation resulted in basic
accounting principles which had to be followed by all the compan-
ies listed on the exchange (Hendriksen 1977). The origins of universal
financial reporting rules for listed firms can be found in the securities
legislation following the stock market crash of 1929 (Morgan and Previts
1984): accounting regulation was ushered in with the Securities Act (SA)
of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act (SEA) of 1934 (primary acts)
when the federal government decided to intervene substantially into
financial reporting, most visibly with the SEC, which was founded in
this context. The legislation puts ultimate responsibility for the develop-
ment of accounting standards for publicly traded (listed) companies with
the SEC. However, the private sector has played a major role in standard-
setting from the beginnings of the newmodel (Sanders 1936). As a result,
US GAAP have been influenced substantially by the pronouncements of
private bodies.

Even though pronouncements have been promulgated without expli-
cit reference to the SEC, the SEC is no passive bystander during the
processes of standard-setting. It had (and still has) considerable influence
in the development of accounting practice, and the SEC always made it
clear that it would step in and set standards itself if the private-sector
standard-setter fails to meet the regulator’s expectations (Hendriksen
1977). The SEC primarily participated through comments on drafts of
regulations. It also exercised direct influence through the publication of
Regulation S-X (covering financial statements), Regulation S-K (covering
non-financial disclosure about the operations of business), Accounting
Series Releases of the Commission or the Chief Accountant, and official
decisions (Roberts et al. 2005).

Towards a stable configuration: Pre-FASB developments

Three episodes of private standard-setting can be observed in the US,
involving different institutional structures of the private standard-setter
and a different relationship between the standard-setter and the SEC
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(Heintges 2005). Those episodes are identified with the following bod-
ies: (1) the Committee on Accounting Procedure (CAP) of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)1 (1936–59); (2) its suc-
cessor, the Accounting Principles Board (APB), which was also run under
the Institute’s umbrella (1959–73); and (3) the existing independent Fin-
ancial Accounting Standards Board (FASB), which ended the AICPA’s
standard-setting responsibility in 1973. While these episodes did not
ultimately change the balance between the nation state and the private
actors, they saw the emergence, over time, of an acceptable private-sector
organizational form: the result of this process is the effective – or at least
acceptable – organization of a private standard-setting body in the US.
The latest arrangement also forms the blueprint for institutional reform
in Europe.

In April 1938, the SEC decided to call explicitly upon the profession
in a statement of its administrative policy in the form of Accounting
Series Release (ASR) No. 4 (Puxty et al. 1987). Subsequent to the release
of ASR No. 4, a 21-member CAP was created in 1938 (Wolk and Tear-
ney 1997). Members were predominately active practitioners, and they
served without compensation. The CAP originally wanted to develop a
comprehensive statement of accounting principles as a general guide to
solve specific practical problems. However, it suffered from time con-
straints and pressures from the SEC (Haller 1994). The Committee’s
Accounting Research Bulletins (ARB), frequently issued on an ad hoc
basis, addressed specific accounting issues and allowed the acceptance of
alternative accounting practices without an underlying reporting logic.

Particularly during the 1950s, the CAP was criticized for moving too
slowly in preparing written expressions of GAAP (Hendriksen 1977), for
allowing too many alternatives to accounting methods and for paying
insufficient attention to fundamentals. This was partly due to its lim-
ited organizational role: the CAP did not have a broadly based authority.
In fact, its pronouncements were not even binding for members of the
AICPA (Miller et al. 1998). Because it lacked authority, the CAP was
generally unable to be decisive in its pronouncements.

Criticism of the CAP’s operative inefficiency was often accompan-
ied by the claim that its standard-setting procedures were conceptually
unsound as they were lacking a theoretical basis. Especially the Insti-
tute called for a conceptual approach, and it was decided that an
emphasis on research had to be an important feature of a new model
to replace the piecemeal method that had been followed for 20 years
(Hicks 1969). The Institute set up a Special Committee on Research Pro-
gram in December 1957. Its report recommended the CAP’s replacement
by a new institution, the APB (Mutchler and Smith 1984).2
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The APB, which was also a committee of the AICPA, was established
in 1959. To tackle conceptual issues, the Accounting Research Division
was founded to accompany the Board’s standard-setting process. Particu-
larly in response to complaints about the lack of systematic research, the
Board was initially given the task of developing a so-called ‘conceptual
framework’ to provide guidance for the settling of issues and to improve
written expressions. The APB’s official pronouncements were intended
to be based primarily on studies of the Accounting Research Division; its
conclusions were to be supported by reasoning. It was given a full-time
research staff of six individuals and a director of accounting research.
The Board was drawn primarily from the accounting profession but also
included members representing industry, the academic community and
government. However, none of the efforts made by the research division
were particularly helpful to the APB, and the research studies were not
accepted by the profession (Wolk and Tearney 1997).

Disapproval was voiced on a number of issues. In regard to the
standard-setting process there were two points of criticism: first, the
exposure for tentative APB opinions was too limited and occurred too
late in the process; and second, the standard-setting process was too
long and subject to too many outside pressures (Roberts et al. 2005).
A major institutional shortcoming was seen in the APB’s supposed lack
of independence, which allegedly existed due to the part-time nature of
the APB (Rockness and Nikolai 1977). While there were many causes for
its demise, perhaps the most significant one was the lack of a broadly
based mandate: while the Institute prescribed adherence to the pro-
nouncements, the SEC never formally endorsed the Board as a source
of authority while it existed. As a result of these fundamental criticisms,
the rapid change in financial institutions and the numerous abuses of
financial reporting in the 1960s and early 1970s, proposals were made to
reconsider the organizational structure for setting accounting principles
once more. These proposals also encompassed the study of the basic
objectives of financial accounting, which would then serve as guidance
for new accounting principles.

When the academic American Accounting Association (AAA)3 pro-
posed appointing an interdisciplinary commission to consider how
accounting standards should be developed in 1971, the Institute reacted
promptly by appointing its own seven-men group to study the estab-
lishment of accounting principles. That study group became known as
the Wheat Committee. Its recommendations included the creation of a
Financial Accounting Foundation (FAF) as an institution separated from
the accounting profession. Further, the formation of an FASB under the
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roof of this foundation was proposed, which should be complemen-
ted by a Financial Accounting Advisory Council. The almost immediate
adoption of the Wheat Committee’s recommendations resulted in the
creation of the third US standard-setting body that is still active today.
The AICPA was instrumental in establishing the FASB as an independent
standard-setting body by dissolving its own APB (Sprouse 1987). It also
strengthened its institutional commitment: shortly after the inaugura-
tion of the FASB, the Institute’s Code of Professional Ethics was amended
by a rule obliging members to comply with promulgated authoritative
financial accounting pronouncements.

During its 14-year-long life, the APB issued 31 authoritative opinions,
which the FASB also acknowledges in its Rules of Procedure. The opin-
ions were generally more definitive than that of the CAP. The enhanced
authoritative status of APB opinions was a critical and important differ-
ence in the development of private-sector standard-setting.

Endorsed cooperation: The FASB

The organizational structure of standard-setting goes back on the pro-
positions of the Wheat Committee. Standards are set by the FASB. The
Board’smembers are not serving part time, as did themembers of the two
previous bodies. Instead they receive full pay and are obliged not to work
in their usual businesses while serving on the Board (FASB 2004b; Larson
and Holstrum 1973). They are selected by the trustees of the FAF and
have a diverse background, consisting of users and preparers of financial
statements, academics as well as members of the profession.

The success of the FASB’s endeavours has two sources, one being
procedural and the other organizational. The Wheat Committee had
recommended the set-up of a practice-oriented standard-setter. Theor-
etical development of accounting was seen as a task of the AICPA and
the AAA (Larson and Holstrum 1973; Zeff 1999). The Board, however,
did not want to outsource the foundational parts of standard-setting
and decided to work on its own conceptual framework, a collection of
broad principles that is supposed to enhance consistency among the
binding pronouncements (Zeff 1999). This procedural decision is often
considered as the reason for the FASB’s success and persistence as it can
be interpreted as the end of the predecessors’ piecemeal approaches.

The second source of success, not discussed often, is its distance
to the accounting profession and its professionalism. A crucial role is
played by the FAF. Ownership of the foundation rests with the trust-
ees, who were first appointed by the FAF’s constituent organizations
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such as the AICPA, the AAA and other professional bodies. The trust-
ees now typically co-opt future trustees, who are nominated by financial
accountancy and governmental bodies such as the AICPA and the AAA
(financial) or the National Conference of State Legislators and the US
Conference of Mayors (government). The composition of the trust-
ees reflects, like FASB membership, the wider community of financial
accounting, including preparers, users, members of the profession and
government officials, who are a small minority. The trustees also select
all members of the standard-setting body (Miller 2002). Next to staff-
ing the respective bodies, financing the standard-setter was the other
important function of the foundation. It has become redundant with
a reform in 2004 that introduced a fee-based system amid worries of
increased dependence from sponsors. A Financial Accounting Standards
Advisory Council (FaSAC) consults the FASB and analyses short-term
developments in the financial reporting environment (FASB 2005).
Exhibit 3.1 charts the organizational structure of private standard-setting
in the US.

In 1973, the SEC issued its ASRNo. 150, inwhich the commission expli-
citly recognized the FASB’s pronouncements as determining GAAP. This
backing by the authority established the FASB as the primary agent exer-
cising substantial authority over the determination of financial reporting
standards (Morgan and Previts 1984). Practically, the role of the SEC now
rests on its veto powers and the participation in the FASB’s delibera-
tions (Newman 1981). Ultimately, it took nearly 40 years until the state
authorities recognized a private standard-setter officially.

The two most important types of pronouncements from the FASB
are the Statements of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) and the
Statements of Financial Accounting Concepts (SFAC). While the latter
represent the Board’s conceptual framework, SFAS are the actual account-
ing standards. Furthermore, there are FASB Interpretations (FIN) and
Technical Bulletins that deal with urgentmatters or interpret older stand-
ards. Since 1984 the Emerging Issues Task Force (EITF) has pronounced
its Consensuses and Issues (FASB 2004a). The Task Force is formed by
members of the FASB and the SEC and solves urgent issues not foreseen
in the standards (FASB 2004a). Meanwhile, the Task Force has become
the second most important source of US GAAP.

The development of the main pronouncements, the SFAS, follows a
predefined procedure known as Due Process. This process has been adop-
ted by the FASB from the Federal Administrative Procedures Act of 1946,
which lays out procedures for federal authorities and departments for
developing regulations. The right of interested and concerned parties to
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Exhibit 3.1 Organizational structure of US financial accounting standard-setters
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participate in the form of submitted comments features prominently
(FASB 2004b). With the adoption of this procedure into its due pro-
cess, the FASB seeks to prevent criticism on legitimacy and transparency
issues. Until today, the FASB has pronounced 159 SFAS, numerous EITF
Issues and composed a relatively far-reaching conceptual framework.
Recently the Board started to cooperate closely with another globally
important standard-setter, namely the IASB, which will be discussed in
greater detail in Chapter 4. While the first collaboration merely repres-
ented an exchange of opinions, the Boards now work together on joint
projects with shared results. With this cooperation the FASB increased
its effort to achieve the long-term goal of globally converging financial
reporting rules. With a set of standards other than the FASB’s reach-
ing for global prominence, the Board decided to embrace international
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cooperation. This is, as will be seen throughout the book, an exception,
probably due to the minimal state influence under which the FASB oper-
ates. Other actors that govern standard-setting and enforcement and that
are often dominated by the state opt for fully national (and public-sector)
solutions.

While the FASB has become a predominant player next to the SEC in
the US financial reporting regulation, there is still additional private-
sector activity. The AICPA created a senior technical committee, the
Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC), to serve as its
policy-setting body on financial accounting and reporting matters. This
committee periodically prepares Issue Papers which are forwarded to the
FASB and frequently become the basis of a subject being added to the
Board’s agenda (Rodda and Volkert 1993). At least three other profes-
sional associations have an interest in the standard-setting process in the
US: the academic American Accounting Association (AAA), the Financial
Executive Institute (FEI) and the National Association of Accountants
(NAA). The AAAhas concerned itself with accounting standards formany
years and sponsored various research studies, which contributed to the
development of accounting theory. The FEI formed a subsidiary, the Fin-
ancial Executive Research Foundation, especially to fund various research
projects in accounting and related areas. The NAA, since its formation in
1919, has always conducted research and published reports in the cost
andmanagerial accounting areas andmore recently it formed a Commit-
tee on Accounting and Reporting Concepts. However, the contribution
of these bodies to the immediate standard-setting has been only modest.

New regulations introduced with the SOA of 2002 had implications
for the organization and the funding of the FASB as well as for account-
ing standards applicable to listed firms under SEC supervision. These
developments will be discussed in Chapter 9.

3.2 Standard-setting in Europe: National developments and
early European interventions

Within the last few decades Europe – be it in the form of the EEC, the
European Communities or the EU– has become a major player in the
regulation of financial reporting. Particularly accounting rules have been
subject to harmonization. These harmonization attempts had already
started with the early Treaty of Rome of 1957 (‘Treaty Establishing the
European Community’), which formulated the goal of establishing ‘an
economic equal level playing field in the Community’ (Haller 2002).
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The company law framework for European interventions

European legislation has mostly seen accounting in the context of com-
pany law, and the first harmonization of accounting rules technically
took the route of directives. Most EEC members had insider economies
and placed little emphasis on the financial markets. With the role of
the financier being more pronounced than the role of the shareholder-
investor across Europe, company law seemed the obvious field for
harmonization efforts. Unlike in the US, the legal arrangements allowed
European initiatives in this field. As directives have to be transformed
into law by the respective national regulators, accounting harmoniza-
tion in Europe became a complex interplay between the ‘federalist’ actor
‘Europe’ and the member states. Exhibit 3.2 lists the numerous harmon-
ization initiatives in company law. Out of the 12 directives only 2 have
an immediate impact on national accounting regulation, namely the
Fourth (78/660/EEC) and the Seventh (83/349/EEC).

Active harmonization of accounting regulation started when the
Fourth European Council Directive (78/660/EEC) was passed. It estab-
lished rather detailed minimum requirements for company accounts
(individual or single, as opposed to group or consolidated accounts) of
certain companies with limited liability. Efforts were made in order to
achieve a set of commonly acceptable prescriptions for disclosure levels,
formats of accounts and measurement attributes. That harmonization
was a contentious issue can be understood from the duration of the legis-
lative process at the European level: the first draft of the Fourth Directive
had been published in 1971 and it took seven years to arrive at the final
version.

The finally accepted version of the Directive had to combine differ-
ent traditions and approaches. To achieve harmonization, the Directive
incorporated legalistic or procedural approaches such as regulations
from the (then) recently modernized German Stock Corporation Act of
1965 (AktG). At the same time an output- and user-oriented true and
fair view override was included in the Directive that goes back to UK
company law (Alexander 1993; Nobes 1993; Ordelheide 1993; 1996).
This diversity of traditions was practically impossible to reconcile as all
had strong national lobbies. No side wanted to give in, and the delib-
erations on European accounting standards led to a great number of
options, all of which seemed necessary in order to gain the support of
the member states involved. The Seventh Directive (83/349/EEC), which
followed in 1983, complemented the Fourth by establishing common
rules for consolidated financial reports. While mandatory disclosure of
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Exhibit 3.2 EU company law directives (including draft directives)
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consolidated financial reports was introduced, with regard to formats
and measurement rules it referred mainly to the Fourth Directive.

As Council Directives have to be incorporated into each member
state’s legal system, the national parliaments’ power to set accounting
law at their sole discretion was curtailed. Nonetheless, the directives’
scope for choice allowed a decision on many contentious issues in
European accounting by national parliaments. Hence, major differences
in accounting remained and the goal of achieving comparable state-
ments across Europe was not fully achieved. The directives’ effect was
mainly the introduction of advanced accounting regulation in mem-
ber states with underdeveloped laws while the desired harmonization of
more advanced systems such as Germany or the UK was limited (Flower
2004). The next section will trace these developments in the UK and
Germany in some detail.

While both theUK andGermany use company law to regulate account-
ing, these countries put different emphasis on the accounting profession.
Its role is rather pronounced in the UK and modest in Germany. This
also implies that the type and level of private involvement in setting
accounting rules differs. We will consider both countries in turn.

Development of financial reporting rules in the UK

In the UK, accounting rules first emerged from competing professional
bodies, whose activities eventually unified into setting standards. Addi-
tional legal regulations governing financial reporting requirements are
found in the Companies Acts, which are under the responsibility of the
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) (Lamb andWhittington 2001).4

Currently, UK accounting requirements are laid down in both company
law and accounting standards.

In 1844, the British Joint Stock Companies Act required companies
to keep books of account and to present a ‘full and fair’ balance sheet
without specifying the content of financial reports (Edey 1979). In a
subsequent Companies Act of 1856 the whole legislation on compulsory
accounting was deleted from the company law, leaving companies broad
scope in accounting matters. Until 1900 there was a complete absence
of statutory regulation except for special industries. This left the market
to operate freely and, as a result, accounting practice varied considerably
over time and over industries (Lee 1984b). The accounting profession –
through its self-organizing bodies such as the Institute of Chartered
Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) or the even older Institute
of Chartered Accountants of Scotland (ICAS) – made recommendations
on accounting practice, but these were not binding.
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Disseminating financial information was not universally regarded as
good practice. A consensus in favour of disclosure started to evolve in
the UK in the late 1920s. The Royal Mail case of 1931 marked the turn-
ing point for disclosure in the UK. The declining fortunes of the Royal
Mail Steam Packet Company had been disguised by the use of secret
reserves which were fed into the income statement and turned a trad-
ing loss into an overall profit. It was agreed that procedures like these
should no longer be admitted (even though they were regarded as ‘best
practice’ until then). There were two divergent positions in the profes-
sion as to how new rules should be implemented: one group thought
that accounting and auditing could be improved by detailed legislat-
ive prescriptions; the other group opined that it should rather be the
accountancy profession who should seek to achieve improvements, and
the legislator might subsequently choose to give statutory support (Lee
1984a). Finally, the tradition of minimal intervention by government
prevailed and the second route was taken.

With the imminent accession to Europe, the multitude of accounting
rules seemed arcane, and the profession embarked on a journey towards
unification. The largest of the professional bodies, the ICAEW, issued a
‘Statement of Intent on Accounting Standards in the 1970s’. As a result,
the ICAEW set up the Accounting Standards Steering Committee (ASSC),
which was soon to be renamed as the ASC. The Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland (the ICAEW’s sister institution) and the Institute
of Chartered Accountants in Ireland (ICAI) co-sponsored the initiative.
From its inception, the three most influential professional accounting
bodies in the UK were already on board (Leach 1981). The predecessor
organizations of the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants
(CIMA), the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) and
the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) had
joined by 1976. This group of professional bodies became known as
the Consultative Committee of Accountancy Bodies (CCAB) (Pong and
Whittington 1996). The accountancy bodies jointly ‘owned’ the ASC
and each retained the veto power over any standard. In consequence,
the ASC had little authority, and this is reflected in its method of oper-
ating. The councils of each of the Committee’s sponsoring bodies had to
adopt each Statements of Standard Accounting Practice (SSAP) before it
could be issued in final form.

This setting posed fundamental questions about the interests served
by the ASC and its competence to make regulatory judgements in the
public interest. These concerns led to a review of the standard-setting
process which started in 1978. After an extensive period of consultation
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and discussion the Watts Report was published three years later. The
Report resulted in some widening of the membership of ASC in order to
relax the apparent stake of the auditors in the standard-setting process.
Generally, the Report maintained the view that standard-setting was the
primary function of the accounting profession.

Europe did not loom large in UK accounting until the early 1980s.
The first major influence was the transformation of the Fourth Council
Directive into national law with the Companies Act of 1981. The corres-
ponding Seventh Council Directive, however, only became law with the
Companies Act of 1989. This made the UK a forerunner with regard to
company accounts, but not in regard to consolidated accounts of groups.
With the transposition of the Fourth Directive into British law, the
number of detailed legal prescriptions multiplied. In consequence, both
standard-setters and preparers of financial reports found their discretion
to act significantly constrained. The European regulation specified in
quite some detail which accounting treatments were applicable and how
a financial report was to be structured. Contrasting the previous national
practice with the new European approach, this constituted amajor inter-
ference by the law and reflected the procedural notion of accounting
regulations that most other member states shared.

The Companies Act of 1989 gave a legal recognition to accounting
standards for the first time. The Act defined standards as ‘statements
of standard accounting practice issued by such . . .bodies as may be pre-
scribed by regulations’. The passing of the new Companies Act coincided
by no means incidentally with several initiatives by the CCAB. When
the EC regulations for company accounts were implemented in 1981,
the overall structure of standard-setting had remained the same. In the
meantime it was increasingly felt that the rather loose type of cooper-
ation in standard-setting warranted improvement. Controversies about
current cost accounting and the overall low credibility of the ASC as
an effective means for regulating accounting practice clearly signalled
a need for improvement, and only a credible set of standards would
help fighting the increased influence of the state sector and leave the
accounting supremacy with the profession. The Seventh Council Direct-
ive thus proved to be a catalyst for a major overhaul in standard-setting
(Whittington 1989). In November 1987, the Dearing Committee was
appointed by the CCAB to put forward changes for the standard-setting
process (Eccles and Holt 2005).

The Dearing Report, published late in 1988, addressed the issue of
authority and proposed a new structure for accounting standard-setting.
Dearing proposed a move away from self-regulation by the accounting
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profession towards wider private-sector regulation (Whittington 1989).
The standard-setting body should become independent from the pro-
fession, reflecting the move that was made in the US about 15 years
ago. However, Dearing recommended that accounting standards should
remain, as far as possible, the responsibility of preparers, users and
auditors, rather than becoming a matter of regulation by law. The
Report provided the blueprint for some sweeping reforms in the area
of standard-setting (Fearnley and Hines 2003).

To tackle issues of legitimacy, the standard-setting process was to reach
out into the wider policy arena. It was suggested to involve the whole
community of interests and to use separate professional capabilities to
translate policy into standards. For this purpose, a FRC was set up as an
umbrella institution for financial reporting regulators under a private
law arrangement (see also Chapter 7 for more detail). With its Direct-
ors all being appointed by the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry
(except the Chief Executive, who needs approval also by the Bank of
England (BoE)), the FRC was placed in the sphere of public-sector influ-
ence. The standard-setter ASC was reformed from a committee entirely
made up of part-time volunteers into a permanent body with full- and
part-time members and renamed the ASB. Membership of the ASB is
extended by the FRC to users and preparers of statements, academics
and the profession. Its composition, thus, resembles that of the FASB,
its US counterpart, with the exception that the latter’s members are all
full-time. The reformed Board was set up to issue accounting standards
for all company reporting – not only for listed companies – and was
thus given more authority and independence from the accounting pro-
fessional bodies than the ASC. The new regulatory structure is shown in
Exhibit 3.3.

The Chairman and Technical Director of the ASB serve full-time
together with their technical staff and up to eight part-time mem-
bers of the Board. The ASB also received the legal authority to pub-
lish standards in its own name. For this, the Board is acknowledged
by the UK government. Still, the ASB’s standards are not mandat-
ory, but large companies need to explain whether their reports com-
ply with the ASB’s standards. This ‘true and fair override’ is a legacy
of the multiple approaches to financial reporting in the past: if an
auditor agrees that the application of a standard does not result in
a truthful representation, financial reports may resort to reporting
alternatives (Livne and McNichols 2003). The ‘true and fair override’
is peculiar to the UK and can be explained only by its laissez-faire
history.
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Exhibit 3.3 Organizational structure of UK financial accounting standard-setters
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The ASB’s due process includes publishing exposure drafts and stand-
ards for comment, often after a discussion paper. Although the CCAB
bodies are invited to comment, they now have no veto power. The most
important pronouncements of the Board are labelled Financial Report-
ing Standards (FRS). The SSAP as issued by its predecessor until 1990
were adopted by the ASB and have gradually been amended or super-
seded by new FRS. Since 1999 the Board has a conceptual framework to
which it refers in its standard-setting procedures. This framework can
be found in the so-called Statement of Principles and, like the FASB’s
SFAC, it does not contain binding accounting rules for constituents.
Next to the FRS, of which the Board has promulgated 29 so far, other
pronouncements are relevant to accounting practice. The Urgent Issues
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Task Force (UITF) issues interpretations of accounting standards, the so-
called ‘UITF abstracts’. Bodies representing specific industry sectors may
develop Statements of Recommended Practice (SORP). These statements
are not specifically endorsed by the ASB but are given an assurance that
they do not apparently conflict with existing standards.

Development of financial reporting rules in Germany

Accounting regulation in Germany is commonly associated with a high
degree of state intervention. Public-sector accounting rules date back
to the first simple prescriptions included in codified law in the 18th
century (Born 2002). Parliamentary rule setting was a long-standing tra-
dition having survived several economic crises and two world wars. The
relevant law on accounting was put forward by the respective minis-
tries (bureaucracy) and had to be approved by the parliament. German
accounting principles tended to be legal rules (Rechtsnormen) rather than
professional standards (Fachnormen). Lobbyists frequently intervened
into parliamentary rule making and the final law can be considered as a
consensual solution (Ordelheide 1999). This distinguished the German
approach to accounting practice as it was never seen as overly influ-
enced by a single group of interests such as the auditing profession.
Interpretation of the law was under the competency of courts.

Mandatory disclosure of a balance sheet and a profit and loss account
was first introduced in 1884. Subsequently, numerous disclosure require-
ments were included, mainly into the commercial code but also into
corporation law. While the level of mandatory disclosure was generally
high, the requirements to prepare group accounts came relatively late
with the AktG in 1965. This is notable as group accounts are the primary
informational source for investors on stock markets.

One of the unique features of (traditional) German accounting is its
interconnection with taxation. One can easily understand why this is
unique within our country set. In the UK, the profession developed
competing and often not binding standards, which made the compu-
tation of the tax base unreliable. In the US, federal intervention touched
only listed firms, and there was no possibility to determine the tax
base for all firms. It was in the 1920s when the German legislator
decided that financial reports should be the basis for determining tax-
able income. It was initially intended that company accounts determine
the contents of tax accounts, but the underlying economics and some
legal regulation made tax jurisdiction a relevant source of accounting
rules (reverse determination – umgekehrte Maßgeblichkeit). While it would
have, in theory, been possible to develop separate accounting rules for
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group reporting to remedy the adverse effects on financial reporting,
this did not happen. Accounting rules for company and group accounts
remained fairly similar. A possible explanation for the persistence of this
inverse regulatory hierarchy is the low relevance of accounting informa-
tion for decision-making purposes in the German insider economy (see
Chapter 1).

However, even for Germany it would bewrong to assume that laws and
regulations were the only source of accounting regulation. In fact, there
used to be significant involvement of private actors as the relevant laws
stipulate that financial reports have to be rendered according to German
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (Grundsätze ordnungsgemäßer
Buchführung; hereafter, German GAAP). German GAAP consist of inputs
from different sources, which are neither clearly defined nor published
as an anthology. In a common understanding German GAAP are made
up of jurisprudence, regular practice, academic input and professional
opinions. The latter exerted significant influence on financial reporting
in practice (Marten et al. 2003), albeit in a roundabout way: while no offi-
cial standard-setter existed, the IDW pronounced standards for auditing,
which, in turn, were informative for balance sheet preparers and relev-
ant in court decisions (Schruff 2006). But while private participation in
formulating GAAP did exist, it is important to stress the ultimate compet-
ency of courts: finally judges decided in their interpretations of law and
adjudication of ‘good business practice’ what was considered to beGAAP.

Germany enacted the Fourth and SeventhCouncil Directives simultan-
eously in 1985 by means of an omnibus bill, the so-called Accounting
Directives Act. This transposition caused a shift of many regulations
from GAAP, but more so from specific company laws, to the com-
mercial code. The commercial code’s paragraphs concerning financial
reporting skyrocketed, but at the same time the provisions in the cor-
poration laws were reduced. The immediate legislation also applied to
more firms. Qualitatively, however, the accounting system remained
unchanged due to the wide scope for choice within the accounting
directives. Controlling whether the overall aims of the directives were
met, the Commission was satisfied with the adopted regulation and the
ensuing practice. There was only one significant intervention, which
also occurred comparatively late: Germany was ordered by the European
Court of Justice in 1998 to mend its transposition of disclosure require-
ments for public companies (C-191/95). In the court’s opinion, Germany
had failed to transpose stipulations of the two directives to define appro-
priate sanctions for companies that are reluctant to obey the respective
disclosure obligations. The reason for the Commission’s complaint was
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the fact that only less than 10 percent of the affected companies complied
with the disclosure obligations.

Even though the scope of the national parliament on setting account-
ing rules was diminished through European legislation, formulating
accounting rules still remained a duty of the public sector and not of any
private actors. The first changes in German financial reporting towards
an outsider-oriented disclosure system occurred in the 1980s when the
legislator initiated reforms that focused on listed companies and securit-
ies trading. In different regulatory waves the legislator tried to improve
the legal framework for investors, especially with the so-called Financial
Market Promotion Acts (FFG), which are discussed in greater detail in
the Chapters 5 and 7. Already influenced by European legislation, an
important component of the FFG was the Securities Trading Act of 1994
(WpHG), which introduced additional disclosure rules for listed com-
panies. In the context of insider trading, ad hoc publicity was made a
mandatory component of disclosure.

A landmark change happened in 1998 with an omnibus bill named
the Corporate Sector Supervision and Transparency Act (KonTraG). It
contained an amendment to the Commercial Law (HGB) that author-
ized the Federal Ministry of Justice to accredit a private standard-setting
institution, and in the same year the German Accounting Standards
Committee (GASC) was appointed. The GASC is an incorporated associ-
ation under private law (eingetragener Verein, e.V.), membership to which
is open to companies and the interested public. Its Steering Committee
(Vorstand), elected by the General Assembly, appoints the GASB, consist-
ing mainly of users and preparers of financial reports as well as members
of the profession. The GASB was authorized to develop recommenda-
tions for group accounting, advise the Ministry of Justice on accounting
legislation proposals and represent the Federal Republic of Germany in
international standardization bodies. In the contract with GASC, the
Ministry of Justice committed itself to involve the Board in all legisla-
tion proposals concerned with accounting. The major task of the GASB,
however, was to develop accounting standards for consolidated financial
statements independently. These standards would not represent offi-
cial accounting rules until the Federal Ministry of Justice would review
and publish them. While this may sound like a careful scrutiny, the
actual process is of a rubber-stamping nature. So far the GASB has pro-
nounced 15 Standards labelled German Financial Reporting Standards
(Deutsche Rechnungslegungs Standards, DRS), while its Financial Report-
ing Interpretations Committee (Rechnungslegung Interpretation Committee,
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Exhibit 3.4 Structure of GASC/GASB standard-setting
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RIC) issued five interpreting documents. The organizational structure of
private German standard-setting is shown in Exhibit 3.4.

As with the US and UK boards, the GASB’s standard-setting process
includes a due process with the publication of exposure documents and
the analysis of constituents’ comments. An envisaged conceptual frame-
work project has been cancelled, mostly due to the fast-changing focus
of the Board: with the rise of the IASB as extraterritorial standard-setter
relevant in Germany, the GASBmerely participates in the IASB’s due pro-
cess and regulates financial reporting of companies that do not fall into
the IASB’s scope (DRSC 2007).

The GASB was not the only private standard-setter to have gained
importance in German (group) accounting. In the same year when
the GASC was appointed, that is in 1998, the Capital Raising Facilita-
tion Act (KapAEG) was adopted and brought further significant change.
Listed (parent) companies were now allowed to publish their consolid-
ated financial statements following recognized international accounting
standards, in practice either IFRS or US GAAP. The Act was supposed
to enhance German firms’ abilities to access foreign capital markets
(especially in the US) because the widely used reconciliation statements
had been proven costly for preparers and puzzling for users. As US
GAAP statements of US firms were accepted for listing on Germany’s
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stock exchanges already, the legislator saw its act as abolishing the dis-
crimination of domestic companies. Moreover, the act was intended to
strengthen the German capital market by introducing investor-oriented
financial reports. Retrospectively, the first intention turned out to be
less important, as only a small number of firms found these new rules
attractive enough to list in the US. The second reason was more relevant:
large listed groups had before repeatedly and with increasing emphasis
expressed their concerns that German accounting rules were not inform-
ative enough for investors (Schildbach 2002; Thiele and Tschesche 1997).
In fact, a large number of companies used the opportunity that they had
lobbied for (Born 2002) and applied IFRS or US GAAP after the KapAEG
had been passed.

The decision not to require group accounts according toGermanGAAP
any longer was accompanied by strong objections from jurisprudence.
Critics pointed to a lack of legitimacy of the externally set rules and to
the impossibility of influencing further standard-setting (Bratton 2007;
Ebert 2002; Kirchhof 2000; Schildbach 2004). Accounting literature cas-
tigated the declining comparability among German group accounts –
some being rendered according to German laws and German GAAP,
others according to IFRS or US GAAP (Börsig and Coenenberg 1998).
As standards for group accounting totally eluded from the influence
of German authorities, private standard-setting reached its climax dur-
ing the period in which this legislation was valid. From 2005 this has
become a matter of EU regulation, precluding a further extension of the
KapAEG.

3.3 Conclusion

There is no unified formal pattern that emerges from the discussion. In
the US, legislation does not prescribe standards but instead authorizes
a government agency to do so, which, in turn, delegates the standard-
setting to a private body, the FASB. In the UK, legislation prescribes some
standards – this being a result of European harmonization – and also
makes wide-ranging provisions for a private-sector agency, the ASB, to set
standards. In Germany, legislation prescribes accounting and disclosure
standards to a great extent, relies on outside sources to contribute to
GermanGAAP but does not designate a powerful standard-setting agency
at the national level. The GASB never achieved this stature.

A functional perspective allows drawing inferences from these find-
ings. In the US, the state had taken on responsibility for accounting
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early on. With the securities legislation, the state signalled that the out-
come responsibility for functioning capital markets rested there. The
creation of the SEC allowed taking over operation responsibility, but
this was delegated mostly to the private sector. Today, the FASB serves as
the standard-setter under the authority of the SEC, which exercises the
state’s supervision responsibility.While a closer cooperation between the
national and the international standard-setters can be witnessed, signi-
ficant tendencies in internationalization have not materialized in the
US: the standard-setting procedures largely remain at the national level,
albeit with international input.

In the UK, the state applied a hands-off approach in the development
of accounting standards (Hopwood and Vieten 1999). One could even
argue that outcome responsibility for functioning capital markets had
not been ascribed to the UK nation state for a long time. While this has
now changed, there is still no desire to introduce extensive legislation.
The state calls for further engagement of the professional bodies and
continues delegating regulation to private-sector bodies and supporting
voluntary codes of practice wherever appropriate. Legislation and extens-
ive rules are seen as a backstop to be applied only where everything else
fails or when EU legislation requires adoption. Operational and super-
vision responsibility have been delegated to private actors to the extent
that is allowed by the European directives.

Germany adopted the state model of standard-setting early on, and
the state had taken on operational as well as supervision responsibil-
ity for standard-setting. This changed significantly in 1998. For German
GAAP, the nation state gave up operation responsibility by establish-
ing a standards board for group accounting, but it held on tight to
its regulatory responsibility: each pronouncement of the GASB was
scrutinized by the Ministry of Justice. This response in regard to Ger-
man GAAP contrasts sharply with the legislator’s initiative regarding
third-party standards: in the same year, Germany allowed – altern-
atively, to be decided by the preparer of financial statements – the
most sweeping model of internationalization by giving up operation
and supervision responsibility altogether. Any respectable third-party
standards could be used for consolidated accounts. As a national legis-
lator, Germany had no influence over them. In all of this, though,
it must not be overlooked that these developments concern account-
ing for groups. Company accounts, which are the input in taxation
procedures, stayed under German legislation using German GAAP
throughout.
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While therewere changes in all countries, it wasmost substantial in the
two European countries, albeit for different reasons. While the changes
in the UK are driven by European harmonization, which ushered in the
state, Germany’s changes seem to be driven by lobbying of private firms,
and they do not take a clear direction with the state simultaneously
trying to hold on to its powers, but letting go completely in other govern-
mental initiatives covering the same public policy field. The US shows
only minimal variation and no structural change.

One could say that in all considered legislatures the state’s interven-
tionist interest is now combined with the flexibility and professionalism
of a private standard-setter that initially develops accounting standards.
In sum, standard-setting became a much more complex process with
multilevel public and professional private actors involved.



4
The New Accounting Procedures in
Europe: Combining Transnational
Standard-setting and Supranational
Rule-making

As discussed in the previous chapter, accounting harmonization in
Europe proceeded in two stages. At the first stage, company law dir-
ectives were used that had to be transposed into national laws. As the
early European directives contained much scope for choice, the powers
of national legislators were not overly curtailed. Consequently, effective
harmonization was not achieved by these directives, and the project of
the single financial Europeanmarket fell short of expectations. Instead of
undertaking a second round in harmonizing company law, the EU Com-
mission applied an approach in which the national legislatures could be
circumvented on the one hand, but the Commission would not play an
overly imposing role on the other. This became possible with the emer-
ging international framework in accounting and an increased emphasis
on regulating accounting with a perspective to financial markets (and
securities law) rather than to company law.

Mostly unnoticed by state regulation, some users and preparers of
accounts had begun to promote the idea of an internationally uniform
set of standards in accounting in the early 1970s. This private initiat-
ive proceeded very much along the same strategic lines as the European
project: first allowing scope for choice to accommodate national peculi-
arities, then trying to unify practice by eschewing minority choices that
had lost acceptance. By the end of the 1990s, the private initiative for
setting unified standards had gained sufficient acceptance – particularly
among listed firms – to provide a credible framework to which Europe
could turn without having to coordinate national regimes. This latest
stage of harmonization will be described in this chapter.

However, employing not only the expertise but relying fully on the
outcome of private actors raises concerns of input and output legitim-
acy. This chapter therefore traces not only the private institutions of

57
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accounting standard-setting but also how Europe augmented the private
standard-setting process with input from its own institutions to achieve
procedural propriety and to arrive at standards that regulate accounting
in the public interest.

4.1 The emerging framework: The IAS

The harmonization of accounting standards has concerned the account-
ing profession for a long time. The early beginnings of accounting
harmonization can be traced back to 1973, when the International
Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) was founded by professional
organizations from ten countries. In a standard classification, seven are
considered having an ‘Anglo-Saxon’ tradition (Australia, Canada, Great
Britain, Ireland, Mexico, the Netherlands and the US) and three a ‘Con-
tinental European’ one (France, Germany and Japan). The IASC’s aim
was to ‘formulate and publish in the public interest accounting stand-
ards to be observed in the presentation of financial statements and to
promote their worldwide acceptance and observance’ (IASC 1992). The
foundation of the IASC was mostly a pre-emptive response of the private
Anglo-Saxon standard-setters: the drafting of the Fourth Council Direct-
ive envisaged a strong role of the state as legislator, which would have
considerably diminished the existing responsibilities of the professional
organizations, particularly in the UK (Olson 1982).

The last constitution of the IASC, which was in force from 1983 to
2001, stipulated that it had to be run by a board of up to 17members. The
country members were selected by the Council of the International Fed-
eration of Accountants (IFAC), discussed later inChapter 6, and there had
to be a representative mix of developed and developing countries. Up to
four organizations could be institutional members. These came typically
from the IASC’s consultative group, with institutions like theWorld Bank
or the International Federation of Stock Exchanges. The IASC’s board was
charged with discussing developments in standard-setting, establishing
working parties to develop exposure drafts and deciding on exposure
drafts and eventually an international accounting standard with a qual-
ified majority of votes. Work was mostly done by the so-called Steering
Committees, which the Board instituted on an ad hoc basis. Since 1994
the IASC was assisted by an Advisory Council to promote IAS, and since
1997 the Board was assisted by a Standards Interpretation Committee.

Four phases of the IASC’s operation can be identified (Pellens et al.
2006): in the first phase, which lasted until the late 1980s, the IASC
developed around 30 standards. These IAS, some of which are still in
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force, show the highly controversial nature of accounting convergence.
They do not rest on a common framework, and most contentious issues
are resolved by allowing choices. Most practices were admitted in the
respective standards. The second phase lasted from the late 1980s to the
mid-1990s. At the end of the 1980s, the IASC published a framework for
the development of accounting standards and started a comparability
project to eliminate or at least reduce inconsistencies between standards.
Its approach was to distinguish between preferred methods (benchmark
treatment) and allowed alternative treatments with the goal to eliminate
the latter eventually. In the third phase the IASC tried to gain regulat-
ory acceptance. While accounting standards should permeate through
the respective national practice, the IASC recognized the limited suc-
cess as accounting rules were increasingly constrained by national or
supranational company and securities laws. The IASC identified the stock
exchanges (and reporting under security regulation) as a possible gate to
gain worldwide acceptance. Stock exchanges focus on investors and their
informational needs. This allows for a clear focus of financial reporting
rules and circumvents complications that arise from multiple uses of
accounting for conflict-solving in company law. A first success of these
efforts was the endorsement of a core set of IAS by the International
Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO).

To ensure eventual success, a more professional organizational struc-
ture, which also signalled greater distance from the accounting profes-
sion, was deemed necessary. The US experience had highlighted the
precarious balance of a private standard-setter and state authorities when
the latter bear the ultimate responsibility for financial reporting: political
concerns can only be dispelledwhen the private body show sufficient dis-
tance to a specific interest group. It seemed therefore advisable to follow
the FAF/FASBmodel in designing an international standard-setting body.
In 2001, the International Accounting Standards Committee Foundation
(IASCF) was established to replace the former organizational structures
and institutions. The Foundation, legally established under US private
law, has the twofold task of financing and staffing the standard-setter. It
is, like the FAF, effectively owned by the trustees. Trustees come, again
following the US model, from the financial reporting world at large; this
means the group is made of users, preparers, academics and members of
the profession. A regional mix of the trustees is mandated by the IASCF’s
constitution. The trustees appoint the newly created IASB and select all
future trustees.

The IASB decides on accounting standards and their non-binding
precursors, the so-called ‘exposure drafts’. It receives input from the
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Standards Advisory Council (SAC), and interpretations of standards are
provided by the International Financial Reporting Interpretations Com-
mittee (IFRIC). The IASCF appoints the IFRIC and an Advisory Council,
with which national standard-setters liaise. Technical staff supports the
board members. The structure of the IASCF is shown in Exhibit 4.1. To
mark the new organizational structure, the IASCF decided to change the
name of the promulgated accounting standards: International Financial
Reporting Standards now refer to the newnumbered series of pronounce-
ments that the IASB is issuing, as distinct from the IAS series issued or
initiated by its predecessor.

The IASB consists of 14 members, of which 12 serve full-time and
2 part-time. In selecting Board members, the trustees need to ensure
that the board is assembled in a balanced way with members appointed
from an auditing background and with others chosen from the respect-
ive groups of preparers and users of financial statements. At least one
member must come from academia. The IASB members are supposed to
be independent, to have professional competencies in the field of fin-
ancial reporting and practical experience. Members agree contractually

Exhibit 4.1 Organizational structure of the IASCF
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that they will act in the public interest and follow the IASB Framework
in their regulatory decision-making on accounting standards.

One of the main concerns with private standard-setting is to ensure
that decisions are taken in the public interest, and this requires that
processes are transparent and accessible to a wider public. This think-
ing is reflected in the IASB’s due process which is now regulated by the
IASB’s Due Process Handbook approved in 2006. Again, the due pro-
cess is modelled very closely along the lines of its US counterpart. The
IASB’s standard-setting process usually has six stages (from here follow-
ing IASCF 2006). At Stage 1 the IASB deliberates and decides in public
meetings which items should be put on its agenda. At Stage 2 the IASB
first decides whether it wants to involve another standard-setter, and it
takes the necessary steps to establish cooperation. At Stage 3 – this stage
may be passed over – the IASB publishes a discussion paper as its first
publication on any new major topic. A discussion paper is released with
a simple majority vote by the Board, and it is usually out for a 120-day
period for comment. The usual inputs in this period are comment let-
ters, which are published by the Board. The comments play a decisive
role in the Board’s deliberations, and they are also used at Stage 4, the
publication of an Exposure Draft (ED). A draft standard already has the
final format of an IFRS and also contains a basis for conclusions, which
explains the IASB’s decisions and reveals the views of dissenting IASB
members. After the comment period, the respective project team col-
lects, summarizes and analyses the feedback received for the IASB’s final
deliberations and prepares for Stage 5, when the standard is completed
and pronounced after passing a vote inwhich at least ninemembers have
to be in favour of the draft. While earlier stages of the process may be
controversial, the final vote on standards typically sees a wide majority.
The time after the pronouncement is still perceived as a component of
the due process: At this stage, Stage 6, regular meetings with interested
parties follow in order to discuss and resolve unexpected issues, not so
much by means of a quickly redrafted standard but rather by means of
interpretations.

4.2 The European use of the framework

European efforts in financial integrationwere stepped up after the Lisbon
Special Summit early in 2000. InNovember 2000, the ‘Initial report of the
committee of wise men on the regulation of European securities markets’
(Lamfalussy Report) was published, highlighting the need for a better
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integration of the European financialmarkets. In thewake of these devel-
opments, the EU Commission took a big step towards harmonization of
European accounting practices with the IAS Regulation (EC 1606/2002)
on the application of IAS. Both the European Parliament (EP) and the
European Council decided that ‘[f]or each financial year starting on or
after 1 January 2005, companies governed by the law of a member state
shall prepare their consolidated accounts in conformity with the Inter-
national Accounting Standards adopted [ . . . ] if, at their balance sheet
date, their securities are admitted to trading on a regulatedmarket of any
member state [ . . . ]’. In contrast to the accounting directives, it was not
necessary for this regulation to be transformed into national law as EU
regulations are directly relevant for all constituents in themember states.

Delegating standard-setting to the IASB does not mean, however, that
the EU has given up its influence on accounting rules for listed groups.
While discharging authority to the IASB, Europe has recognized the risk
of being faced with policy outcomes that could differ from the favoured
policy choice. To ensure at least some political oversight, the IAS Regula-
tion established a screening mechanism: each individual standard has to
be endorsed by the European Commission in accordance with a specific
committee procedure to become European law (Schaub 2005).

To oversee and control the Commission’s implementation powers, the
Council has established oversight committees (Ballmann et al. 2002) as
theCouncil only delegates the responsibility to enact legislativemeasures
to the Commission. These oversight committees form the intermediate
level of governance between the Community and themember states (Vos
1997). The term ‘comitology’ refers to the resulting processes (Joerges and
Neyer 1997; Nugent 2003).

A Council Decision (1999/468/EC) laid down the procedures for the
exercise of implementing powers conferred upon the Commission. It
also introduced guidelines as to which procedures should be used in
particular cases and policy areas. Three different types of comitology
committee procedures exist: advisory, management and regulatory com-
mittees. These three procedures can be ranked according to the increasing
level of member state control over the implementation process, from
the advisory committee procedure (representing the lowest) to the reg-
ulatory committee procedure (representing the highest). The principal
difference between the advisory committee and the other two commit-
tees is that management and regulatory committees can block a measure
proposed by the Commission and thus act as gatekeepers (Steunenberg
et al. 1996).
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For the adoption of accounting standards, the EU has chosen to use
the highest level of state control: the regulatory committee procedure
applies. Before a standard is forwarded for endorsement by regulatory
committee, the Commission receives input from the European Finan-
cial Reporting Advisory Group (EFRAG). EFRAG was founded in 2001
to provide appropriate technical input from the very beginning of the
standard-setting process (Scheffler 2004). EFRAG plays a somewhat awk-
ward dual role. On the one hand it delivers input to the IASB, and on
the other hand it gives endorsement advice to the European Commis-
sion. EFRAG’s role is rather technical and helps the Commission with
technical expertise. The decisive control committee is the Accounting
Regulatory Committee (ARC). The ARC was set up according to the
requirements of the IAS Regulation. The committee decides on Com-
mission proposals to endorse IFRS. The ARC consists of representatives
from the European member states’ governments and is chaired by a
representative from the European Commission. To adopt an IFRS, the
Commission’s proposal must be passed by a qualified majority vote
(QMV) in the Regulatory Committee, which applies the procedures of
the EU in its respective current form.1

The endorsement process is thus as follows: after the adoption of an
IFRS by the IASB, the European Commission asks EFRAG for its view
on whether an IFRS should be endorsed. EFRAG undertakes a due pro-
cess involving primarily its own consultative network, among them the
national standard-setters of Europe, such as the ASB and the GASB. As
soon as the opinion of EFRAG has been delivered, the European Com-
mission puts the standard forward for adoption. The ARC subsequently
discusses the proposal and takes a vote. In case of rejection, the Com-
mission takes its proposal to the EU Council. The Commission will
automatically endorse the standard if the Council has no opinion on the
standard in question. In case of rejection by the Council, the Commis-
sion can change or amend its proposal (Council Decision 1999/468/EC:
Article 5, No 6). An adopted standard is published in the official EU lan-
guages and becomes Community law. This also creates a role for the
European Court of Justice in the future.

The case of IAS 32 and IAS 39 showed how member states (Belgium,
France, Portugal and Spain) expressed strong opposition to IAS 39 and to
the proposed changes in the ED (Brackney andWitmer 2005). The French
president Jacques Chirac joined the debate to discuss how to pressure the
IASB into eliminating the fair-value reporting requirementswith the reas-
oning that it would be destructive to EU banks and national economies.
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In the aftermath of this controversy the ARC unanimously gave a non-
endorsement advice, but endorsed a carved-out version. However, this
controversy was exceptional. In general, the ARC accepts the proposed
full IASB standards forwarded by the Commission.

4.3 Shifting responsibilities from the nation state:
The legitimacy issue

Public compliance and the legitimization of those governed are based on
the general acceptance of the procedures by which laws are formulated.
This makes legitimacy a measure of social consensus about how stand-
ards or rules are developed. Demonstrating legitimacy involves the use
of assumptions, principles and arguments in terms of which authority is
justified. In international governance, a combination of rational–legal
conceptions (control and accountability) and those of discourse may
serve as sources for legitimacy (Steffek 2003).

Legitimacy in mixed governance models

Legitimacy is always mediated through a composite of principles. We
employ two fundamental approaches taken from theory: the first one is
participation and public debate (deliberation) and the second one is con-
trol and accountability. In distinguishing private standard-setting and
public rule-making/implementing procedures it is conceivable that those
principles are not equally important and applicable. The IASB itself has
no authority to make the adoption of international standards binding,
and Europe has developed a system to decide whether a particular stand-
ard is suitable. In that light, accountability in the most traditional sense
lies primarily with the bodies that are responsible for adopting legally
binding IFRS. These two distinct stages in European accounting standard-
setting imply that the focus for assessing the private setting of standards
should be on participation and public debate, whereas the rule-making
authority should be assessed in terms of accountability and control.

The underlying idea of participation and deliberation is that con-
stituents are more likely to accept the resulting norms when they were
involved in their formation (Craig 1997). Indeed, the involvement of
interested parties and the consideration of divergent views are seen as a
necessary condition for a privately organized body without democratic
legitimacy (Heuser et al. 2005). Participation can also be justified in terms
of functional requirements (Birch 1993): those who have the authority
to take decisions will do so more effectively if they are well informed
about the problems of the community they govern. Deliberation requires
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a public process through which reasons can be debated, revised or
rejected (Dryzek 2000). Deliberative processes seek to increase the qual-
ity of judgements through widespread citizen participation in multiple
spheres, both within and between the institutions of state, economy and
civil society.

Accountability and control are the second issue. In Europe, member
states have delegated significant powers to the Council, which, in turn,
conferred responsibilities to the Commission, which resulted in a ‘dual
executive’ (Hix 2005) with shared responsibilities of ‘government’. In
consequence, the policy formation and implementation procedures are
disconnected from immediate electoral and parliamentary control. In
this context, legitimacy may derive from (at least) one fundamental type
of control: (1) procedural safeguards; (2) procedural control; and (3) a
balance of procedural and outcome controls (Johnson and Solomons
1984). Procedural safeguards presuppose a reasonable distribution of
access to decision-making power among members of the constituency.
This is partly covered by the notion of meaningful participatory rights.
A procedural control mechanism requires that ‘outsiders’ identify the
infrastructure and individuals behind the decision-making process. This
requires openness and transparency, as well as a right of public access
to documents and information. Finally, it is possible to assess the extent
of control in terms of whether a balance of procedural and outcome
controls (for example voting rules) exists.

Assessing the IASB procedures

The analysis of the IASB, its structure and working procedures illustrated
the steps in developing a standard: issuing a document, inviting com-
ments, holding public hearings, reviewing the comments received and
then revising the document. This allows constituents sufficient time to
put forward their views. After the evaluation of the statements and a
final consultation, the IASB publishes the standard. In the appendix
of a standard a basis for conclusions, illustrative examples and dissent-
ing opinions is published. The IASB’s primary means of publishing its
consultative documents and standards is through the IASB’s website to
ensure up-to-date information about its working process and progress.
Consultative documents in their electronic form are available free of
charge.

The descriptive analysis of the infrastructure and due process of the
IASB has shown that many possibilities for participation exist. Further,
the IASB seems willing to consider the views of parties with an interest
in and affected by standard-setting. With often diverse and conflicting
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interests regarding financial reporting, there rarely exists an account-
ing standard that is acceptable to all parties involved – and it would be
unreasonable to expect all parties to agree on the final outcome. By giv-
ing interested parties the opportunity of voicing their objections, the
IASB increases the chance of finding a compromise that is acceptable to
all parties. At the very least, the IASB allows the discussion of alternative
solutions in the development of accounting standards and can claim that
it has acted reasonably, which, in turn, meets the conditions of a delib-
erative procedure. Input from interested constituents assists the IASB
and helps to prevent the promulgation of standards that are unwork-
able (Tandy and Wilburn 1992). Through its due process the IASB tests
its arguments and implements an additional element of procedural con-
trol. It is also important to note that accounting standards do not evolve
automatically out of this process, and the IASB does not expect them to
come into force unchanged.

The amount of information that is published by the IASB allows ‘out-
siders’ to identify what kind of interests are represented during the
formulation of an accounting standard and how they might affect the
outcome of the discussions. This enables interested parties to identify
the actors behind each procedural step, the represented interests and
the procedural steps.2 It is an often-heard objection that a standard-
setting body lacks independence and objectivity due to a biased influence
of ‘big’ corporations or institutional organizations (Schildbach 2004)
which, in turn, flaws the ‘conditions of equilibrium’. However, empir-
ical studies did not demonstrate that the IASB is substantively biased
by any particular interest group (Giner and Arce 2004; Kwok and Sharp
2005).

Due to the importance of financial reporting, scholars have also ana-
lysed a number of aspects concerning participation in the due process.
Such studies mainly explore the diversity of participation (Schmidt
2002), observed levels (Harding andMcKinnon 1997; Kaplan and Fender
1998; Larson 1997; Nakayama et al. 1981; Weetman et al. 1996), how the
diversity changes over time or how it differs from issue to issue (Tandy
and Wilburn 1992). A low level of participation (mostly observed in the
written response stage) is generally associated with equally low level of
legitimacy (Larson 2002). Adequate representation, however, does not
necessarily need to equate to direct involvement. Rather, the interests of
users or other interest groups may be adequately represented by other
parties who are directly involved, and besides, one should not confuse
the presence of more actors with an actual increase in the diversity of
ideas. Additionally, one could argue that a low response rate just reflects
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the fact that a proposed standard is not at odds with the various interests
of the financial community, just as a lower turnout in elections can
mean a relative satisfaction with the political developments (Grofman
1983). Non-participating companies that do not try to influence the
standard-setter may simply be in agreement with the standard-setter’s
proposal.

Effective participation, however, must allow for the involvement
of participants throughout the process of collective decision-making,
including the stage of putting matters on the agenda (Dahl 1982). As
stated in the Due Process Handbook for the IASB, the IASB makes from
its earliest deliberations considerable use of outside sources in order to
recognize and accommodate policy preferences of others. The proced-
ures seem to strike an adequate balance in the democratic dilemma of
participation versus system effectiveness (Dahl 1994): participationmust
be limited to ensure working procedures which allow the development
of accounting standards in a timely manner.

Finally, the voting rule for issuing an ED or IFRS constitutes an import-
ant outcome control element. Themajority voting requirement decreases
the possibility that a standard which is only marginally acceptable to the
Board is approved. This also tends to produce a process of compromise
when a new standard is created.

Assessing the European comitology procedure

The comitology procedure to endorse an IFRS is designed as an outcome
control element before the standards become European law. From this it
follows that the second stage of the procedure should be assessed more
in terms of control and accountability. The role of EFRAG and the ARC
will be considered in turn.

The EFRAG contributes technical expertise to the IASB’s working pro-
cess and represents Europe by cooperating with the respective national
standard-setters in the EU. The public can access information on the
Group’s activities through its website. EFRAG professes to act from a
position of technical expertise, which is unaffected by sectional interests,
thus acting as a procedural safeguard. The second actor in the European
screeningmechanism is the ARC, which plays amajor role due to its legal
status. The ARC publishes its agenda items, a summary record and the
final voting results. Additionally, information about the rules of proced-
ures and member state delegations are available. Yet discussions – as well
as the voting itself – are kept confidential and the individual positions
of member states are not published. Non-European countries or organiz-
ations may be granted an observer status, but they must withdraw when
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the committee moves to a vote. The Commission can enact the standard
only if the Committee supports the standard by a QMV, which ensures
that the decision, although not necessarily unanimous, has to take into
account the interest of minorities. The ARC fulfils a significant task as an
outcome control element by assessing and overseeing the Commission’s
implementing function. Yet, under the regulatory committee proced-
ure, the QMV rule poses the danger that national experts easily open the
gates – for example, to refer the decision to the Council and make them
political (Steunenberg et al. 1996).

4.4 Conclusion

It is hardly surprising that the new accounting procedures in Europe
have generated a lot of interest and debate. In most cases, the debate
in traditional accounting research revolved around the contents of the
promulgated standards and not so much around the institutions that
set them (Nobes and Parker 2004). This is somewhat baffling as it is
in this area that the national constellation has truly changed. The first
harmonization effects already had seen some competencies shifted to
the supranational actor ‘Europe’. The early wave of harmonization did
not imply much institutional change for Germany, as operation (and
the ensuing supervision) responsibility was only minimally curtailed by
European law as the Council Directives simply proposed a minimalist
Continental European model. This is also why UK witnessed a stronger
influence of Europe from the first wave as the directives established min-
imum standards and a bigger role for the state. The second wave of
harmonization by means of the IAS regulation is now a double blow
to the nation state: the operation responsibility in regard to standards
for listed groups is transferred to a transnational, that is an international,
and private actor. The supervision responsibility is also transferred, this
time to the supranational European level.

Despite the declared goal of a single financial European market, the
outcome responsibility, though, rests with the nation state. This is visible
in the case of accounting scandals and the malfunctioning of capital
markets. After the financial crises of the early 2000s, the public turned
to the nation state with a call for action. Actual financial reports are a
product of design and implementation, and here it was thought that
the implementation of rules could be improved, not that the rules as
such were faulty. With the nation state as the primary addressee of the
criticisms it is therefore unsurprising that its role in enforcement was
even increased, which will be discussed in Chapter 7.



5
The Struggle between Private and
Public: The Case of Stock Exchanges

Capital markets are now an essential component of a strong economy.
They facilitate the formation and allocation of capital, which is necessary
for economic growth (Healy and Palepu 2001). Capital markets function
well only if they can trade on information. This information can reach
the market as insider information or as disclosure. The use of insider
information, knowledge particular to a subset of owners and managers,
puts some buyers and sellers at an advantage: informed insiders can
exploit knowledge that they only received due to their privileged posi-
tion in the company at the expense of outside shareholders. Disclosure,
the simultaneous release of information to all market participants, fore-
stalls these windfall gains. Making markets thus attractive to outsiders,
disclosures, both mandatory and voluntary, play an important role in
strengthening stock markets.
Stock markets are not merely abstract places where shares are traded.

They are societal arrangements whose participants have an active interest
in their well-being (Huddart et al. 1999). This means that stock markets
should have an interest in stamping out insider trading and in further-
ing disclosure. A low level of insider trading and increased disclosure
may boost the revenues and profits from organizing trade in securities,
making the public interest in improving capital allocation only a side
issue. This will be even more the case when stock markets compete with
each other for trade in shares when the flows of capital are liberalized.
These organized capital markets can require additional regulations for all
participants or for somemarket segments only, resulting in transparency
standards different from those required by law.

With the rise of the shareholder model in regulating financial report-
ing, many rules of stock exchanges were gradually superseded by state
regulation in regard to insider trading and disclosures. Currently, man-
datory disclosure dominates, crowding out the societal arrangements.

69
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Today’s mandatory disclosure stipulations are predominantly defined
by legal frameworks that focus more strongly on financial markets than
before and specified by private-sector standard-setters who hadmade dis-
closure for capital markets a key concern for themselves (see Chapters 3
and 4).

This chapter discusses the interplay of the state and stock exchanges in
regulating these markets. Two observations are common to all of them.
First, increased state participation has limited the influence of private
regulation. Second, all countries show a three-tier regulatory structure.
The first tier, which is historically the oldest, corresponds to private reg-
ulation by stock exchanges. These regulations mostly evolved from the
origins of stock exchanges but – as will be shownwith the stock exchange
in Frankfurt – could also be established on behalf of the state (for example
for operating and regulating a particular stock market segment). Later,
the state provided the second tier of regulation by establishing a regulat-
ory framework, which is mostly concerned with the overall development
of the national capital market. Additionally, supervising authorities such
as the US SEC, the UK FSA and the German BaFin have been installed,
representing the third and most recent tier of regulation. These agencies
operate by order of the state, but at least in the UK case it is debat-
able whether this is an original state system. Altogether, regulation and
oversight of stock exchanges have changed significantly over time.

An additional aspect is the globalization of capital markets. Allowing
investors to choose betweenmarkets, the legislator indirectly introduced
competition between stock exchanges. To become more attractive, stock
markets can not only resort to listing, trading and disclosure regula-
tion; they can also become more commercially attractive by providing
a competitive fee structure, swift trading mechanisms or longer trading
hours. As will be shown, stockmarkets often use trade-offs between these
parameters, for example by trading off lower fee levels against a weaker
disclosure regime.

This chapter first tracks general changes in the organization and the
business model of stock exchanges themselves. Then the legal frame-
work and private regulations by stock exchanges in Germany, the UK
and the US will be discussed. Here, the different regulated and unreg-
ulated listing categories are considered. They entail different disclosure
consequences for issuers and allow for choice of different transparency
levels. The chapter closes with a discussion of similarities and differ-
ences in the organization of the national stock markets and analyses the
different public–private arrangements in the regulation of listing and
disclosure requirements.
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5.1 The business model and organizational form of stock
exchanges

The institution of stock exchanges or bourses appeared as early as in
the 14th century, and the first bourse is supposed to have existed in the
Belgian city of Bruges (Deutsche Börse AG 2006; Ehrenberg 1885; Walter
1992). Emerging financial instruments as well as rising financing needs
of nation states (especially for wars) and risky businesses of private bodies
(for example the East India Company) fostered the establishment of big
fairs in Lyon, Frankfurt and Antwerp, where interested traders regularly
met during the 16th century (Michie 1992). Today’s understanding of
stock exchanges varies significantly from these meetings, even though
it was only 300 years later when traders began to meet more frequently
throughout the year and established stock exchange buildings.

Traditional floor-based trading shaped the picture of stock exchanges
until the 1980s, when electronic trading gained importance (Théodore
1997).1 Although electronic networks cannot be differentiated from con-
ventional stock exchanges on a functional basis, this change had a
significant impact on the way business is conducted. On the one hand,
trading is no longer necessarily linked to the physical location of mar-
ket actors. This increases the mobility of trade and puts pressure on the
way in which business on the stock exchanges is organized. On the other
hand, electronic trading didnot dissolve the stock exchanges as local foci.
While there is no longer a physical need for a nexus, the informational
requirements – absence of insider trading and provision of disclosures –
make the existence of institutions as anchor points for regulation even
more necessary.

Another substantial change in the role and function of exchanges
happened when exchanges converted from non-profit, member-owned
(‘mutual’) organizations into for-profit, investor-owned corporations in
a process that is called ‘demutualization’. Demutualization requires the
separation of the operational and of the oversight role that an exchange
possesses, as the regulator, working in the public interest, cannot oper-
ate with a profit motive. The possibly ensuing commercial success of the
operational segment, in turn, has further consequences for the role of the
public sector since regulation has to be adequate to its importance (Mues
1999). The effects of demutualization will be discussed in the national
contexts subsequently.

The history of exchanges shows that the shape of stock exchanges
developed towards organized and complex entities, for example with
own funding needs to finance investments in trading technology.
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The view that treats stock exchanges simply as markets is reductionist
and falls short of a crucial element explaining current trends. Existing
stock exchanges can be described with a set of three basal variables:

1. the main type of trading featured (that is physical vs electronic
trading);

2. the type of market featured (auction vs market maker system);
3. its internal structure and governance (public vs private entity/non-

profit vs for-profit).

We are primarily interested in the latter point, that is we are interested
in the question as to who owns an exchange and how this translates
into governance structures. This will have implications for the role stock
exchanges play in setting disclosure regulations, especially in the form
of listing rules.

Traditionally, most of the world’s stock exchanges were organized as
non-profit organizations or cooperatives that were considered to per-
formpublic functions (Lee 1998). In theContinental European countries,
exchanges were generally set up as public entities while their Anglo-
Saxon counterparts usually were private bodies, in some cases regulated
publicly (Di Noia 2001). Regardless of their original legal set-up, these
institutions were located between state and society, being largely char-
acterized by extensive self-regulation. Providing what became seen as
public services and still being privately governed, exchanges usually
became at least indirectly part of the public sector by official recogni-
tion or registration. This administrative act simultaneously made them
legal monopolists; and stock exchanges were lackingmarket orientation.

With globalization and technology progressing, the formerly unri-
valled national exchanges witnessed pressures resulting in major
organizational and operational change (Aggarwal 2002). The trend of
demutualization started in the early 1990s and gave stock exchanges
more features of private firms. Stock exchanges became private compan-
ies themselves, which were often listed at their own market in order to
satisfy their funding needs. However, as their profit orientation might
interfere with a regulatory functioning, exchanges were often split into
an entity operating the exchange and a regulating unit, to which we will
refer as ‘the bourse’ in the following for reasons of terminological clarity.
The bourse and the operating entity together form the stock exchange.
The bourse can be the former exchange body (as in the example of the
Frankfurt Stock Exchange, FSE) or a separated but still exchange-owned
regulatory department (as in the case of NYSE Regulation Inc.).
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Wewill now take a closer look at the developments in our sample coun-
tries. Germany, having a focus on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange, will be
treated first; the UK, with the London Stock Exchange (LSE), second.
A description of the developments in the US will follow, focusing on
the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), the American Stock Exchange
(AMEX) and the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated
Quotations (better known as NASDAQ). The analysis will proceed along
historical lines, and the major capstones of reform – which differ in the
three countries – will be discussed.

5.2 Germany: An active role for the private sector

German stock market regulation is an awkward melange of federal and
single state (Länder) regulation, having its roots in the foundation of the
Reich in 1870/71. In a non-competing environment, the single state’s
own stockmarkets could survive despite clear competitive disadvantages.
This has now changed and established the supremacy of the FSE.

Stock market regulation prior to the demutualization of the FSE

Due to its annual trade fairs, Frankfurt had become the most important
centre for financial and commercial transactions in Germany as early
as in the 14th century (Deutsche Börse AG 2006). In 1585, the FSE was
established in order to set uniform exchange rates for the range of differ-
ent monetary systems within the predecessor states of today’s Germany.
Until the introduction of the first official exchange rules in 1682, the FSE
merely existed as an unorganized market without any element of stock
exchange administration. Private investors discovered the possibility of
wealth formation through the introduction of bonds and promissory
notes at the end of the 17th century.

In the beginning, trading in Frankfurt was solely based on rules of con-
duct between merchants, thus being a sphere free from governmental
influence (Lütz 2002). The transition towards tighter organization typ-
ically marks the switch from autonomous stock exchanges to state
institutions. In the case of Frankfurt, this was a very gradual and pro-
tracted change: in 1707, the exchange members of FSE created an
official institution labelled Deputies of the Merchants (Deputierten der
Kaufmannschaft), which in 1808 was transformed into the Chamber of
Commerce (Handelskammer). In the same year, the Chamber of Com-
merce took over the operations of the FSE. Other German exchanges
switched to the same governance model subsequently (Mues 1999).
Being a professional statutory body under public law, the Chamber is
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no part of state administration but has been assigned sovereign compet-
ences within the public sector (Avenarius 1997). Regulatory bodies under
public law are a peculiarity of code law countries. They are entitled to self-
regulation, equipped with regulatory competencies exceeding private
law and operate under their own constitution (Zänsdorf 1937). Thus,
the exchange was no longer privately owned by a group of merchants,
but a public institution, and members had to comply with statutes.
However, while the chambers and exchanges moved into the regulat-
ory scope of the state, their organizational features remained dominated
by self-regulation.

In contrast to many other jurisdictions, regulation of securities trading
did not appear as a state reaction to market malfunctions but rather on
demand from the participating traders. Even the market crises of 1873
and 1891, partly driven by dubious reporting practices, had no effect on
disclosure regulation and investor protection.

The first regulatory action was taken by the legislator in 1896, when
the Stock Exchange Act (BörsG) created the first uniform regulation of
all existing 29 stock exchanges in Germany. It outlined the first formal
listing standards and made arrangements for price quotation by offi-
cial brokers (the Official Market). It thus dismantled the system that
buyers and sellers negotiated individually on prices. Moreover, liability
for disseminated information was codified as a first step by the fed-
eral government towards higher investor protection. These requirements
were rather liberal, however. Mandatory disclosures for listed compan-
ies were not introduced. The legislator relied on the rather minimal
stipulations in company law, which applied regardless of listing status
(Chapter 3).

The stock exchanges were brought under legal oversight of the Ger-
man states (Länder) in 1896 – corresponding to the federal nature of the
Reich – but the states’ intervention remained rather formal and no active
control was executed. The single states were simply authorized to estab-
lish stock exchanges within their territory by granting licences, while the
internal governance was left to the self-regulated exchanges. This frag-
mented regulatory system, under the patronage of the universal banks as
its key actors, was re-established after the Second World War, but it now
provided the federal government with the right to intervene (McCraw
2000; Steil 2002). However, non-intervention of the federal state pre-
vailed for a long time. Legal disclosure rules were still determined by
company law, and they were not set in a way that particularly benefited
investors in shares. The universal banks, interested in extending credit to
listed companies rather than in what is now called ‘investment banking’
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and placement of shares, did not press for increased levels of disclosure
either. Without competitive pressures, the system ticked along.

The further development of capital market regulation in Germany was
strongly connected to supranationalization. Next to the US intention of
coordinating capital market oversight across borders, the initial creation
of the integrated financial market and the necessary implementation of
European directives putmost pressure on the German system of informal
self-regulation. Three EC directives that aimed at enhancing investor pro-
tection were passed in 1979 (79/279/EEC: Admission Directive), in 1980
(80/390/EEC: Listing Particulars Directive) and in 1982 (82/121/EEC:
Interim Reporting Directive). The German legislator transposed these
directives into national law (mostly using omnibus bills) only in 1986
(Möller 2006). Resistance from the financial sector, not fully convinced of
the supply-side arguments of disclosure, partly explains the substantive
delay. While in accounting regulation and the company law framework
the Continental European view had been paramount, the financial mar-
ket regulations showed a stronger Anglo-Saxon handwriting, requiring
eventually an entirely new legal approach with theWpHG. But while the
UK coped with the changes by adapting their organizational structures,
Germany – also then being an insider economy – dragged its feet.

Instead of competing on high levels of disclosure, the financial system
lobbied for a statutory market segment with lower legal requirements in
which features of the old system could persist. This segment was estab-
lished as the Regulated Market. Its official reason was to facilitate equity
financing, and this facilitation took the form of lower listing require-
ments than the traditional Official Market. Both markets are regulated;
the listing and disclosure requirements of the two segments Official
Market and Regulated Market are governed by law.

The regulations of 1986 also officially acknowledged the existence of
an Open Market as a third market segment (Kümpel 2004), which had
coexisting right from the beginning of stock markets. Neither does the
state interfere with disclosure rules nor does the Open Market repres-
ent an organized or regulated market according to the WpHG. Hence,
its listings are no listings in the sense of the AktG. Trade takes place at
the exchange only factually; legally the Open market is an off-exchange
arrangement. This allows – at least in theory – to forego admission and
disclosure requirements. The Open Market at the FSE had been fully
established in 1987. Before, it had been virtually unregulated. A distinct-
ive feature is that securities can be included by a financial institution
without permission of the underlying company. Although being organ-
ized in a legal framework, the listing requirements of the Open Market
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emphasize its private-law character, and it appears to be rather a market
established in the interest of securities dealers than for the funding needs
of the listed companies.

After 1986 the integration of the world’s capital markets gained
momentum and more and more EC directives had to be adopted. How-
ever, the German capital market was not prepared for the change. As an
example, the Insider Dealing Directive of 1989 (89/592/EEC) was trans-
posed only five years later due to a massive blockade by business and
politics (Hopt 1991). The Directive demanded an institutional setting
similar to the US that is able to enforce regulation and to sanction mar-
ket abuses undertaken with insider information. Germany was not yet
ready for such a change. Instead of a transposition, the legislator tried
to promote the German stock market with an amendment to the Stock
Exchange Act in 1989 as well as the First Financial Market Promotion Act
of 1990. The act of 1989 set the legal stage for electronic trading, par-
ticularly for derivative activities, and facilitated the market admission of
securities and dealers. The First Financial Market Promotion Act of 1990
abandoned turnover and note taxes, also transposing the Investment
Directive of 1985 (85/611/EEC).2 The two legal initiatives thus intended
to decrease transaction costs of the German exchanges while their over-
all structure was not changed or amended towards more transparency
and credibility. Market fragmentation, low disclosure levels and a sub-
ordinate role of small investors left Germany with a capital market that
was rather underdeveloped, at least in a regulatory sense.

Demutualization and further regulatory developments

In the early 1990s, technological developments brought the stock
exchanges the opportunity to reap huge economic benefits or the risk to
fall substantially behind. With a single European market on the horizon,
trade in shares now saw the opportunity to relocate to attractive mar-
ket places. Additionally, advanced Information Technology (IT) started
to shift the balance from floor-based towards automated trading (Willi-
amson 1999). As a result, larger exchanges could achieve economies of
scale, which allowed lowering the investors’ transaction costs. In this
competition, the German stock markets were in danger to fall behind.
This is why a number of private actors made substantial efforts in order
to strengthen the securities markets. All of this was driven by economic
motives: the commercial banks tried to enter the promising investment
and IPO market, and firms were seeking to become less dependent on
bank financing (Deeg 2005). Yet these attempts were constrained by
odd cartel-like relations that benefited the smaller regional exchanges,
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for instance by mandating regional listings of large companies in order
to protect revenues within the system (Lütz 1998). The federal states’
(Länder) governments hadno incentives to increase competition between
the exchanges. This left the system to operate at comparatively high costs
as issuers and brokers had to pay additional related fees to comply with
duplicating regulation.

The FSE decided in an early move on demutualization, as this facilit-
ated the raising of outside funds for further investments in technology.
In turn, demutualization requires changes in the regulatory structure
so that regulation in the public interest is decoupled from the profit
motive. The FSE is a showcase for these developments: it was one of the
first exchanges that demutualized, splitting the institution into an oper-
ator and the self-regulating bourse in 1993 (Deutsche Börse AG 2006).
Deutsche Börse AG took over the role of an operator, issuing its shares
to the former exchange’s members, mainly large banks.

Shortly after the demutualization of FSE, the Second Financial Market
Promotion Act of 1994 transposed the above-mentioned Insider Direct-
ive (89/592/EEC) and the Investment Services Directive (93/22/EEC) into
German law. In a massive re-organization of public oversight, the fed-
eral states were stripped of most powers and a new centralized market
supervisory agency was created, the Federal Securities Supervisory Office
(BAWe), having a focus on tackling insider trading (Möller 2006). The
BAWe monitored and enforced insider offences and acted as the com-
petent authority regarding international coordination (for example with
the SEC). The bourses held on to the oversight of the market and mon-
itored listing and disclosure requirements. They were supported in this
by bodies that monitored trading activities and were overseen by the
federal states. These new organizational structures were placed in the
Stock Exchange Act. The reorganization of 1994 also saw the creation of
an entirely new act: the WpHG was introduced, governing the compet-
ences of the BAWe as well as disclosure requirements concerning insider
dealings and ad hoc reporting. By the end of 1994 a complex oversight
structure had evolved. The need for an increased public role was satis-
fied with the establishment of the BAWe at the national level, and the
self-regulation of exchanges was curtailed to compensate the Länder for
powers that were shifted to the federal level.

Demutualization and regulatory reform also touched on theOpenMar-
ket. After the demutualization in 1993, the Open Market has been reg-
ulated by the Directives of the Regulated Unofficial Market of Deutsche
Börse AG. This means not the bourse, but the operator sets the rules for
this off-exchange trading arrangement. In addition, the BaFin monitors
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the Open Market with a view to the rules on insider trading and market
manipulation. Although the latter was not required for unregulatedmar-
kets by the relevant EU legislation (Directive 2003/6/EC, Market Abuse
Directive), the German legislator believed that a collapse of the Open
Market would reduce investor confidence in other segments, damaging
the whole financial market. It therefore opted to extend the regulation
to this segment. But issuers must fulfil only few inclusion requirements
(such as disclosing annual reports and filing approval applications), and
there are so far no follow-up obligations. Listed companies are even
exempted from ad hoc disclosure in order not to dry up the Open Mar-
ket and not to reduce the exchange’s international competitiveness
(Kümpel 2004).

Due to the increasing competition among the world’s stock exchanges,
the FSE decided to complement floor trading by electronic trading early
on. The introduction of the electronic XETRA trading system in 1997
increased the funding needs of the exchange. Deutsche Börse’s initial
public offering in 2001 and subsequent capital increases have thus been
logical economic consequences leading to an integrated financial com-
pany (for example by the takeover of Clearstream in 2002). In 1998,
the Third Financial Market Promotion Act adopted existing regulations,
in particular concerning electronic trading, prior to the approaching
introduction of the Euro currency. The federal states conditioned their
consent on the participation of regional exchanges in the XETRA system
although this diluted the competitive position of the FSE as Germany’s
most prominent stock exchange.

Finally, the Fourth Financial Market Promotion Act of 2002 was to
remove the remaining parts of the fragmented oversight structure that
appeared to be inefficient. Competences shifted towards the federal state
while disclosure requirements also increased as a result of the Consolid-
ated Admissions and Reporting Directive (2001/34/EC). The BAWe was
transformed into a uniform regulatory authority, the BaFin. Additional
directives concerning investor protection have been transposed sub-
sequently. Besides the Prospectus Directive of 2003 (2003/71/EC), these
include the Market Abuse Directive (2003/6/EC) as well as the Trans-
parency Directive of 2004 (2004/109/EC), which tightened disclosure
requirements. Exhibit 5.1 summarizes themost important developments
in the history of German stock exchange governance.

Disclosure rules set by stock exchanges: The case of FSE

The above discussion of the FSE has so far mainly revolved around the
attractiveness of the stock exchange, and in this discussion the lowering
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of transaction costs and the eradication of insider trading were decisive.
Disclosures played a smaller role in the legal activities. As was shown
in Chapter 3, the German legislator only used the 1994 Securities Trad-
ing Act and the 1998 reforms to the Commercial Code to differentiate
between disclosures of listed and unlisted firms. It was not that these
regulations crowded out private initiatives; quite to the contrary, with
an increased emphasis on capital markets, the state gave rise to further
disclosure initiatives of the operators under private law, especially the
FSE’s operator Deutsche Börse AG.

Deutsche Börse AG has been setting disclosure standards both formally
and informally. Two early examples of private regulatory arrangements
are the Neuer Markt and the Small-Cap-Segment (SMAX). Although these
markets have been terminated in the meantime, they represent an out-
come of the unique features of the German regulation and warrant
further discussion.

In 1997, the FSE introduced a new model of an independent ‘market
segment’ referred to as Neuer Markt (Kersting 1997). Initially intended to
act as the European equivalent to the high-tech-oriented NASDAQ, the
project gained notoriety around 2000 and was finally abolished in 2003.
Being established within the legal framework of the OpenMarket (that is
under private law and beyond the Stock Exchange Act), the Neuer Markt
demanded higher regulatory standards particularly with regard to dis-
closure. First, issuers had to fulfil a rather sophisticated procedure to be
admitted. After formally applying to the Regulated Market, candidates
had to resign their official listing immediately and were subsequently
admitted to the Neuer Markt. Hence the applicants had to meet all legal
regulations for the Regulated Market segment including those from the
Stock Exchange Act and the WpHG. Secondly, Deutsche Börse AG set
additional rules in a private law constitution which were stricter than
the rules for regulatedmarkets inmost other European countries. Among
these requirements, Deutsche Börse AG demanded financial reporting
according to international standards, for example quarterly reporting
according to IAS or US GAAP. The FSE’s SMAX was also a private mar-
ket segment outside the regulated markets that may be compared to
the Neuer Markt. Having the same structure and demanding the same
requirements, it rather focused on established companies with lower
growth opportunities and having less volatile shares (Baumeister and
Werkmeister 2001).

In its beginning, Neuer Markt was a success story. Then, in 2000 the dot-
com bubble burst and prices dropped. More importantly, a number of
financial reporting abuses within the segment became publicly known
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and had serious consequences. Deutsche Börse AG as the regulator of
Neuer Markt and SMAX had neither enforced its rules nor the accur-
acy of disclosure but had simply controlled the complete publication
of required information. Thus, credibility of these private law segments
suffered from the lack of an independent supervisory and enforcement
institution. The exchange reacted finally and reconsidered its market
segmentation. Neuer Markt and SMAX were closed and the remaining lis-
ted companies transferred to other segments. While especially the Neuer
Markt strengthened the popularity of securities trading and investments
in Germany, it became a symbol for the inadequate control mechanism
of German capital market regulation (Vitols 2005).

Since the Fourth Financial Market Promotion Act of 2002, the bourse
has been assigned regulatory competences to demand additional disclos-
ure requirements (setting transparency levels) within certain statutory
market segments.3 The operator can also directly act as a standard-setter
by creating and regulatingmarket segments under private law. As it earns
money with the prosperity of their respective exchanges, Deutsche Börse
AG has a natural interest in enhancing the listing quality. It used a pro-
vision from the Fourth Financial Market Promotion Act which allows
the creation of self-governed transparency standards within the statutory
market segments. In 2003, Frankfurt established two sub-segments in the
Official and Regulated Market called Prime Standard and General Stand-
ard (Spindler 2003). These two levels of regulation provide companies
with a customized access to the capitalmarket: theGeneral Standard does
not exceed the legal requirements; the Prime Standard contains addi-
tional regulations beyond legal stipulations. This differentiation enables
issuers to choose a preferred transparency level beyond the choice of the
market segment (Regulated or Official). As the legal requirements of the
German Regulated and Official Markets have converged the choice of a
segment hardly allows for any signalling. The additional Prime Standard
requirements in the Exchange Rules contain quarterly reports in Eng-
lish, a financial calendar and analyst conferences. Exhibit 5.2 provides
an overview of disclosure regulation by the three regulators: EC, national
legislator and the bourse.

With its rule that only Prime Standard issuers are considered for
the Deutsche Börse AG’s indices DAX, MDAX, TecDAX and SDAX,
the operator established a strong incentive to comply with the addi-
tional requirements. However, the increased disclosure obligations may
squeeze some firms out of their initially chosen market segments. This
happened, for example, when the German sports car manufacturer
Porsche AG refused to publish interim reports and was consequently
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Exhibit 5.2 Disclosure regulation in Germany (bourse: FSE)

Unregulated

Official
market

Regulated
market

Prime standard

General standard Entry standard

(No regulation by exchange)

Density of regulation

high low

Regulation by EC

Regulation by EC and national legislator 

Regulation by EC, national legislator and exchange 

Regulated

Open market

transferred to the General Standard (The Economist 2004; Zimmermann
and Abeé 2007).

Analogous to the regulated markets, the Deutsche Börse AG estab-
lished the so-called Entry Standard at the Open Market, accessible to
all companies that wish to position themselves by providing additional
information to the investors. It may thus be regarded as an entry segment
for the Official and Regulated Market. Inclusion criteria vary from those
of the Open Market quite significantly and mainly in regard to trans-
parency requirements. Besides audited financial reports, publication of
interim reports, mandatory immediate publication of significant com-
pany information, a brief, up-to-date company profile and a calendar of
corporate events are required. The specific characteristics of the Entry
Standard demand issuers to have an applicant trading member mon-
itoring the fulfilment of transparency standards. Moreover, a so-called
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‘listing partner’ has to be chosen in order to guide the issuer in admission
and continuing disclosure procedure.

All this gives rise to a complex regulatory structure that allows for firms
to choose between different levels of disclosure. A minimum level is the
listing on the OpenMarket, not following the Entry Standard regulations
by Deutsche Börse AG. The maximum level is a listing at the Official
Market following Deutsche Börse’s Prime Standard rules.

5.3 The UK: The shift to state control

With a history of more than 300 years, the LSE is one of the world’s
oldest and at the same time today’s most important stock exchange
(London Stock Exchange 2006; Smith 1929). It gained pre-eminence in
England early on, and this pre-eminence in trading scope and volumehas
persisted until today. We will therefore focus our discussion on the LSE.

London Stock Exchange: Developments and listing requirements
until the Big Bang

Already in the last part of the 17th century, traders met around London
coffee houses to trade with the so-called ‘bills of exchange’ intended
to finance international trade (Fishman 1993). In 1763, these brokers
formed a club that concentrated trading at Jonathan’s Coffee House,
where also the first list of stock was issued. Since the year 1773, when the
clubmoved to its own building, it bears the name ‘Stock Exchange’.With
the ‘Deed of Settlement’ on 3 March 1801, the business became the first
closed and self-regulated exchange working under a formal membership
subscription basis and with annual member fees (Michie 1999).

At first, trading rules had been imposed and enforced by the Board of
Trustees and Managers, which could withdraw membership in case of
misconduct. Several years after the settlement, the exchange created its
first code, ‘Rules and regulations for the conduct of business on the stock
exchange’, in 1812. This code still applies today in a modified version.
While it did not contain listing rules for issuers at first, rights and obliga-
tions for the growing number of exchange members were specified from
the outset. Thus the LSE was largely entrusted with organizing its own
affairs.

While the LSE’s establishment was connected to the growth of interna-
tional trade, the BoE quickly gained importance from its foundation as
a private institution in 1694 with the purpose of financing the Crown’s
capital needs (Moran 1991). Through the exclusive business with gov-
ernment bonds, the BoE as a credible issuer of securities and the LSE
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as an organized trading place consistently contributed to the develop-
ment of a strong national securities market. However, the British system
was mainly built on restricted competition through market segrega-
tion between the LSE and other regional exchanges, which preserved
the dominance of the London financial community. This very fact
and the organization of securities dealers as an exclusive club with
‘Oxbridge background’ gave the LSE a rather negative image in the
public.

The statutory framework governing LSE’s affairs was marginal. In par-
ticular, the Companies Act of 1900 set minimum disclosure standards for
issuers. The Prevention of Fraud Investments Act (PFI) of 1958 deman-
ded traders to be member of an exchange or at least to be registered
with the DTI. Overall, these arrangements underline the limited import-
ance of state intervention until the Big Bang in 1986 (Fishman 1993).
Also, the LSE in particular actively lobbied against broader state inter-
vention and instead fostered the development of self-regulation in the
field of investor protection. The self-regulatory activities also forestalled
legal regulation: amongst others, LSE introduced the first simple list-
ing requirements for issuers and their prospectuses into its Rules and
Regulations in 1919. After 1973 these rules became known as the LSE
Admission of Securities to Listing or, in short, the Yellow Book. Also the
LSE established instruments of investor protection aside from disclosure
regulation and set up a compensation fund for victims of misconduct by
exchange members in 1950.

As late as in the 1970s the LSE’s business was still largely based on a
trading cartel exempting non-members. Even in 1978 the LSE respon-
ded to the Wilson Committee, assigned to analyse the shortcomings
of the British system, that ‘the authority of the supervising bodies is
drawn not from statute but from the consent of the users of the market’
(Taylor 2000). However, despite themerger of the LSEwith some regional
exchanges in 1973, the exchange suffered more and more from isolation
from the world capital markets due to cartel-like trading arrangements
and marginal disclosure requirements. At the same time the US cap-
italmarket was already sophisticated concerning disclosure requirements
and exchanges were comparatively open.

In order to re-establish the connection to the international capitalmar-
kets, the exchange introduced comprehensive reforms in 1986, known
as the Big Bang (Michie 1999). These reforms were triggered by govern-
ment, as officials had realized the LSE’s growing difficulties in competing
internationally (Vogel 1996). As with Germany, the cosy arrangements
of the established firms started to generate windfall profits at the expense
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of the public interest and the societal arrangements were unable to
initiate reforms of their own accord as their environment was not
(yet) competitive. While Germany needed the harmonizing influence of
Europe, the UK’s stock market was reformed in the de-regulating spirit
of the Thatcher era. Unsurprisingly, therefore, the eventual execution
of reforms was left to the LSE after the deadlock was dissolved. The
most important changes liberalized trading and especially opened the
exchange for outsiders. The Big Bang deregulation, moreover, set the
stage for the modernization of trading, particularly the transformation
of the LSE into a privately held company in the form of a public company
limited by shares.

Shaping today’s regulatory structure: Developments towards state
regulation

Only in the beginning of the 1980s the British legislator discovered
investor protection as a genuine task and identified the existing sys-
tem of self-regulation as an obstacle in the intensifying competition of
international capital markets (Alcock 2000). Also a number of fraudu-
lent malpractice cases shook the system. The growing urge for reforms
coincided with initiatives of EC harmonization. In particular, the three
already-known EC Council directives – 79/279/EEC (Admission Direct-
ive), 80/390/EEC (Listing Particulars Directive) and 82/121/EEC (Interim
Reporting Directive) – had to be transformed into national law (Fishman
1993).

This required the British government to take significant action in order
to codify capital market regulations. The Financial Services Act of 1986,
not incidentally coincidingwith the Big Bang reforms that the LSE under-
took, augmented the formerly marginal state regulation by establishing
a three-tier oversight system. The state took on the general oversight but
delegated certain statutory regulatory powers to the privately organized
and privately funded Securities and Investment Board (SIB). The board’s
main task was to supervise the Self-Regulatory Organizations (SROs),
which accounted for an overall number of 22 organizations. Being one
of them, the Securities and Futures Authority (SFA) took over personnel
as well as regulatory objectives of the LSE in order to monitor all firms
taking part in trading in all kind of securities. In contrast to several other
investment and commodity futures exchanges, the LSE did not receive
SRO status but restricted itself to supervising trading processes (Moran
1991). The new system aimed at maintaining some parts of the former
self-regulatory regime within the new statutory framework. Neither the
government (DTI) nor the BoE wanted to take oversight itself. The
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SIB was established for setting up adequate rules of overseeing securities
trading, but it did not possess enforcement competences. The supervi-
sion of compliance was left to the SROs, but rule violations could only be
prosecuted by disciplinary courts. Therefore, the SROs refereed the SIB’s
binding rules by granting and revoking licences to theirmembers. But the
actions taken in the middle of the 1980s rather intended to fight insider
trading and spent comparatively little time and effort on establishing
transparency (Fishman 1993).

The new three-tier system did soon prove to be unsuccessful in deal-
ing with the converging financial industry, namely banks, brokers and
insurance companies (Howells and Bain 2004; Taylor 2000). Different
actors often interfered in controlling integrated financial companies,
and the various rule books of the SIB and the SROs accelerated in their
extent and complexity. A financial institution, for instance, may trade in
shares, derivatives and provide retail financial services. These activities
necessarily overlap in an integrated institution but would be regulated by
different SROs. The splintered nature of the system gave the SEC no nat-
ural counterpart to consider the regulation of an increasingly globalized
financial market, a situation similar to the one described in Germany.
Last, but not least, the dissembled regulatory bodies could not tackle the
uniform problem of insider trading, which needed to be dealt with in
transposing the Insider Dealing Directive (89/592/EEC).

In 1997, the structure was streamlined with the foundation of the
FSA, whose nature oscillates between a private and a state institution
and which will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7. The Finan-
cial Services and Markets Act (FSMA) of 2000 abolished the remaining
fragmentary self-regulatory arrangements (Fleischer 2001; Ryder 2000).
The fundamental change of policy included the complete abandon-
ment of self-regulation of the LSE. Disclosure and other transparency
rules would now be set by the FSA, which aimed at maintaining market
confidence (Möller 2006). The British three-tier model became similar
to that of the US by establishing a system of cooperation between a
supervisory institution and private organizations. However, it differs
remarkably in its definition of the extent of state influence and discretion
(Lütz 2002).

With the enactment of the FSMA, the remaining listing authority func-
tions of the LSE were transferred to the FSA (see Chapter 7). Thus, the
disclosure regulation moved from self-regulation by the LSE’s Yellow
Book towards state regulation by common law executed through the
FSA. The FSMA now also specifies general rules for admission of secur-
ities to trading on stock exchanges, and it allocates the task of working
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out detailed listing rules to the listing authority. This institutional name
remained when this function was transferred from the exchanges to the
FSA. As a tradition, when acting as the competent authority for listing
of shares on a stock exchange, the FSA is referred to as the UK List-
ing Authority (UKLA). The FSA also now maintains the so-called Official
List, containing all securities issued by companies to be traded on a UK
regulated market such as the LSE.

In order to get listed, issuers have to fulfil disclosure requirements stip-
ulated in the Listing Rules of the FSA/UKLA. Being accepted for listing,
the company has to comply with continued disclosure requirements,
which also include ad hoc reporting as defined in the Listing Rules (Alcock
2000).4 In order to comply with the listing, the applicant must dissemin-
ate information concerning changes in capital, major interests in shares
and reporting transactions principally relating to acquisitions, disposal
and related parties.Moreover, issue of semi-annual interim reports aswell
as preliminary full-year results are required, while demanding quarterly
reporting is still a matter under review. Overall, the disclosure require-
ments by the FSA are not much stricter yet than those of the traditional
Yellow Book, which were simply taken over and remain valid until they
are amended (Keßler 2004). Exhibit 5.3 summarizes the development in
the UK’s stock exchange governance.

Market structure and disclosure requirements after the FSMA

While state intervention and rule codification appeared rapidly with the
developments in 1986 and afterwards, the LSE only lately developed a
market orientation and electronic trading (Lütz 2002). When the FSA
took over the listing authority function from the LSE in 2000, share-
holders finally voted to incorporate LSE plc as a limited company, which
listed on its own exchange the following year. Today, the LSE offers
two markets, somewhat analogous to the German regulated and unregu-
lated segments: since 1995, theMainMarket, regulated by the FSA/UKLA,
is supplemented by the so-called Alternative Investment Market (AIM),
which is not in the UKLA’s scope. Primarily international emerging or
smaller companies with higher investment risk list on the AIM. Opened
and operated by the LSE plc, it replaced the former LSE Unlisted Securit-
ies Market (USM) that was set up in 1980 to provide an organized market
without demanding listing requirements.

While the regulation of disclosure standards in the Main Market has
fully eluded from the LSE’s authority, the exchange still regulates the
AIM. Issuers listed at the Alternative Market underlie the AIM Rule
Book. These rules contain considerably less onerous listing and disclosure
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requirements than those of the Main Market, leading to higher hetero-
geneity of listed firms (Goergen et al. 2003). However, the AIM Rule
Book contains a number of requirements especially concerning disclos-
ures. For instance, audited annual reports according to IFRS (for issuers
from the European Economic Area, EEA) and semi-annual reports are
required. Beyond these financial reporting requirements, the overall dis-
closure requirements are commonly regarded as modest, although they
contain duties of notification on any substantial or price-sensitive event
concerning related parties, reverse takeovers or fundamental changes of
business.

The AIM is not only the world’s first, but the most successful market
for emerging companies (measured in terms of listings and market cap-
italization). This can be seen as confirmation that its regulatory level
is appropriate for the firms targeted (Löhr 2006). Despite its success,
the AIM’s requirement for each listed company to have a Nominated
Advisor (NOMAD) turned out to be its major weakness. The NOMAD,
chosen from an official LSE list by each company itself, organizes the
listing process and acts as a market maker. In some cases this depend-
ency has led to serious abuses and thus provoked calls for stronger
oversight.

While the LSE plc does not regulate the Main Market anymore, it still
introducedmarket partition indices labelled ‘techMARK’ and ‘techMARK
mediscience’. In doing so, LSE tried to increase the visibility of innovative
firms for a greater public. However, these indices are not related to stricter
disclosure standards as in the case of the FSE’s Prime Standard. The LSE
does not possess the required regulatory competences and was not as
successful as Deutsche Börse AG to set stricter disclosure rules out of its
own market power.

5.4 The US: Crowding out the private sector

The US was long thought of as having the world’s strongest and most
innovative capital market. American institutions and stock exchanges
such as NYSE and AMEX – and later also the NASDAQ – achieved
cutting-edge positions in the struggle for equity and venture capital.
Unlike in Germany and the UK, the number of successful stock markets
was higher. This can be explained by the functional differentiation of
some exchanges, applying different and non-competing business mod-
els, which warrants the discussion of all the above-mentioned stock
exchanges instead of just one.
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Pre-SEC arrangements

The NYSE as the oldest organized stock exchange in the US traces its
origins to 1792, when 24 stockbrokers signed the original Buttonwood
Agreement (Geisst 1997; NYSE 2006). The subscribers agreed to trade
securities on a commission basis while demanding minimum provisions
from outsiders (Werner and Smith 1991). Trading in stocks grew rapidly:
more than 100 local exchanges had emerged all over the country, 24
of them located in New York. In 1817, brokers formed the New York
Stock & Exchange Board (NYS&EB), adopted a statute and established a
permanent trading place onWall Street. Since 1863 trading occurs under
the official name New York Stock Exchange.

Analogous to the developments in the UK, cartel-like relationships
were established, which prohibited trading of stocks listed at NYS&EB
on other exchanges and restricted exchange access by membership in
order to enhance the individual gains for its members (Blume et al.
1993). Besides monitoring trading rules and orders, the board could
impose fines or even bans in case of misconduct. In other words, the
exchange built up a structure of self-regulation and restricted competi-
tion that determined the further development of the NYSE throughout
the subsequent century (Lütz 2002). Next to the dominant NYSE – where
approximately 75 percent of all US securities transactions took place –
a number of 32 other organized stock exchanges had remained on the
market by 1933 when the new securities regulation was ushered in.

Among these traditional exchanges, the AMEX deserves a particular
mention. The history of the AMEX dates back to the 1800s when it was
known as the CurbMarket. Rapidly growing with the Gold Rush of 1849,
the Curb Exchange positioned itself as a non-competitor to the NYSE
because AMEX styled itself as a place where innovative traders conducted
unconventional businesses with mostly young or marginal firms (Sobel
1972). Many of those companies sooner or later disappeared through
mergers, bankruptcies or liquidation.

In the absence of legal disclosure or financial reporting regulations,
the exchanges started introducing listing requirements analogous to the
developments in the UK (Smith 1936). In particular, NYSE and AMEX
initiated formal listing requirements including disclosure duties that
were scrutinized by their own committees. Already since 1869 the NYSE
had recommended that listed companies publish annual statements on
a firm’s financial condition to its shareholders (Hilke 1986; NYSE 2006).
However, the standards were barely enforced and companies could eas-
ily avoid compliance by switching to other exchanges (Seligman 1995;
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Smith 1933). Still, some companies began to extend the publication
of financial reports to its shareholders (McCormick 1960). This very
situation provided the capital market with different degrees of trans-
parency at different exchanges and hence contributed to its growth by
means of competition (Di Noia 2001).5 The NYSE’s disclosure require-
ments at that time were principally related to financial reporting and
immediate issuance of information on material corporate events. Issuers
were required to publish interim and annual reports to the exchange as
well as to their shareholders. With the upcoming private regulation at
the stock exchanges, the difference between issuers of listed and unlis-
ted stocks increased. While issuers of listed stocks had to fulfil listing and
disclosure requirements, issuers of stocks traded over the counter (OTC)
were not regulated.

As in the previously discussed jurisdictions, a series of frauds and finan-
cial crises accompanied the era of self-regulation until the beginning of
the 1920s. In particular, incidents in 1869 and 1873provoked legal action
in regard to the structure of the US capital market. In these years, stock
prices escalated and presumptions onmanipulation spread. As a reaction,
the federal states began to impose the so-called Blue Sky Laws in order to
protect investors against fraudulent securities practices. Not being com-
pany but securities law, the Blue Sky Laws were intended to enhance
disclosure regulation in the respective states. In practice, however, the
states lacked the ability for enforcement since their equipment with
funds and personnel was not sufficient and companies had the oppor-
tunity to opt out by moving to other jurisdictions. Moreover, companies
operating across the single states’ borders could hardly be regulated at all.
After a short period, these laws were understood as inefficient (Tiedeken
1999). In an uncontested application of the interstate commerce clause –
much different from other measures taken during the New Deal – the
federal government stepped in, regulating the stock exchanges and, this
is novel, the disclosure rules of companies listed on them. In a relat-
ively short time span today’s financial reporting system evolved, which
is dominated by the SEC (see also Chapter 2 and Chapter 7). The devel-
opments are summarized in Exhibit 5.4, which provides an overview of
the most important developments before and after the enactment of the
federal securities regulations.

Contrary to conventional wisdom, the federal regulatory reforms of
securities trade in the 1930s are not only a result of the capital mar-
ket’s collapse in 1929 and the accompanying Great Depression (Skousen
1991). In fact, these events represent only the final trigger for a transform-
ation of securities regulation that had its origins in the experiences of the
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late 19th century. The US needed to stamp out the practice of shopping
for regulation as particularly the enforcement still varied widely between
the states. This helps to explain the strong enforcement culture of the
SEC (see Chapter 7). The detailed requirements for disclosures, though,
remain remarkable. It can be seen as a means to regulate business nearly
to the extremes of the interstate commerce clause.

Stock exchanges under SEC regulation

With the SEC becoming the omnipresent regulator of the US stock
markets from 1934, the exchanges’ disclosure stipulations lost their
importance. In the fragmented market and during the Great Depression,
this new financial regulation and the shift of competenciesmetwith little
resistance. After being registered with the SEC, which necessitates further
continuing disclosure requirements, a company may enter into admis-
sion proceedings at US stock exchanges.While the systemof competition
between the exchanges has been of particular importance for the devel-
opment of the US capital market, the SEC got more and more involved
in regulating disclosure, accounting standards and corporate governance
(Bishop 2001; Lütz 2002). Shortly after its foundation, the SEC codified
disclosure requirements at a basic level for all issuers listed on national
exchanges. And because issuers have to file ever-increasing amounts of
financial and non-financial information on a regular basis with the SEC
since then, virtually no room for private law disclosure requirements
has been left. Especially after the Securities Act Amendments of 1975,
the Commission extended the scope and extent of its disclosure forms
(Küting andHayn 1993;Moran 1991). These forms predefine the content
of financial reporting and registration documents. They have to be filed
for registration as well as for meeting ongoing disclosure requirements
(see also Chapter 2).

Next to the regulation of issuers and its enforcement activities, the SEC
supervises all stock exchanges, which are obligated to maintain a set of
rules that promote good conduct in trading. Next to stock exchanges,
there are other organizations such as the National Association of Secur-
ities Dealers (NASD) as well as the clearing sites that are supervised by
the SEC. They are often referred to as SROs. In practice, the SROs need to
register with the SEC and are in permanent interactionwith the Commis-
sion (Seligman 1995). Every new rule that is intended to be pronounced
by the SROs needs approval of the SEC and is subject to a due process
with commenting opportunities.

The regulatory arrangements in the US are a three-tier oversight sys-
tem. For the US, one sees government/state as the first, the SEC as the
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second and the stock exchanges as the third tier of oversight supervising
its members in turn (Moran 1991). The three-tier classification of stock
market oversight, albeit commonly used, reflects neither historical devel-
opments nor regulatory might: in the US the SEC holds the key position
with its statutory powers delegated from the US Congress. The SROs are
often presented as the third tier, but they represent the much older stock
exchanges.

To maintain the quality of their markets, US exchanges require issuers
not only to meet original (SEC-approved) listing criteria but maintain
their own continued listing standards. Here, the NYSE’s standards are
perceived as being among the highest of any market in the world (Sha-
piro 1998). These listing criteria ensure that disclosures can quickly be
priced into shares by means of trading. Criteria include earnings, cash
flow, ownership structure, trading volume, market value and share price.
By signing the listing agreement, issuers also commit to follow NYSE’s
practices and procedures regarding disclosing and reporting material
information, all of which is to be found in the exchange’s listingmanual.
The Listed Company Compliance division of the NYSE reviews the sub-
mitted disclosure documentation. In case of violations, the exchange
may suspend the security and remove it from the list.

Today’s stock exchanges in the US differ from the organizations they
used to be in the early days of the SEC. Since the Buttonwood Agreement,
the NYSE had been an ‘unincorporated association’, and its membership
has been tradable after 1953. By 1971, the exchange incorporated into a
non-profit company and members obtained the status of partners with
voting power (NYSE 2006). The SEC forced the exchange in May 1975 to
abstain from requesting minimum provision fees, an event that critical
members later recorded as May Day (Geisst 1997). Finally, in Decem-
ber 2005, the NYSE’s governing board announced its acquisition of the
electronic-based exchange Archipelago and became a for-profit public
company that now features both floor and electronic trading. The large
amount of smaller exchange members hampered demutualization for a
long time, and larger exchange users such as investment banks gained
influence in the explicit exchange bodies only in recent years. Trading of
NYSE’s shares began only inMarch 2006, which is late when compared to
Deutsche Börse’s demutualization in 1993. NYSE still remains the United
States’ biggest market place for shares, covering a trading volume ofmore
than 60 percent.

The AMEX as the second traditional stock exchange in the US is hand-
ling a small amount of the North American share trades. Registered with
the SEC as a regular exchange, AMEX is known to have the least strict
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listing requirements among the three top American exchanges, resulting
inmany small domestic companies being listed on it (Sobel 1972). While
listing requirements are less demanding than those of the NYSE, there is
a notable difference between the OTCmarket, that is trade between indi-
viduals not using an organized market, and the AMEX, not at least due
to the different legal requirements. In fact, AMEX is often seen as a trans-
ition step from OTC trade towards an NYSE listing (Aggarwal and Angel
1999). However, since disclosure requirements of the SEC apply to all
issuers listed on a regulated market, differences between the exchanges
have diminished, similar to the Regulated Market in Germany.

Turnover-wise, the NASDAQ is today the secondmost important stock
exchange in the US following the NYSE and leading before the much
older AMEX. It holds a share of more than 30 percent of the organized
trade. Today, among these three large US institutions, the NASDAQ is the
only exchange to offer two segments on which to list and trade stock,
each with its own set of listing requirements. While larger, established
companies aremore likely to list and trade on theNASDAQNationalMar-
ket, smaller, emerging companies usually opt for the NASDAQ SmallCap
Market with less-demanding listing criteria. Although founded only in
1971 to service a much different target audience, NASDAQ has become
the NYSE’s biggest rival in the meantime.

The dealers’ association NASD is originally the relevant body to regu-
late OTC trading. When the members of the dealer’s association NASD
created NASDAQ, the market was intended to enhance OTC trading by
providing the first purely electronicmarket without floor trading (Sharpe
et al. 1995). Over the years, NASDAQ enhanced the information and
automated trading system and developed into an alternative market spe-
cialized in stocks of high-tech companies. Still, the market itself did not
gain the status of an SRO as it was operated by the NASD. In 1975,
NASDAQ separated its market into two segments: OTC and listed. For
the latter segment, the NASD not only provided listing requirements
(Löhr 2006), but also ruled that the disclosure requirements of the SEC
had to be met by issuers, thus voluntarily transferring its operational
responsibilities to the SEC.

Listing requirements were tightened in 1982 when larger companies
were concurrently moved to the National Market system that provided
continuous price quotation. The NASDAQwas demutualized by NASD in
a series of sales in 2000 and 2001 and became listed on its own exchange
in 2002. In order to achieve the desired exchange status as an SRO,
the NASDAQ transferred its OTC business back to the NASD and the
Over the Counter Bulletin Board (OTCBB) in 2005. Although NASDAQ
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received SEC approval as a national securities exchange only in 2006, the
exchange had started to operate an organized market before.

In contrast to the European exchanges discussed before, today’s US
exchanges show one significant difference. While the German and Brit-
ish exchanges operate both regulated and unregulated markets, there is
no unregulated OTC trade on the three big US exchanges. This fact limits
the regulatory discretion of the institutions significantly. However, this
implies by no way that the OTC market is of marginal relevance in the
US. From its beginning, OTC trade has been conducted by professional
traders outside the Regulated Market without imposing any listing or
disclosure requirements (Küting and Hayn 1993; Sharpe et al. 1995).

The OTCBB continues to provide trading services formerly executed
by the NASDAQ. The OTCBB is not an exchange in the sense of an
issuer listing service but a quotation medium for subscribing members,
not charging listing fees or demanding for disclosure requirements itself.
However, the NASD as the owner of the Board changed the rulings signi-
ficantly when the NASDAQ was still conducting OTC trade. Since 1999,
all firms traded on the NASD’s systems (today the OTCBB) have to file
(and publish) annual and quarterly financial reports with the SEC fol-
lowing the Commission’s special rules for OTC issuers that have to meet
certain criteria. This rule coming from NASD therefore also applies for
entities that are legally not obliged to comply with SEC regulation, illus-
trating that all significant securities trade in the US is under the SEC’s
supervision today.

5.5 Conclusion

The struggle between public and private arrangements in the governance
of stock exchanges has been a continuous one in all three countries.
Private trading activities of merchants were the foundations of organized
capital markets. The traders built their own private institutions mostly
as exclusive clubs to systemize trading. For a relatively long period these
institutionalized capital markets remained predominantly self-regulated.
In the golden-age nation state, cartel-like rules supported the existence of
the nationally prevalent exchanges: by restraining competition between
regional exchanges (Germany), by demanding minimum trading provi-
sions (the US) or by having the monopoly on trade in government funds
(the UK). Security trading was based on informal codes of conduct, that
is some type of mutual self-surveillance (Ouchi 1979), rather than on
transparency and abstract rules of behaviour.
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Until the end of the 19th century, the state resisted to assume outcome
responsibility for the provision of welfare in capital markets. Neither
was the state initially interested in their functioning, nor did it seem
overly perturbed by the monopolistic arrangements and the distribu-
tion of rents that could be extracted from organizing share trade. Insider
trading was of no concern.

The New Deal set an end to this in the US. The SEC was established to
ensure transparency of market transactions and to punish market abuse.
The state took on outcome and supervision responsibility for the stock
markets. Inasmuch as the state was lacking essential skilled knowledge,
private actors were included in the regulatory process. Consequently,
the SEC offered a ‘public status’ to private associations such as stock
exchanges. They became autonomous SROs provided with regulatory
competences in order to enforce rules autonomously against their cus-
tomers. They were private organizations operating on behalf of the state.
In Germany and the UK, the lack of state interference persisted until
pressures from global share trade, a daunting dominance of the US and
European harmonization, forced governments to take up outcome and
supervision responsibility. They responded mostly by providing listing
rules and regulating against insider trading. Some operating and super-
vision responsibility for the share trade still rest with the exchanges,
more so in Germany but also in the UK. In both countries, the stock
markets organize unofficial segments in which they exercise regulating
powers.

The shift from different self-regulatory approaches towards state inter-
vention has recently accelerated further. In the US, the SEC has tightened
already rigid regulatory standards, further diminishing the influence of
stock exchanges in self-regulation. Motives for expansion of state inter-
vention have been the growing lobby of institutional investors as well as
several business scandals. In the UK, far-reaching changes from liberal
self-regulatory arrangements towards a strongly hierarchical organiz-
ation of securities markets have taken place. Here the FSA has been
established as an independent rule-setting and enforcement agency that
largely rules out stipulation of listing rules by private actors. In Germany,
the changes are least pronounced, partly because stock market regula-
tion is shared between the federal government and the single states.
Exhibit 5.5 provides a compressed perspective on the different phases
within the three countries considered.

Having examined the regulation of stock exchanges, the emphasis on
financial reporting as such seems rather limited. The state typically set
minimum rules for disclosure. While some additional regulations were
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Exhibit 5.5 Different phases of regulation in Germany, the UK and the US
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put forward by the exchanges before the national governments augmen-
ted their interventions, systematic and comparatively reliable corporate
disclosures were provided to investors only after government interven-
tion. Thus, stock markets typically did not compete by increasing levels
of disclosure but by lowering transaction costs. Liquidity of the market
was rather enhanced by tightening listing rules such as requiring a min-
imum free float than by reducing insider trading, which should entice
more people into the financial market. Insider trading regulation has
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been a state concern and has, apart from egregious cases of wrongdoing,
been forced onto the stock exchanges.

The regulatory changes, which were traced in this chapter, go hand in
hand with the transformations of the stock exchanges’ business mod-
els and organizational forms, in particular the privatization of stock
exchanges’ operating entities. The process of demutualization is most
advanced in Germany, having already started in 1993. Meanwhile, the
US-American NYSE and NASDAQ as well as the British LSE have also
been transformed into for-profit companies under private law. The pro-
cess of transforming exchanges into listed for-profit organizations led
to a refreshed intrinsic interest of the institutions to foster listings and
trade by establishing different levels of transparency at their markets,
especially in Germany but also in the UK.

This competition is possible due to a remaining degree of discretion
among European exchanges and operators. Hence, the Deutsche Börse
AG and the FSE introduced supplementary market segments with addi-
tional transparency regulations in all legally defined segments, namely
the Prime Standard or the Entry Standard. In the UK the LSE still regu-
lates the AIM and provides the market with a predominantly privately
governed exchange. This market is highly successful with (non-UKLA-
listed) issuers worldwide because it demands only a minimal level of
transparency that is sufficient to boost credibility among investors and
to reach an international audience. In contrast, no such arrangement
can be found in the US. The NASD as the relevant player within the
OTC market had at least the theoretical latitude to establish a compar-
able competitive setting but decided to delegate disclosure rulings to the
SEC. Almost no competition exists in the US.

Perplexingly, financial information does not seem to play such an
important role for those that trade on it. If the opposite were the case,
stock exchanges would have interfered earlier with additional disclosure
rules. Regarding accounting, therefore, as a part of company law rather
than an integral part of securities regulation does not seem to be an
entirely incongruous approach. This underscores the observation that
regulating accounting by means of the SEC is a singular accident due to
the constitutional arrangements in the US. Even though Europe has now
followed the US model, it may have altogether taken the wrong junction
to the path of progress.



Part III

The Role of the Nation State
in Enforcement

The subject of this part is the role of the nation state in enfor-
cing the accuracy of financial reports. As financial information is
prepared inside the reporting entity, users of accounts are likely to
question the credibility of the information conveyed to them. They
thus might require attestation of the reported results. Typically, a firm
appoints an independent auditor who testifies that the reports were pre-
pared according to accepted principles or that the published accounts
give a ‘true and fair view’ of the firm’s financials. Auditing is the
private enforcement solution of choice, often also required by stock
exchanges. Another possibility to enforce existing accounting rules is
to police them. Such policing is typically done by state agencies. At the
moment, both solutions complement each other in the countries under
consideration.

A further strategy to enhance the credibility of financial reports is to
expose preparers of financial reports to litigation risk.We do not consider
this strategy in Part III, as litigation risk does not arise from specific insti-
tutional structures. Instead, we treat litigation risk as an element of the
corporate governance system that is operating in a particular country,
and we will discuss this issue in Chapter 9.

As in the previous part, taxation plays no role in this story: enforce-
ment has its necessary precondition in prepared reports, and as account-
ing for tax is by and large independent from devising financial reports for
the information of investors (group accounting), enforcement for taxa-
tion purposes has very little influence on the enforcement of financial
reports. While it may contribute to the overall accuracy of the reporting
system, it does not align with the other types of accounting, managerial
and financial, and therefore does not complement the other activities in
a systematic fashion.
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Part III is subdivided into two chapters. Chapter 6 deals with the
attestation of financial reports by means of auditing. The demand for
auditing was first articulated by private actors and later institutional-
ized by stock exchanges and in the law. Regulating the standards of
statutory audits was left to the professions for a long time. It was rel-
atively late – many legal disclosure regulations were already developed –
when the nation state started to intervene in the auditing process either
by setting minimum standards or by shaping the organization of the
profession. A major involvement in the institutional structures of the
profession happened after the wave of accounting scandals of the late
1990s and early 2000s. It was mostly the auditing profession that was
blamed for superficial and inaccurate checks, and at times members
even advised firms how to bend accounting rules. As a response, the
state created oversight bodies in all three countries under consideration,
stripping the professions of powers at least partially. The nation state
has expanded in this domain. Regarding the procedural rules, though,
the nation state’s scope for influence on auditing is on the retreat:
increasingly, auditors use International Auditing Standards, which are
set by a transnational body. This only seems to copy the developments
in disclosure, but with one important exception. While, in disclosure,
firms were compelled to report under national rules due to earlier gov-
ernment interventions, the detailed procedures of the audit were not
regulated by law. Unrestricted by legal stipulations, the profession has
voluntarily turned to applying international norms. In the meantime,
the EU has used this institutional set-up to harmonize auditing stand-
ards across Europe, following the private-sector developmentsmore than
leading them. This means that the state’s influence will be superseded
by supranationalization, in which the role of the public sector increases
as transnationally set rules will be mandated by the EU. As with finan-
cial reporting standards, the US does not follow this route; it relies on
national solutions.

While auditing has become increasingly international, the national
‘policing’ of financial reports, whichwe cover in Chapter 7, has gained in
importance. All three nation states rely on different institutional arrange-
ments to enforce the material correctness of published financial reports.
The oldest enforcement model, built around the SEC in the US, has not
provided a blueprint for enforcement. Each nation state implements its
own preferred model. Not even Europe has achieved a consistent solu-
tion: unencumbered by binding European regulation, Germany and UK
have developed institutions that are somewhat similar in organizational
form but differ significantly in regulatory competence.
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Dawn and Dusk of the Nation State
in Auditing: From Supervising
Private Arrangements to
Transnational Governance

Auditing is the oldest mechanism to enforce the quality of financial
disclosures. Audits are performed by external accountants, who are
appointed by the firms that prepare and submit the reports. As a result
of this process, attested financial reports are published. In this particular
situation, the credibility of the auditor and of the methods employed for
the audit plays a decisive role. If the auditor is not sufficiently inde-
pendent or if the methods employed are not effective for detecting
shortcomings, the accreditation of the accounts will not be of much
value. For a long time, it was the accounting profession that established
standards to maintain the quality of audits. These standards comprised
organizational mechanisms such as access to the profession and proced-
ural regulation on how to conduct the audit itself. Increasingly the stock
exchanges and the state have relied on the mere existence of audits as
an enforcement mechanism but abstained largely from setting detailed
regulations on how the audits should be done. In most cases, the self-
regulatory nature of the profession stayed intact. The profession reached
out internationally and developed a framework for setting International
Auditing Standards early on. While the US largely ignored these devel-
opments, the EU has used the profession’s transnational arrangements
in its attempt to harmonize auditing standards.

In the wake of recent accounting scandals, the reputation of the pro-
fession was tarnished. In many cases wrongdoings were not discovered
in the auditing process, faulty reports were cleared and sometimes firms
were even advised how to bend the regulation to achieve desired report-
ing results. The boundary between an independent auditor and a paid
advisor had become increasingly blurred. With the melange of conflict-
ing interests, self-regulation was not likely to be successful. To maintain
the credibility of audited accounts, the respective nation states had to
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tighten their grip on the professions and introduced increased state
oversight. The transnationalization of setting and using International
Auditing Standards – the procedural aspect – goes hand-in-hand with an
increased role of the state in the organizational set-up of the auditing
profession.

The chapter is organized as follows. The first section will take a look at
the role of auditing in the accounting process, also covering the potential
role of the state and international actors. The developments in audit-
ing from the golden age until today are then described for the US, UK
and Germany. The latter two countries will be analysed in the con-
text of the ongoing Europeanization in financial markets. The chapter
will close by discussing perspectives of future internationalization in
auditing.

6.1 Auditing: A supply and demand analysis

Auditing is one of the most important enforcement mechanisms. As will
be shown, the genesis of the statutory audit and the relative import-
ance and size of audit professions differ across nation states. Primarily,
economic crises and increasing capital needs led to the formation of
external auditing and, finally, can be seen as the main drivers for the
annual audit becoming mandatory between the late 19th and early 20th
century. The UK was a pioneer in prescribing external audits with the
Companies Act 1844, which required the publication of audited finan-
cial statements for certain companies (Vieten 1995). In Germany, for
instance, it was the crisis of Nordwolle AG in 1931 that triggered a bank-
ing crisis and finally led to the introduction of statutory audits for joint
stock companies by the Emergency Decree on Stock Corporation Law
in the same year (Quick 2005). In the US, it was the federal reforms of
the 1930s that made auditing of financial statements by an independ-
ent certified public accountant (CPA) compulsory for listed companies
(Zeff 2003).

Demand for auditing services: Some theory

Ensuring the credibility of financial statements is the main task of stat-
utory audits (Marten 2006). Auditing complements financial reporting
and adds credibility to financial statements, which enhances their useful-
ness. Hence, it can be supposed that economic incentives would lead to
a demand for audit services even in cases of absence of any regulation: as
it cannot be taken for granted that managers report truthfully, address-
ees cannot fully trust the published numbers. In economic terms, the
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basic problem is one of information asymmetry between the preparers
and the users of financial reports (Ewert and Stefani 2001). Such inform-
ation asymmetries may lead to opportunistic behaviour of the party with
information advantages. Obviously, the managers have such advantages
as they are the preparers of financial reports. Suppose that managers fol-
low opportunistically their own interests, theymight inmany cases have
incentives to overstate the company’s financial situation (Bazerman et al.
1997). For example, managers would benefit from such behaviour when
compensation plans tie their remuneration to financial results. While
some level of earnings management might be inevitable (or even desir-
able as a signalling device), problems occur when accounting standards
are eventually violated and the company’s financials become misrep-
resented. Such behaviour will often be unobservable for outsiders, who
have no information about theworkings of the accounting system.Given
that there is a positive probability that financial reports will become
less informative, their usefulness for addressees is lowered. For example,
financial reports might thus be no longer useful for evaluating the stew-
ardship function of the managers and for assessing the financial position
of a company for valuation purposes.

Principal–agent theory sees this mechanism as a driver for the demand
of auditing services (Herzig and Watrin 1995). Financial reporting itself
is intended to lower the information asymmetry between preparers and
users of financial reports. Consequently, independently ‘verified’ fin-
ancial statements are better capable of reducing the agency problem.
Auditing, in particular the checking of financial reports, increases the
likelihood of a truthful representation (Scheffler 2005). A high level of
trustworthiness of financial reports again reduces the perceived invest-
ment risk of the principal. This allows for lower capital costs, and it
ascertains the usefulness of earnings for the valuation of the firm (for
the role of annual reports in financial analysis see, for example, Meitner
et al. 2002; Nichols and Wahlen 2004). However, there always remains a
gap in expectations: auditors mostly perform plausibility checks on the
financial reports, they do not and cannot fully verify the information.
Risks of misrepresentations remain, and they increase with cost and time
pressures on the auditor.

So far there have been several empirical studies in which the capital
market perception of audits was addressed. Most of these studies tried
to find evidence for the relevance of information for investors provided
in the auditor’s report and found (at least some) relevance in such dis-
closures. Early examples for this strand of research include the studies by
Firth (1978) and Ball et al. (1979).
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In recent research, a further approach was used to test for the value
increment connected to credible audits. The hypothesis is that if account-
ing misrepresentations accompanied by audit failures are revealed, this
may lead to a loss in reputation for the audit firm in question (Gelter
2005). These effects may extend to third parties, namely other clients
of the audit firm involved in these scandals. If negative consequences
can be detected, this allows to measure (by default) the value increment
from a fault-free statutory audit. Using this methodology in the case of
the Enron collapse, Chaney and Philipich (2002) found that other cli-
ents of the involved auditor, Arthur Andersen, experienced a negative
market reaction around the event date. Investors seemed to downgrade
the quality of the audits performed by Andersen. This can be explained
by the argument that there is a lower level of assurance for such firms
that financial statements are prepared under a true and fair view.

The observable capital market reactions to audit reports and to audit
firms as well as the widespread use of audits in the unregulated phases
of the British or the US setting (see also Chapter 5) allow the conclusion
that market forces lead to the demand and the supply of audits with high
quality: there is evidence that proper audits are priced by themarket with
a value increment. However, there are also some arguments that state
interventions into auditing are nonetheless necessary.

The role of the state in auditing

Despite the demand for and the supply of auditing services, one may
doubt whether market forces alone would lead to an optimal level of
audit quality (Kirsch 2004).Miller and Bahnson (2004) point tomanagers
having certain incentives to demand lower-quality audits so that they
can pay as little as possible. These incentives may in fact be so strong
that the state needs to ascertain minimum quality levels.

Another concern is that the auditor themselves is a provider of services
and a customer of the firm that they audit. This means that the auditor
has to act in the (articulated) interests of their clients. Depending onwho
is perceived to be their principal, independence of the auditor becomes
a material concern (Ballwieser 2001). Traditionally, the managers (in
particular the management board in the German corporate governance
model or the managing directors in the Anglo-Saxon one-tier system)
were influential players in the selection process. Hence, there might
be a tendency for a coalition between managers and auditors which is
not necessarily in the interest of shareholders or other outsiders. State
interventions thus can try to enhance auditor independence.
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A lack of auditor independence might also occur when auditors
provide additional consulting services to the firms that they audit (Meit-
ner et al. 2002). In this case, the auditor becomes a commercial contractor
of the management not acting in the public interest. Their material
independencemay then be reduced as the auditor often has to verify pro-
cedures that they have suggested for implementation themselves: this is
what happened in the Enron case, the trigger for wide-ranging institu-
tional reform in the early 2000s. Here, the auditor devisedmechanisms of
‘double-counting’ in group reports, where otherwise unearned profit –
because business was conducted between dependent entities and thus
within the group – could be reported as if they were outside earnings.
The auditor’s economic independencemay also be reduced if she receives
a comparably high sum for auditing and consulting services. In the latter
case, the management has power to pressure the auditing company. It
may threaten to terminate the profitable business relationship if the find-
ings of the auditor compromise the actions (or the financial results) of
the management. As the profession had used exactly this route to shore
up its earnings, often using audits as a loss-leader for the acquisition of
profitable consulting opportunities, the threat seemed increasingly real.

From an economic perspective, the demand structures for auditing
services work against these developments. If the audit becomes dubious,
it loses its value increment. At least to the outside, management needs
to keep up the impression that the audit does what is expected from it.
Still, informational asymmetries exist. An external shareholder will have
difficulties in assessing how trustworthy the auditor really is.

The state sector’s intervention should not be understood as
market-braking, but rather as market-backing.2 Interventions are gen-
erally intended to strengthen audit quality, which can, for example,
be achieved through regulation of auditor quality and independ-
ence. Historically, the scope and intensity of audit regulation varied
across nation states. Vieten (1995) sees the differences in where the
responsibility for regulation is located on an axis between the state
and the profession. In his study, he compares the cases of Germany
and the UK. His analysis concludes that even the definition (or self-
conception) of the profession differed in both countries. However,
the author sees some kind of convergence between the two systems
as early as in the 1990s. Particularly the British system changed and
moved away from its traditional laissez-faire approach towards more
statutory controls, in particular an increasing role of the state in the
UK. This tendency continued in recent years and can also be detected
in the US. Additionally, there are political aspects in connection with
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the crisis theory of interventions (Owen and Braeutigam 1978). When
market failures occur, the state may have to intervene early, even in the
auditing process, before the crisis actually happens to signal its outcome
responsibility. This is particularly the case when the financial reporting
standards are either state-set or state-backed: here, audit failures put the
state’s legitimization at stake.

With standard-setting leaving the national arena (see Chapter 3), the
state’s task of intervening into auditing may also be internationalized.
At least three reasons suggest that this is very likely to happen. First, the
big (four) audit companies already act globally. First, mergers between
the previously nationally organized firms occur; and these legal devel-
opments are themselves only a reflection of previously harmonized
practice between the national partnerships that operated under a ‘brand
umbrella’. Uniform approaches to financial reporting allow to realize
economies of scale in such companies – the more so when auditing
requirements are also harmonized. As auditing companies have signi-
ficant lobbying power (Hopwood 1994), this ‘demand’ can be a driver of
internationalization. Second, harmonizing regulation also makes sense
for the audited firms themselves: recent regulations, discussed in more
detail in Chapter 9 of this book, make top managers of holding com-
panies responsible for the accuracy of accounts even of foreign affiliated
companies. Hence, it is likely that managers have incentives to demand
auditing standards of the same quality in each country where affiliates
are domiciled. Third, as in financial reporting, the EU undertakes efforts
to harmonize auditing regulation within the Community. This not only
leads to a ‘regional internationalization’ of auditing within the EU but
can also be a driver for further global convergence.

In the following sections, the developments in audit regulation will
be described for the US, the UK and Germany. As the latter two coun-
tries are member states of the EU, Community regulation of auditing will
also be addressed. Before summarizing our findings, we will look at the
increasing role of the IFAC, an organization of the national professions.
The IFAC is going to provide the structures for an emerging global frame-
work of audit regulation and thus can be seen as an institution analogous
to the IASCF.

6.2 Audit governance: Institutions and procedures

The previous supply and demand analysis has revealed the multiple
interests driving the auditing process. As auditing is intended to
strengthen the purposes of the financial report, the use of the financial
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report will shape the audit governance. If these reports are primarily
used to solve conflict between the financiers, then auditing becomes an
issue of company law and will be regulated there. If the emphasis lies on
investors, the quality of audits becomes an issue of securities regulation.
And when there is strong enforcement, this may crowd out the need for
intense auditing. Further, the ‘variety of capitalism’ plays a role: as aud-
itors enhance the value of reports for outsiders, who did not participate
in its preparation, insider economies such as (traditional) Germany will
place a lower emphasis on audits than outsider economies such as the
UK and the US.

Developments in the US

The US has long applied a multilevel governance mode to auditing. An
individual who wishes to practise as a CPA has – after passing an exam –
to register with one of the State Boards of Accountancy, which have
been regulating the profession of public accountants since the beginning
of the 20th century. The state locus of regulation shows the origins of
auditing in company law–type ‘problem solving’, and this access route
for the audit of public firms still exists.

Significant changes have, however, happened in the way that the qual-
ity of the audit is controlled. Prior to the corporate scandals which shook
the foundations of the accounting profession, the AICPA was setting
standards on auditing, quality control, independence and ethics. The
quality of audits and the quality of firms conducting these audits were
reviewed by the private POB, which did this under the remit of the SEC
for audits conducted for an issuer of shares. The SEC set requirements
for quality control and stipulated peer review for the audit firms. As
with the development of US GAAP, the federal government used listed
firms to intervene in the audit governance, and a role model evolved
that was eventually applied for all firms throughout the country, thus
circumventing the states’ powers in company law.

The SOA of 2002 led to major changes in the regulation of the audit-
ing profession (see also Chapter 9).While the overall regulatory oversight
now still rests with the SEC, the SOA shifted the organizational respons-
ibilities to the PCAOB. The PCAOB is a quasi-governmental organization
with extensive powers. It registers firms that conduct audits for listed
public companies, sets standards for the quality of audits and establishes
rules for quality control, pronounces rules on auditor independence and
inspects registered audit firms. The Board is staffedwith five persons, who
are appointed on a full-time basis by the SEC after consultations with the
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Federal Reserve and the Secretary of the Treasury. The PCAOB reports to
the SEC, which reports to various congressional committees in turn.

Establishing this quasi-governmental agency does not only effect-
ively end the self-regulation of the profession but it also alters the
framework in which auditing standards are set. The PCAOB had,
upon its inception, kept the AICPA standards on auditing in force
as ‘interim standards’, but it soon signalled its intent to develop
auditing standards further. The release 2003–2023, ‘Proposed Audit-
ing Standard on Audit Documentation and Proposed Amendment to
Interim Standards on Auditing’ confirmed that the PCAOB would take
a national focus and would be working independently of other inter-
national actors, and raised concerns that the PCAOB standards may
differ from those outside the US. As the profession increasingly inter-
nationalizes in its procedures, a US-only regulation would forestall
reaping economies of scale and would not be in the interest of the
profession.

This concern was not entirely unfounded as the PCAOB has a
strong US focus. This may be ‘normal’ for the US, but it seems
increasingly arcane in the globalization process of financial reporting.
The Standing Advisory Group, which assists the Board on standard-
setting, has a purely national make-up of academics and practitioners
from the auditing profession, publicly listed companies and investors.
Out of the six organizations which have observer status only one is
denominated as international: the International Auditing and Assur-
ance Standards Board (IAASB). The other observers are the Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB), the Government Accountability
Office, the SEC, the Department of Labor and the Auditing Stand-
ards Board of the AICPA. So far, the PCAOB has set four audit-
ing standards, all of which have received SEC approval and became
effective. These standards not only cover formal issues such as ref-
erences in the financial reports (Auditing Standard No. 1) but also
material rules on how to audit internal control systems (Auditing
Standard No. 2) and what to do when weaknesses persist (Auditing
Standard No. 4).

The new auditing standards have already been facing criticism as being
unduly burdensome. This has led the PCAOB to consider easing its reg-
ulations. In December 2006, the Board proposed a new standard on
internal control, effectively redesigning Auditing Standard No. 2 only
after two years. The new draft standard is more principles-based and
allows the auditor to implement own strategies to increase the likelihood
to detect material weaknesses. The proposed standard also simplifies and
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shortens the text of the previous Auditing Standard No. 2. However, this
should not be seen as a first step towards internationalization but more
so as a pragmatic response to the profession’s pressuring.

Developments in the UK

The UK had long followed a model of self-regulation in auditing as well.
Audits could be conducted by an accountantwhowas registeredwith one
of the chartered accountancy bodies, the professional associations which
were described in greater detail in Chapter 3. They laid down their own
audit regulation and guidance. A registration with a state agency was not
necessary. This model was established in the outgoing 19th century and
was practised for nearly a century. The first major change occurred with
the Companies Act of 1989, requiring the DTI tomonitor company audit
work. The regulation coincided with the transposition of the Seventh
(83/349/EEC) and Eighth (84/253/EEC) Council Directives into UK law
(using the Companies Act of 1989), which established minimum state
regulation and thus reflected what was common in Continental Europe
(see Chapter 3).The subsequent monitoring was undertaken by the insti-
tutes/societies such as the ICAEW or the ICAS, which were discussed in
more detail in Chapter 3. Thus, ‘a multiplicity of dual capacity profes-
sional bodies exist in Britain’ (Vieten 1995), which acted simultaneously
as professional associations and supervisory organizations. The use of
the existing private infrastructure with an increased state recognition
parallels the role of the ASB as the official standard-setter for UK GAAP.

The regulation of the auditing profession in 1989 led to the eventual
set-up of an APB. The APB was established in 1991 to further auditing
practice and to establish unified standards of auditing. The APB pro-
mulgated Statements of Auditing Standards (SASs) containing principles
and procedures to be complied with by auditors in the statutory or any
other audit. Again, this reflects the experience from rule-setting, where
the multiplicity of standard-setting bodies was eventually replaced by a
single national regulator, the ASB.

The APB had 16 voting members, half of whom were auditing prac-
titioners while the other half were individuals who were involved in
financial reporting as users or preparers. Among concerns that the APB
was tied too closely to the profession (Sikka 2002), a slightly remodelled
APB moved under the umbrella of the Accountancy Foundation as an
independent oversight body in 2001 (Fearnley and Hines 2003). While
the new APB had a similar remit as its predecessor, the majority of vot-
ing rights now were outside the auditing profession. Increasingly, the
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APB made use of International Auditing Standards instead of develop-
ing its own. In 2004, the board adopted and supplemented the existing
framework of International Standards on Auditing (ISA) for Britain.

In part as a response to the wave of reporting scandals in the early
2000s, the DTI initiated a series of further reviews which resulted in some
institutional re-arrangements (Dewing and Russell 2003). The Account-
ancy Foundation was moved to the FRC and a Professional Oversight
Board for Accountancy (POBA) was established as successor body to the
Accountancy Foundation’s Review Board (Fearnley et al. 2005). In 2005,
the Companies (Audit, Investigations and Community Enterprise) Act
was passed in order to restore investor confidence in companies and
financial markets (Beal and Bennett 2005). This act granted augmen-
ted powers to the FRC and to its operating bodies. The POBA was given
more rights to oversee regulatory activities of professional bodies. It
was renamed into Professional Oversight Board (POB) since it became
responsible body also for the actuarial profession. The newly installed
Audit Inspection Unit (AIU) is assigned to monitor audits of listed
and other major companies. Further, a board now named as Account-
ancy & Actuarial Discipline Board (AADB) was founded. This body is
assigned with carrying out independent investigations into the discip-
line of accountants and actuaries involved in matters of public interest
nature (FRC 2007a). The AADB operates and administers an independent
disciplinary scheme and can exert regulatory actions against members of
the chartered institutes and societies.

Developments in Germany

Germany has a chequered history when it comes to the governance of
the auditing profession. In the beginning of the 20th century, access to
auditing and its quality control was in the hands of the profession. After
1933, the state started to squeeze individuals out of the profession using
membership rules to the Institute of Accountancy. After a brief interlude
of direct state involvement from 1943–1945, when the Chamber of Aud-
itors existed, the profession regulated itself; after the war it was under the
supervision of the respective state (Länder) authorities. In 1961, theWPK,
a professional organization governed by public law, was established. To
conduct annual audits, every auditor has to pass an exam set by the
WPK and then to sign up as a member. The WPK is assigned by law to
regulate the accreditation of public accountants, supervise the profession
and operate a system of quality controls, which includes pronouncing
auditing standards (Marten et al. 2003).
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Germany does not have a unified system of auditing standards
but relies on a strict screening system to the profession. Auditors
have to observe a number of regulations, not unlike the system of
German GAAP. Of highest importance are regulations by law, which
can primarily be found in the Commercial Code and in the Public
Acountant Act (WPO). The development of further auditing standards
is the task of the WPK, which has largely delegated this authority
to the IDW. Its pronouncements are intended to fill gaps in (legal)
auditing and accounting regulation (Born 2002). The IDW public-
ations (Verlautbarungen, Fachgutachten, Stellungnahmen) and the Prin-
ciples of Proper Auditing (GoA) constituted the system – or rather
the compilation – of auditing standards until 1998. GoA claim to
be a behavioural guide to auditors; however, they lack explicit legal
codification, and are rather fragmented instead of presenting a com-
plete framework (Marten 2006). In 1998, the IDW began to transform
the existing system to IDW Auditing Standards (PS) and IDW Audit
Guidelines (PH). IDW PS and IDW PH are highly detailed and uni-
formly structured for a better understanding (see, for example, Böcking
et al. 2000). They bear close resemblance to the ISA promulgated by
the IFAC.

In the German model, there is a clear regulatory separation between
theWPK and the IDW: the former acts as a supervisory body, the latter as
trade organization (Vieten 1995). While quality control was traditionally
the exclusive remit of the WPK, this changed in the wake of corporate
scandals. The Act on Auditor Oversight (APAG) implemented a public
oversight body in the German regulation system, namely the APAK. The
APAK consists of experts selected by the government, is independent of
the profession and bears the overall responsibility for quality control.
The APAK does not intend to substitute the existing oversight system
executed by the WPK, but to complement it by an additional layer of
oversight (Böcking and Dutzi 2006).

The Eighth Council Directive of 1984 and 2006

European legislation influences the UK and Germany. This is why
we will now take a closer look at the developments at the European
level in regard to audit regulation. This field is largely covered by the
Eighth Council Directive (84/253/EEC), which first came into effect
in April 1984. A preliminary draft had already been devised in 1972,
and the first official proposal was published in 1978 (Evans and Nobes
1998). The Eighth Directive complemented the Fourth (78/660/EEC) and
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Seventh Directive (83/349/EEC), which require statutory audits on fin-
ancial statements for annual and consolidated accounts (Grundmann
2004).

The Eighth Directive harmonizedminimum requirements for auditing
and auditors so that auditors could make use of the Common Market. It
also enhanced trust in cross-border relationships through legal certainty
in intra-Community operations. The harmonization achieved by the
Eighth Directive was rather minimal and it soon fell short vis-à-vis other
initiatives in regard to the free movement of goods and services. In 1996
the Commission published a Green Paper about ‘The Role, the Position
and the Liability of the Statutory Auditor within the European Union’,
which indicated the need for action regarding statutory audits (COM
(96) 338 final, 24 July 1996). A Committee on Auditing was working on
the quality of statutory audit, based upon the priorities identified by the
Financial Services Action Plan (FSAP) (IP/99/327), and its work covered
external quality assurance, auditor independence and auditing stand-
ards. The Committee’s work resulted in ‘Recommendation on quality
assurance for the statutory audit in the European Union’ (2001/256/EC),
which was promulgated by the European Commission. Based on the
Committee’s work in 2002, a further recommendation was published
in 2002 by the Commission (‘Statutory auditors’ independence in the
EU: A set of fundamental principles’; 2002/590/EC).

The accounting scandals of the early 2000s were reasons to reconsider
EU priorities on the statutory audit. The Commission’s Communication
‘Reinforcing the statutory audit in the EU’ refers to this incident and
contains a ‘10 point action plan on statutory audit’, in which the Com-
mission proposes, amongst other measures, the modernization of the
Eighth Directive of 1984. In 2006, the Council agreed on a modernized
Eighth Company Law Directive, and it accepted all alterations from the
first reading (Downes 2005). Themodernized Directive (2006/43/EC) has
to be transformed into national law of the member states within two
years. The modernized Eighth Directive extends the harmonization to
most areas of auditing. Its 12 chapters cover the following: (1) Subject
Matter and Definitions, (2) Approval, Continuing Education andMutual
Recognition, (3) Registration, (4) Professional Ethics, Independence,
Objectivity, Confidentiality and Professional Secrecy, (5) Auditing Stand-
ards and Audit Reporting, (6) Quality Assurance, (7) Investigations and
Penalties, (8) Public Oversight and Regulatory Arrangements between
member states, (9) Appointment and Dismissal, (10) Special Provisions
for the Statutory Audits of Public-Interest Entities, (11) International
Aspects and (12) Transitional and Final Provisions.
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Chapter 5 now requires auditors to apply ‘international’ auditing
standards. The term ‘International Auditing Standards’, by definition
of Article 2, paragraph 11, refers to standards set by the IFAC, which
are denoted as ISA. However, to become effective within the EU, these
standards first have to be adopted by the Commission and have to be
published in the Official Journal of the EU. This will provide ISA with
authority of law (Brinkmann and Spiess 2006). Additionally, the Direct-
ive demands a system similar to the PCAOB in the US. But while the
PCAOB is only responsible for auditors of listed companies, in Europe
all statutory auditors and audit firms are required to be subject to such
public oversight. This, yet again, reflects the different inroad to account-
ancy regulation taken in the US: In Europe, there is no need to bypass
the member states and company law can be regulated by means of dir-
ectives. This also implies that the rules of the statutory audit will have a
broader scope, applying to all firms, not merely the listed ones.

National public oversight systems have to cooperate at Community
level. This generates a demand for the establishment of a single body
which ensures this cooperation. For this purpose, the Commission foun-
ded the European Group of Auditors’ Oversight Bodies (EGAOB) in
December 2005 (Tiedje 2006). This body, which has to be governed
by non-practitioners, deals with the approval and registration of audit-
ors, the adoption of ethics standards, internal quality control, as well
as continuing education and quality assurance for investigative and
disciplinary systems.

For adopting auditing standards, the European Commission has estab-
lished a screening mechanism to ensure that each standard has ‘been
developed with proper due process, public oversight and transparency,
and are generally accepted internationally; contribute a high level of
credibility and quality to the annual or consolidated accounts [ . . . ]
and are conducive to the European public good’ (Article 26.2 of the
Eighth Directive). For assisting the adoption procedures the Commis-
sion has installed the Audit Regulatory Committee (AuRC), which
consists of representatives from the member states. Additionally the
EGAOB will provide support for the adoption of ISA. However, once
an ISA is adopted, the Eighth Directive still allows member states to
deviate from it under certain conditions: if national requirements are
opposed to ISA provisions, supplementary provisions may be added
or carve-outs may be accepted (Lanfermann 2005). Carve-outs under-
lie specific conditions. For example, they have to be explained to the
Commission and to the other member states six months before national
application.
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6.3 The emerging global framework: The IFAC

The IFAC was founded in 1977. This institution is more akin to the
German Institute of Auditors as a lobbying institution rather than the UK
institutes/societies or the AICPA in the US, as both have some regulat-
ing powers over the profession. The IFAC solely consists of institutional
members, and membership is not limited to one per national jurisdic-
tion. Germany, for instance, is represented by theWPK and the IDW; five
institutions from the UK aremembers, namely the already-discussed pro-
fessional organizations. The US is represented by the AICPA, the CIMA
and the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA).

The IFAC has a wide institutional mission. The organization con-
cerns itself with ethical standards and education, but its currently most
important objective is to establish and promote high-quality profes-
sional standards and to further international convergence in auditing.
IFAC’s international standards on auditing are currently transmitted into
auditing practice by the respective member organizations, but IFAC’s
standards do not override national professional regulations, which may
also be restricted by (unharmonized) national legislation. Even though
IFAC does not have any power of sanctions if standards are not adopted
by its members (Chandler 1990), more than 70 countries apply ISA or
standards with no material difference to the ISA (IFAC Annual Reports
2002 and 2003).

The IFAC has witnessed a substantial structural reform somewhat sim-
ilar to that of the IASCF, the organization that promulgates IFRS, and was
described in Chapter 4 in some detail. The reform programmewas driven
by external pressures, as concerns were raised in regard to independence
and transparency by regulatory organizations, particularly the SEC when
it came to the issuance of an ISA (Loft et al. 2006). In 2003, the Council
of the IFAC approved reforms designed to strengthen the international
audit standard-setting processes. The new procedures aimed at conver-
gence to international standards and at being more responsive to the
public interest. The new constitution was approved in November 2006.

According to the IFAC’s Constitution, it is now governed by a Board
elected by a Council in which every member organization represents
one vote. It therefore still differs from the standard-setting arrangements
where ownership has effectively been transferred to the trustees (like
the organizational structure of the IASC, see Chapter 4). IFAC is still
owned by the member organizations and is, in that sense, not fully inde-
pendent from the accounting profession. The Board sets the policy, staffs
the committees and operating boards and supervises their functioning.
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The operating boards include the International Accounting Education
Standards Board, the International Auditing and Assurance Standards
Board, the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants and the
International Public Sector ASB. ISA are promulgated by the IAASB. To
ensure that the IAASB operates in the public interest, IFAC has estab-
lished a Public Interest Oversight Board (PIOB), whose work also covers
the other operating bodies. Nominations for PIOB membership come
from international organizations and regulatory bodies.

The issuance of ISA follows a due process, which is modelled on the
IASB’s and was developed by the PIOB. It reflects what is now considered
‘best practice’ in accountancy, and there seems to be consensus that this
‘best practice’ needs to be in place for a private organization to become
recognized by state body: again, the relationship between the FASB and
the SEC shaped this model, which was first used in setting accounting
(disclosure) standards from the mid-1970s in the US and which is now
applied to auditing as well. The due process is followed by all of IFAC’s
public-interest committees. A due process has the following seven steps:
(1) project identification, prioritization and approval, (2) development of
a proposed pronouncement, (3) public exposure of a draft, (4) consider-
ation of respondents’ comments on the exposure draft, (5) re-exposure,
(6) approval of a final pronouncement and (7) voting. Each member
of the IAASB has a vote, and a standard is approved by a majority of
two-thirds of the votes.

In recent years, IFAC has gained increasing support for its endeav-
ours. For instance, the IOSCO, the stockmarket regulators and theWorld
Bank supported its work even though none of these organizations has
been involved in systematically implementing IFAC’s standards as global
standards. The global role of the IFAC is likely to increase further with
the adoption of ISA as European auditing standards.

6.4 Conclusion

Auditing has been one of the strongholds of professional self-regulation
in the public interest. This self-regulation has an institutional and a
procedural component. The first consists of the organization of the pro-
fession, access to it and disciplinary procedures; the second comprises
the rules and regulations on how the audit is done and which proced-
ures (standards) should apply as well as the ongoing quality control.
In the golden age, the profession governed the whole regulatory arena
of auditing with only minor exceptions, and the state merely signalled
its outcome responsibility or constructed weak forms of supervision
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responsibilities (US POB or the German WPK) and mandated min-
imum levels of the statutory audit. Despite these common roots, recent
developments saw changes in governance of both components, which
differ from country to country, both on the public–private and on the
national–international axis. This applies to standard-setting and qual-
ity control of the audits as well as to professional oversight, all of
which now display different degrees of public-sector intervention and
internationalization.

First, the systems of ongoing quality control saw a major overhaul.
Professional bodies as the communitarian form of accounting gov-
ernance remained the same, but competencies were shifted towards
state oversight agencies: Germany established the APAK, the US cre-
ated the PCAOB and the UK extended the activities of the FRC. These
oversight bodies increase control over auditors directly or indirectly
with a special focus on auditor independence. While there are gradual
differences in the national responses, which seem to depend on previ-
ous traditions – the more self-regulating British are more reluctant to
increase state control than the Germans or the US –the overall structural
responses are the same. National bodies that are stipulated by law and
that are closely linked to the public sector were set up. National govern-
ments have decided to increase intervention and to intensify supervision
responsibilities.

Second, the procedural side is currentlywitnessing amajor change. The
setting of auditing as well as financial reporting standards has become
an increasingly global phenomenon. At the international level, the IFAC
has started playing a decisive role in shaping uniform auditing standards
first with its rules being transformed into national regulations by the
respective organizations in the UK, Germany and many other countries.
Recently, the ISA’s previous recommendation–only character changed.
With the amended Eighth Directive the use of IFAC’s auditing standards
is not merely a commitment of professional bodies, but will be – once
transformed into national laws – a state requirement. Soon, ISA will be

Exhibit 6.1 Localization of audit governance
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Note: Text in italics refers to golden age.
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established (privately) and endorsed (publicly) in the way that IFRS are.
In consequence, Europe and its national governments will shift opera-
tion responsibility to a transnational body and retain some supervision
responsibility by means of a supranational committee. To what extent
the international structures for developing auditing standards will be
used outside Europe remains open, particularly in the US as it remains
reluctant to rely on transnational arrangements. Exhibit 6.1 charts the
changes.



7
The Stronghold of the Nation State:
Enforcement Agencies

In this chapter, we will discuss enforcement beyond the statutory
audit and litigation lawsuits. These are policing arrangements in the
form of systematic and institutionalized reviews of previously audited
financial information, performed by one or more bodies. These enforce-
ment mechanisms are an additional safeguard in financial reporting.
While audits and lawsuits relate to individual financial reports, poli-
cing arrangements are addressed to the community at large. Financial
statements that have been cleared by the auditors are re-examined
in the context of policing arrangements to detect fraud overlooked
or possibly condoned by the auditor. Re-examinations can be insti-
tuted upon suspicion or they can take place regardless of the presumed
quality of the reports. The first approach is commonly referred to as
reactive, the second one as proactive. Such an additional mechan-
ism was first introduced by means of the US SEC in the golden age
of the nation state, while similar arrangements appeared in Europe
only recently. Being institutionally a part of capital market over-
sight, enforcement systems have been developed very heterogeneously
in Germany, the UK and the US: While the US system relies on
a strong public agency, the former two countries established addi-
tional private bodies, which are cooperating closely with the public
sector.

In the following sections, the diverging developments of enforcement
agencies are portrayed. We will show how these institutions are embed-
ded in capital market oversight systems and analyse their specific modes
of operation. The differing arrangements beg the question as to whether
some kind of convergence of the European systems towards the US
arrangements can be observed. We address this issue by examining the
governance modes employed.

120
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7.1 The US case: A comprehensive policing role for the SEC

Until the 1930s neither a legal framework nor any kind of supervision
for interstate transactions existed in the US (Kiefer 2003). The Securit-
ies Act of 1933 and of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 as part of
the New Deal regulations and government activism served as the legal
basis for the set-up of the SEC, which was established in 1934. This point
was a watershed in US securities regulation: invoking the interstate com-
merce clause, the federal level took competences from the states for listed
companies, and established a comprehensive framework and a signific-
ant role of the public regulator in this domain for the first time (Cioffi
2006).

The SEC is responsible only for trade in securities. It is a federal regulat-
ory agency that reports to the Congress and is controlled by the United
States Government Accountability Office. Although the Commissioners
are appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate, the SEC
works without any governmental interference in its day-to-day business.
The five Commissioners, including a Chairman, are jointly responsible
for the agency’s operation (Kiefer 2003). This makes the SEC typical of
the federal agencies established in and after the New Deal legislation. As
to the finer organizational structure sketched in Exhibit 7.1, the SEC is
made up of four divisions, namely the Corporation Finance, the Market
Regulation, the Investment Management and the Enforcement Divi-
sion. Additionally, there are 18 Offices responsible for enforcement and
improvement under the remit of federal securities law, amongst them

Exhibit 7.1 Organizational structure of the SEC
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the Office of the Chief Accountant. The SEC is funded by fees collec-
ted by the national securities exchanges and by fees payable on special
transactions such as securities registration. The SEC cannot use these fees
directly; they must be released to the SEC by US Congress for each fiscal
year. This happens by applying the general appropriations procedures
for government expenditure (SEC 2006).

The Commission is endowed with extensive legislative, executive and
judicial competences concerning securities regulation (Hazen 2002). As
both the SA and the SEA are to be regarded only as a basis for more
detailed provisions, the SEC is empowered to enact any rule or regu-
lation in its domain, being published as Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR; Skousen 1991). In particular, comprehensive rules on the min-
imum information content and the form of prospectuses, registration
statements and financial statements are described in Regulations S-X und
S-K, exceeding the requirements of US GAAP (Kiefer 2003). Disclosure
requirements like these are issued by the Division of Corporation Fin-
ance in accordance with the Office of the Chief Accountant (Altendorfer
1995). These broad legislative competences are accompanied by respect-
ive executive powers which relate to the supervision of the SROs such as
the stock exchanges or the stock dealer associations, which were already
discussed in Chapter 5.

Finally, there are the Commission’s judicial competences: it may set
up an internal tribunal dealing with administrative proceedings that
may impose sanctions and financial penalties on SROs or its individual
members (Hazen 2002). Furthermore, it may pursue a lawsuit to impose
civil penalties. However, the Commission does not have available penal
sanctions; instigating these types of proceedings is left to the Federal
Department of Justice (Fleischer 2001).

The SEC may act on any suspicion of an untrue statement by a market
actor or on a proactive basis (SEC 2006). Filed statements are reviewed
periodically, or checks are performed on indication of stock exchanges,
other SROs, the press or whistleblowers (Dickey et al. 2001). Enforce-
ment procedures are pursued at two different levels. The first consists of
reviews carried out by the Division of Corporation Finance; the second
comprises informal and formal investigations by the Division of Enforce-
ment. This type of enforcement was brought in when the SEC set up the
latter division in 1964, at the expense of the SROs’ competences (Lütz
2002).

The Division of Corporation Finance enforces both federal securities
laws and US GAAP, aiming at the comparability of issued informa-
tion (Kiefer 2003). This extends to both filed prospectuses for initial
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offerings and financial statements, as well as to ad hoc publications
of listed firms. In the first case, the provided prospectuses and regis-
tration statements are examined regarding their legal, financial and
non-financial aspects (Skousen 1991). In the second case, regularly filed
financial reports are reviewed reactively on indication of any mar-
ket participant. The SEC’s Division of Corporation Finance may take
no further action, send a Comment Letter to the concerned firm to
achieve a correction of the defective statements or forward the case
to the Division of Enforcement (Kiefer 2003). An investigation by the
Division of Enforcement is not only opened on indication from the
Division of Corporation Finance, but also in case of information con-
veyed by investors, competitors, lawyers or the press. Generally, not
only potentially defective financial statements are subject to enforce-
ment but also any suspected violation of rules and regulations issued by
the SROs.

All investigations of the SEC at an informal stage first seek the (alleged)
offender’s cooperation, having no powers to subpoena (Kiefer 2003).
In case of failure, proceedings on a second, the formal, stage are star-
ted after the authorization by the Commission (Hazen 2002). The
Division’s actions aim at collecting evidence for a future lawsuit in assess-
ing relevant documents and subpoenaing witnesses, such as chartered
accountants or business partners. Generally, these investigations remain
under the pledge of secrecy (Dickey et al. 2001).

If the SEC comes to the conclusion that a listed firm contravened
against securities law or listing rules, it can deny, delay or suspend regis-
tration of primary offerings. The latter become commonly known as a
‘stop order’ (Skousen 1991). In all other cases, the Commissionmay com-
mence a Cease-and-Desist Proceeding at its internal tribunal, for example
as prosecution of the breach of disclosure requirements, with listing sus-
pensions as a possible sanction (Altendorfer 1995). Furthermore, the SEC
may institute a civil lawsuit against any person or entity. The respective
court decides, for example, on a financial penalty, an injunction or an
order to bar an offender from engaging in the responsibilities of an officer
or a director. The SEC often seeks the possibility of achieving a settlement
irrespective of the type of proceeding.

Detailed information regarding the outcome of administrative pro-
ceedings, lawsuits, opinions on appeal of SROs’ decisions and trading
suspensions is immediately provided on the Commission’s internet site.
Thus, especially the publication of corrected financial statements is used
as a means for investor protection and as a deterrent (Hazen 2002). This
last instrument is said to have more impact on decisions of market actors
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Exhibit 7.2 Competences of US-American enforcement authority

SEC

Type of incorporation Federal regulatory agency

Political responsibility Congress

Funding Fees

Objectives Protect investor rights, guarantee integer share
markets

Fields of supervision SROs in share market sector; for example,
1. National stock exchanges
2. Dealers
3. FASB

Industries supervised Listed firms

Objects of enforcement 1. Listing requirements: prospectuses, ad hoc
publications

2. Accounting standards
3. Rules of SROs

Working approach Reactive and proactive

Investigations Cooperative on informal stage, non-cooperative
on formal stage

Statutory powers Civil sanctions:
1. Publication of enforcement cases
2. Administrative proceeding: Cease and Desist

Order
3. Civil lawsuit: Injunction, financial penalty

(such as potential investors) than any kind of penalty imposed. For an
overview of all discussed enforcement competences, refer to Exhibit 7.2.

During the fiscal year 2006, the SEC reviewed 4485 financial reports,
leading to 914 investigations. On thewhole, theDivision of Enforcement
conducted 356 administrative proceedings, 218 civil proceedings and 30
listing suspensions (SEC 2006).

The US system of enforcement is, due to its roots in the interstate com-
merce clause, geared towards listed companies. It relies on a dominating
public institution as shown in Exhibit 7.3. The federal government only
enacts a legal framework, and the SEC, operating under a public gov-
ernance mode, is entitled to issue a broad set of rules. Almost every facet
of enforcement is regulated by the SEC; even the stock exchanges, deal-
ers’ associations and other SROs are responsible to the Commission. Its
powers of thorough examination extend to both prospectuses and reg-
ularly filed statements. While accounting standards and listing rules are
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Exhibit 7.3 Regulatory framework of enforcement in the US
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issued by the FASB and the stock exchanges as the relevant SROs, these
bodies remain under the strict supervision of the SEC.

Institutionalized enforcement commenced systematically in 1964
with the SEC. Its modus operandi remained practically unchanged until
the early 2000s, making it one of the most stable institutions in the
regulation of accounting and the stock markets. The SOA of 2002, dis-
cussed in more detail in Chapter 9, even strengthened the role of the
already-dominating SEC. It entitles the Commission to issue additional
rules and amends existing regulations, ranging from auditor supervision
by the SEC to increased enforcement powers for the SEC. The policing
of financial reports has been stepped up with the introduction of risk-
based assumptions and requirements of a periodical check within every
three years. The frequency of reviews depends on the firm’s market cap-
italization, its stock price volatility and recent restatements of financial
reports (Heeren and Rieckers 2003).What started out as a model with a
strong nation state became even stronger after the wave of accounting
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scandals. Not questioning whether the current system, which had actu-
ally produced a higher share of scandals than any other, was appropriate,
more of the same seemed the right way forward.

7.2 The UK case: Coexisting variations of the
private–public mix

The UKmakes a special case in the sample. When it comes to the general
policing of financial statements, the legislator has opted for a private
arrangement withminimal enforcement powers.While the regulation of
financial markets is also left to a publicly mandated private organization,
the state has equipped it with sanctioning powers that even exceed the
US model.

The FRRP: General enforcement with low sanctioning powers

In the golden age, the UK government favoured self-regulation and left
the organization of enforcement to the profession. Further enforcement
was conducted by the LSE (see Chapter 5).The self-regulatory framework
proved to be weak: misleading accounting practice and financial state-
ments not meeting commonly accepted standards had become more
numerous by the end of the 1980s (Fearnley and Hines 2003). Not only
was standard-setting unified, a further regulatory consequence was the
institutional reform of enforcement. This also happened when the Com-
panies Act of 1989 (CA 1989) was passed, transposing the Seventh and
EighthCouncil Directives (83/349/EEC and 84/253/EEC) intoUK law (see
Chapter 3). The FRC was created in 1990 as the major player in account-
ing regulation. It was incorporated as an independent company limited
by guarantee and funded mainly by the DTI , the accountancy profes-
sion and the supervised firms (FRC 2007a). Several regulatory bodies were
established under the FRC’s umbrella in a short time span, among them
the FRRP in 1991. Previously, there had been no systematic policing of
reports. In the case of misstatements, the members of the profession
would face disciplinary proceedings in their respective accountancy bod-
ies, but there was no institutionalizedmechanism to correct the financial
reports. Froman enforcement perspective, the creation of the FRRPmarks
a significant institutional overhaul.

The staff of the Panel consists of both legal practitioners and account-
ants, who are equally represented in order to foster different methods
of analysis and argumentation related to these professional associ-
ations (Zimmermann 2003). To ascertain the correct application of
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accounting rules across the board, balance sheets and profit and loss
accounts of major private limited and publicly traded companies were
examined. Initially, the Panel worked on a reactive basis, as accounts
were reviewed only in case of information on non-conformal practices
by whistleblowers or the press (European Federation of Accountants
(FEE) 2001; Zimmermann 2003). This approach was revised with the
enactment of the Companies (Audit, Investigations and Community
Enterprise) Act of 2004 (CAICE), and requirements concerning a proact-
ive review were adopted into British law, also allowing for a prioritized
review of specific industry sectors.

When combating bad accounting practice, the Panel seeks at first the
firm’s cooperation. If the FRRP is not satisfied, a formal enquiry is opened,
in which a company or its auditor in question may be forced, under the
threat of lawsuit, to pass documents or further clarification to the Panel
(Brown and Tarca 2005). In case of deficiencies, the statutory powers of
the FRRP allow privately demanding the offender to restate the accounts,
andmaking a public announcement concerning the case. Inmore serious
cases, as well as in cases when the cooperative model fails, the FRRP goes
to court to obtain a legally binding decision. Corrected statements are
sometimes issued only in the forthcoming report of a firm if the FRRP
considers the deficits as being of minor significance. Overall, the FRRP
has to rely on cooperation, adverse publicity or the courts. Its sanctioning
powers are therefore minimal, and so is its connection with the state
sector.

The FSA: Stock market focus and high sanctioning powers

The FSA was established in 1997. Its predecessor organization was the
private SIB, which had to supervise the numerous Self Regulating Organ-
izations such as the LSE, the SFA or Personal Investment Authority.
With the bundling of different product lines in the form of innovative
products in the financial services industry, the old regulatory struc-
ture was no longer able to cope. Additionally, the BoE had to shed
some supervisory competences after it gained autonomy in monetary
policy (Blair and Walker 2006).This gave rise to the integrated supervis-
ory authority of the FSA. It is an independent non-governmental body
with statutory powers as laid down in the FSMA of 2000 (Turkington
2004). The Authority is responsible for the supervision of, among oth-
ers, commercial banks, insurance companies and stock exchanges (Keßler
2004). Although the FSA is to fulfil public functions, it is a non-profit
private limited company. The Authority is governed by a board of dir-
ectors, and its chairman and members are appointed and dismissed by
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the Treasury. While this places the FSA under the influence of the pub-
lic, its staff are not to be regarded as civil servants (Fleischer 2001). There
are two main reasons for this specific private character: it facilitated,
first, the merger of the former oversight institutions, and secondly, it
allowed involving practitioners in regulation (Keßler 2004). However,
the objectives of the FSA are laid down by law, and it is directly respons-
ible to the Treasury, which also receives an annual report (Turkington
2004). The FSA’s budget consists solely of fees arising from the reg-
ulatory work so that it is completely independent from government
funding (FSA 2006). This is modelled along the lines of the SEC and
this sets it apart from the FRRP, which does not provide services that
can be charged out and which must therefore rely on other forms
of financing. As can be seen in Exhibit 7.4, its organizational struc-
ture is shaped by vertical business units and horizontal (cross-sectional)
sectors.

The FSA’s competences combine legislative, executive and judicial
powers, which is somewhat similar to the US model. As to the legislative
competences, it is allowed to enact rules, issue codes and give guidance.

Exhibit 7.4 Organizational structure of the FSA
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Moreover, it is empowered to create binding regulations to improvemar-
ket confidence, public awareness, protection of consumers and to reduce
financial crime (Keßler 2004). The FSA’s powers to enact rules are con-
fined, however, by EU legislation, in particular recently by the Prospectus
Directive (2003/71/EC) and the Transparency Directive (2004/109/EC).
With regard to executive functions, the FSA is competent in authorizing
and supervising capital market issuers, and it now maintains the Official
List consisting of all securities traded on a UK regulated market, which
is a function that had traditionally been performed by the LSE (as dis-
cussed in Chapter 5). A firm whose shares are included in the Official List
is obligated to issue ad hoc publications in case of changes in capital or
directors’ details. Additionally, the FSA requires publication of audited
financial statements, and auditors must notify the FSA in some special
cases (Keßler 2004). However, the Authority has no comprehensive remit
to check the material accuracy of disclosed financial information: the
approval of a prospectus, for example, is only subject to completeness –
the figures given are not verified by the Authority (Fleischer 2001).

Its judicial competences comprise all offences relating to the FSMA
2000 and the rules issued by the FSA. It is able to impose civil and
penal sanctions (Fleischer 2001). To obtain relevant information, the
FSA may initiate investigations, even supported by the police. As a pen-
alty, the Authority may publish a Statement of Misconduct, alter or
suspend a listing, take a case to court for an injunction or impose fin-
ancial penalties (Blair and Walker 2006). The latter mainly applies to
contraventions against the Listing Rules, to obstructing investigations by
the FSA and to market abuse or market manipulation (Keßler 2004). Fur-
thermore, the independent Financial Services andMarkets Tribunal deals
with cases arising from actions taken by the FSA (Martin and Turkington
2004).

It may be no coincidence that it was the New Labour government
which strengthened the role of the state by creating the FSA. The state
has tightened its grip on enforcement by making the regulator directly
answerable to the Treasury. Nevertheless, the UK government has kept
a more self-regulatory course than the US as it has given its powers of
capital market regulation to a publicly recognized institution run under
private law. This legal construction – the use of a private arrangement
mandated by the state – is unique not only for an oversight institution
but also with regard to its powers consisting of issuing and exercising
regulations, and in particular in imposing penalties, including penal
powers.
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The interrelation of FRRP and FSA

The powers of the FRRP and the FSA (in particular in respect to its role
as the UKLA) overlap in several enforcement areas. Both bodies issued
a Memorandum of Understanding in 2005 clarifying their respective
competences. The most fundamental principle of their task-sharing is
that only the FRRP is competent for the enforcement of information
conveyed by financial statements, whereas the UKLA has to verify the
additional disclosures as required by the Listing Rules, covering, for
example, prospectuses and ad hoc publications (Fearnley et al. 2002;
Zimmermann 2003). The FRRP is responsible for both listed and unlisted
firms.

Overlapping competences can be observed in the field of audited
annual reports that are to be prepared according to IFRS with the FRRP
as enforcement authority. Annual, interim and preliminary financial
statements have to follow the Listing Rules as well, in accordance with
the responsibility of the FSA. This matter has been resolved with the
CAICE 2004 and specified by the Supervision of Accounts and Reports
(Prescribed Body) Order 2005. In effect, any annual and interim report
prepared under the Listing Rules is to be reviewed solely by the FRRP.
In all other cases of task-sharing, both authorities declared to desig-
nate one of them to pursue this case, depending on, among others, ‘the
scale of any misstatement [ . . . ] and the severity of the consequences’
(FRRP and FSA 2005). The FRRP’s and FSA’s cooperation extends to
cases of concurrent investigations, since both bodies agreed to share
information, and the FSA provides assistance with the development
of a risk-based proactive enforcement model for the FRRP (Brown and
Tarca 2005; FRRP and FSA 2005). However, the statutory powers of
both authorities differ significantly, as can be seen in Exhibit 7.5.
Whereas the former can only pass severe cases of misconduct to the
court, the latter has the power to issue regulations, exercise them and
impose penalties in its own right. Hence, in this system, capital mar-
ket malpractice can be prosecuted with more effective deterrents than
before.

In the fiscal year of 2006, the FRRP conducted 284 examinations, of
which 79 percent were on a proactive basis and 21 percent on indication.
About 16 percent of all financial reports contained minor deficiencies,
whereas in 1 percent of all cases the Panel either demanded a restate-
ment of accounts or made a press release (FRRP 2006). During the same
period, the FSA completed 227 enforcement activities, out of which only
1 percent dealt with listing rule breaches (FSA 2006).
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Exhibit 7.5 Competences of the UK enforcement authorities

FRRP FSA

Type of
incorporation

Private limited company,
authorized by law

Private limited company,
authorized by law

Political
responsibility

Department of Trade and
Industry

Department of Trade and
Industry, and Treasury

Funding Sponsors, and Department of
Trade and Industry

Fees

Objectives Ensuring conformal application
of accounting standards

Improving market
confidence, public
awareness, protection of
consumers and reducing
financial crime

Industries
supervised

No specification 1. Commercial banks
2. Insurances
3. Stock exchanges

Subjects to
enforcement

Major public companies and
private limited companies

Listed firms

Objects of
enforcement

Annual and interim financial
statements

Listing requirements:
prospectuses, ad hoc
publications

Working
approach

Reactive and proactive Reactive and proactive

Investigations Cooperative Non-cooperative

Statutory
powers

1. Require to correct account
2. Make public announcements
3. Make an application to court

Civil and penal sanctions:

1. Require to make a
corrective announcement

2. Publish a Statement of
Misconduct

3. Impose a financial
penalty

7.3 The German case: A public–private mix with low
sanctioning powers

During the post-war period, institutionalized capital market regulation
in Germany was relatively underdeveloped. There existed no systematic
review of accounting information beyond mandatory audits. An exam-
ination of supposedly deficient company accounts prepared according to
the HGB had to be conducted in the courts by the shareholders (Baetge
and Lutter 2003). Furthermore, all matters concerning the enforcement
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of listing rules were taken care of by the stock exchanges, which, in turn,
were supervised by the respective governments of the German federal
states (see Chapter 5). Disclosure requirements and enforcement for lis-
ted firms were relatively weak, neither mandating interim reports nor
ad hoc publications. Sanctions against market abuse did not exist.

The emergence of enforcement institutions: BAWe and BaFin

The absence of comprehensive regulation in Germany ran counter to the
efforts of the European Commission to form an integrated capital market
in whichmember states would assign the respective national bodies with
supervisory duties. Until the 1980s, self-regulation by the German fed-
eral states and the exchanges did not allow for any centralized national
approach. Without EU initiatives the fragmented structures remained,
and no institution represented the country in international organiza-
tions like the IOSCO (Lütz 2002). First changes happened in 1986 when
Germany adopted the Listing Particulars Directive (80/390/EEC) and
the Interim Reporting Directive (82/121/EEC), aiming at broader market
transparency.

In Chapter 5, we described the national initiatives to make the
domestic stock markets more attractive without altering their regulat-
ory structure. Ultimately, this position proved untenable. The need to
comply with the European approach to create a competent national reg-
ulatory authority to be integrated into a network of European financial
oversight institutions, and to rearrange the inefficient and ineffective
supervision of securities trade, made the states and the federation enact
the Second Financial Market Promotion Act in 1994, transposing the
Insider Directive (89/592/EEC) and the Investment Services Directive
(93/22/EEC). This amendment led to the establishment of the BAWe,
which was to oversee trade in securities (FEE 2001). EU regulation let sig-
nificant competences in this domain move from the states to the federal
level of regulation (Cioffi 2006).

Only seven years after the BAWe had started its operations, the Fed-
eral Financial Supervisory Authority Act (FinDAG) was enacted in 2002,
founding the first single capital market regulator in Germany. The BaFin
was created bymerging the BAWewith two other federal offices in charge
of capital market supervision, namely the Federal Banking Supervisory
Office and the Federal Insurance Supervisory Office. The main factor
for merging the three authorities into a single regulator was the con-
vergence of capital market segments, which happened across Europe,
illustrated, for instance, by the takeover of Dresdner Bank by Allianz,
Germany’s biggest insurance company, in 2001. This convergence had
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Exhibit 7.6 Organizational structure of the BaFin
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led – as in theUK – to heavily overlapping competences among the super-
visory offices. However, the competences of the three former supervisory
offices still dominate the present BaFin’s organization, which is shown
in Exhibit 7.6.

The BaFin is an administrative branch of government, being an exec-
utive organ answerable to theMinistry of Finance. Its President and their
deputies are appointed by the President of Germany at the Federal Gov-
ernment’s suggestion. The staff are made up of civil servants (Beamte)
and of employees. The main purpose of the BaFin is to guarantee a stable
and transparent capital market in Germany, resulting in the remit of
protecting consumers and investors (Schüler 2004). Being endowed with
the power to conduct its own investigations (Möller 2006), the BaFin
pursues both a proactive and preventive approach. First, it may enact
directives in coordination with the Ministry of Finance or the German
Central Bank, covering rules on detailed issues such as trade in deriv-
atives. Secondly, it autonomously imposes sanctions, which range from
financial penalties tomoving for a firm’s liquidation in the courts. Severe
capital market offences have to be officially prosecuted by the state attor-
neys (Martin and Turkington 2004). The BaFin’s budget is completely
made up by compulsory contributions from capital market participants
(but not, unlike in the UK or the US, fees for services), enabling the
authority to operate autonomously from the federal government and
also allowing for enrolment of practitioners at higher salaries than those
paid to other civil servants (Möller 2006). Overall, however, the BaFin
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does not have the same degree of sanctioning powers than its British
counterpart, the FSA (Martin and Turkington 2004).

There are four general functions of the BaFin with regard to the super-
vision of the securities market: First, any kind of prospectuses required
for the emission of securities is surveyed according to the Securities
Prospectus Act (WpPG). However, only formal requirements are sub-
ject to this review; no verification as to the information conveyed is
performed (Möller 2006). Secondly, being a capital market supervisor,
funds and capital investment firms are overseen, and thirdly, market
transparency and integrity have to be guaranteed by creating deterrents
for insider trading and market manipulation. Particularly, the Investor
Protection Improvement Act (AnSVG) prescribes listed firms to publish
ad hoc notices if necessary (BaFin 2005). Whereas the BaFin is the com-
petent authority to enforce this law, its powers do not extend to the
supervision of listing rules: the general oversight of stock exchanges is
still within the competence of the federal states (Deutsche Bundesbank
2006; Martin and Turkington 2004). Fourthly, acquisitions of large hold-
ings according to the Securities Acquisition and Takeover Act (WpÜG)
are monitored in order to protect minority investors (BaFin 2005).

The new two-tier enforcement system in Germany

The creation of the BaFin as a federal capital market supervisor did not
lead to a systematic and comprehensive enforcement of disclosed finan-
cial information. The possibility of contesting financial reports in court
did, for example, not apply to standards with relevance only for group
accounts, like IFRS or US GAAP (Baetge and Lutter 2003). This was to
be changed by the Financial Statement Control Act enacted in 2005,
amending the Commercial Code and the Securities Trading Act. The
German legislator chose to create a hybrid enforcement system consist-
ing of two tiers. At the lower level operates the so-called Accounting
Police (Financial Reporting Enforcement Panel or Deutsche Prüfstelle für
Rechnungslegung, DPR). At the upper level, the already-existing federal
authority BaFin took on enforcement as a fifth competence. This model
is envisaged to incorporate the advantages of privately and publicly run
enforcers, meaning that in case of failure of the first tier, the DPR is to
give thematter to the BaFin as an authorized body of sanctioning (Baetge
et al. 2004; Zülch 2005). Additionally to its de-escalatingmomentum, the
first, self-regulatory tier was set up to save cost and time (Baetge and Lut-
ter 2003). An overview of the essential characteristics of both institutions
is given in Exhibit 7.7.
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Exhibit 7.7 Competences of German enforcement authorities

DPR BaFin

Type of
incorporation

Registered association,
authorized by law, recognized
by treaty

Federal authority

Political
responsibility

Ministries of Justice and
Finance

Ministry of Finance

Funding Contributions and
disbursements

Contributions

Objectives Ensuring conformal
application of accounting
standards

Maintaining market transparency
and integrity, guaranteeing
protection to investors and
minority holders

Industries
supervised

No specification 1. Commercial banks (shared
with the Deutsche
Bundesbank)

2. Insurances
3. Stock exchanges (excluding

enforcement of listing rules)

Subjects to
enforcement

Listed firms Listed firms

Objects of
enforcement

On the 1st tier: Annual
financial statements

1. Supervision: Prospectuses,
ad hoc publications

2. Enforcement (2nd tier):
annual financial statements

Working approach Reactive and proactive Only if involved firm or BaFin
intend to review results of 1st tier

Investigations Cooperative Non-cooperative

Statutory powers 1st tier of enforcement:

1. If proposal to amend
accounts is accepted by
firm, it has to publish
corrections

2. Otherwise, case is
assumed to the BaFin

Civil sanctions:

1. Supervision: minor share
market offences – various
sanctions; major offences – to
be prosecuted by justice

2. Enforcement (2nd tier):

a. Require to amend
accounts and to publish
corrections

b. Impose a financial penalty

The DPR is a private body having competences in reviewing finan-
cial statements to solve possible deficits collaboratively with the firms in
question (Baetge et al. 2004; Gros 2006). The Panel, an incorporated asso-
ciation under private law (e.V.), had to be recognized by the Ministries
of Justice and Finance by a treaty, its code of procedures guarantee-
ing an independent, competent and confidential review (Zülch 2005).
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Similar to the BaFin, the DPR is funded by compulsory contributions
(Baetge 2004). Currently, the Panel’s members comprise professional
associations and other interested groups. Its permanent responsibility
is to review annual financial statements published by firms operating in
the regulated German capital market. In accordance with the Committee
of European Securities Regulators (CESR) 1.13, the DPR examines state-
ments reactively, for example on indication of whistleblowers, the press
or on demand of the BaFin, as well as proactively. If it is about to take an
action in reviewing a financial report, the DPR is empowered to demand
from the firm all information and documentation necessary. The panel
is free to employ experts for questions of detail which arise during
its enforcement actions. On detection of an erroneous or manipulated
financial statement, the DPR may propose to fix the deficiencies, and
it has to report its findings to the BaFin. If the offender accepts the
ruling of the first tier, the BaFin orders the firm to state the correc-
tions publicly. Otherwise, the BaFin directly assumes the case (Zülch
2005).

The second tier of enforcing financial reporting exists only within
the German framework. The BaFin begins its own investigations if a
firm does not cooperate with the DPR or if either the offender in ques-
tion or the BaFin itself doubts the ruling of the first tier. In the end,
the BaFin is the only authority within this process having full stat-
utory powers of a public authority (Baetge et al. 2004). It has the power
to force an offender to change defective accounts and to enforce the
publication of these corrections. Further, the BaFin can impose fin-
ancial penalties and perform investigations against firms or auditors.
The whole two-tier enforcement system, however, relies in the first
place on the preventive power of adverse publicity (Baetge et al. 2004;
BaFin 2005) as the correction of financial statements has to be publicly
announced at the end of a review performed either by the DPR or by
the BaFin. Generally, both enforcement bodies are obliged to contact
any competent institution if offences or breaches of duty are suspected;
with regard to the BaFin even in cases of possible breaches of listing
rules.

The DPR completed 116 examinations in 2006, of which 90 percent
were performed on a proactive basis and 10 percent on indication. Of
all financial reports reviewed, 17 percent showed erroneous accounts (13
percent of proactively and 50 percent of reactively examined statements).
In 9 percent of all cases, the ruling of the first tier was not accepted by
the companies in question, resulting in proceedings of the BaFin (DPR
2007).
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7.4 Financial regulation of listed firms: Europe vs the US

The previous two sections have described the enforcement regulation
that evolved in Germany and the UK starting from the early 1990s.
A common feature of the European systems is a focus on all firms in reg-
ulation rather than a limitation on the listed ones, the obvious reason
being the absence of a limiting constitution. Yet additional rules may
be necessary for listed firms, which has already become visible in the
previous section and when discussing the regulation of stock markets
in Chapter 5. This highlights that the US and European models are not
likely to develop fully in parallel. In the following, we therefore contrast
the regulation in theUK and inGermany for listed firms to that in theUS.

The EU’s intervention into the capital market oversight of the member
states was a result of adopting IFRS, as the Regulation (EC) 1606/2002 also
begged the question as to how to enforce compliance with IFRS. The
role of the EU has been confined, though, to providing a consultative
framework, which allows scope for individual arrangements within the
Community.

The consultative framework can be briefly sketched as follows. The
objective of the European Commission’s Action Plan for Financial Ser-
vices (IP/99/327) in 1999 was harmonizing the inconsistent systems of
regulation within the EU in order to impede market abuse and financial
fraud. Based on the Lamfalussy Report of 2001, the CESR was established
(Decision 2001/527/EC), consisting of representatives from the mem-
ber states’ securities regulators. It consults the European Commission on
questions of regulatory detail, and aims at increasing the consistency
with which European acts are adopted within member states. The CESR
has also the task to establish cooperation between the national capital
market supervision and the enforcement authorities.

The CESR issued Standard No. 1 in 2003, aiming at harmonizing
the enforcement of financial information within the EU. This stand-
ard, which has no binding powers, recommends to establish respective
enforcement bodies with ‘adequate independence from government,
and market participants’ (CESR 1.6) and endowed with sufficient com-
petences to review any kind of disclosed ‘harmonized documents’ (CESR
1.7, 1.10). The Committee also suggests extending the procedures of
enforcement bodies to a proactive selection method of financial state-
ments based on risk-based rotation or sampling (CESR 1.13). Finally, a
second standard concerning cooperation between enforcement author-
ities was issued in 2004. To assess the effects of Europeanization, a broad
perspective on the institutions is involved.
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Exhibit 7.8 Regulatory framework of enforcement in the UK
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In a macroscopic assessment of the British capital market supervision,
as seen in Exhibit 7.8, it becomes clear that endorsed IFRS are a basis
for national enforcement bodies, in this case the FRRP. It may examine
undisclosed documents if the firm in question cooperates. The Panel,
in turn, agreed to comply with the CESR standards developed by the
European securities regulators, as well as with the involvement of the
FSA. Through this, the operating range of the FRRP, institutionalized
under a private governance mode, is restricted by parameters set at the
European level.

The FSA, for its part, is both a setter and an enforcer of listing rules at
the same time. This setting is unique within our three-country sample,
which might be caused by the specific and centralized structure of the
British stock market, relying only on institutions of the City of London,
where listing rules could easily be merged to a single authority. The
FSA’s review of prospectuses, however, is limited to formal aspects only.
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Nevertheless, the FSA is a body run under a private governance mode,
possessing the most comprehensive powers, even exceeding those of
publicly governed authorities like the BaFin. The British FSA supervises all
capital market sectors, including banks and insurance businesses, issues
binding listing rules and is even allowed to impose criminal sanctions.
The influence of the also privately governed SROs on enforcement has
completely disappeared in turn. Instead, private bodies like the FRRP and
the FSA serve all market participants and not only their members.

The German legal framework, as shown in Exhibit 7.9, is likewise
subject to the influence of European bodies like CESR and the EU Com-
mission. The setting and the enforcement of accounting standards are
also – being part of the new European framework – separated here.

Exhibit 7.9 Regulatory framework of enforcement in Germany
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Enforcement is split into two tiers with hierarchic competences and
supervision. The DPR is often considered as mimicking the British FRRP
(Gros 2006), since it relies on cooperation and is an institution under a
private governancemode. As to the enforcement of financial statements,
both the German Panel and the BaFin are entitled to demand relevant
documents from firms under review. Two aspects in the competences
of the publicly incorporated BaFin stand out. First, its examination of
prospectuses is restricted, as in the case of the FSA, to formal issues.
Secondly, the German authority may issue directives concerning only
detailed questions; most legislative authority remains with the federal
government. Thus, both the SEC and the FSA have considerably more
authoritative powers in contrast to the sparse legislative and executive
competences of the German BaFin.

In sum, the relatively young European systems did not borrow extens-
ively from the US. As to enforcement in particular, Europe relies more
extensively on the private sector. The US with the SEC at the centre
of all capital market regulation contrasts sharply to the multitude of
involved bodies, of whichmany are private, with legislative competences
in Europe. And in both European arrangements, the authorities super-
vising the financial markets are weaker: both prospectuses and regularly
filed statements are not under the (first) authority of the respective
supervisory agency.

The fact, but not themechanism, of institutionalized enforcement was
a prototype for authorities established in the UK in 1991; and Germany
adopted the UK as a role model when drawing up its ‘accounting police’
in 2005. With the advent of a new government in the late 1990s, the UK
adopted a stronger role of the state for its FSA, but found itself limited by
the tradition of private-sector regulation on the one hand and European-
ization on the other. The latter constraint makes a full-SEC model, never
really on the map, infeasible, even with the most interventionist of gov-
ernments. Germany still relies, at least for the supervision of the financial
markets, on the government executive but otherwise most strongly on a
private institution.

7.5 Conclusion

As long as the nation state does not assume outcome responsibility for
the production of welfare in capital markets, there will be no reason to
interfere in the enforcement of disclosure rules. It was in the US where
the nation state first took on outcome responsibility. The institution that
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the nation state created then – the SEC – extended its reach to enforce-
ment in the mid-1960s. In the US, the state not only took on supervision
responsibilities but also laid all operational tasks in the hands of the pub-
lic agency. The UK, having acknowledged outcome responsibility of the
state comparatively late, displays a bifurcated response to the challenge
of enforcement. On the one hand, it created – in close cooperation with
the private sector (see Chapter 3) – a review panel which has hardly
any powers except those of adverse publicity, and places the operation
and supervision responsibility with the private sector. For listed firms,
however, comparatively recent regulation creates a body under private
law with extensive regulatory, even penal powers. This body oscillates
between the private and the public sector as its objectives are determ-
ined by the state and as it is answerable to the UK government. For
listed firms, supervision responsibility has increasingly shifted to the
state. For Germany, two new institutions, one private and one public,
were created to enforce financial reports. For listed firms, the state has
taken supervision responsibility, and in case of the financial market over-
sight also operational control. For general financial reporting matters,
where there was no enforcement mechanism at all, the private sector
exercises operation and supervision responsibility. However, the coer-
cion and sanctioning powers of the German enforcement institutions
are, taken together, somewhat limited compared to their UK and US
counterparts.

Particularly in the two European countries, private actors now share
competences with the state – but the level of overall regulation has
also increased. The participation of non-governmental bodies is limited,
though, as the public sector does not give away its responsibilities com-
pletely: all private actors involved in enforcement are instituted by law,
recognized by the government; and it is possible to remove them in case
of deficiencies.

It might appear at first glance that institutional arrangements in both
European countries converged to the US model. However, the UK and
Germany have only picked up some features of this model. The differ-
ences between the actualizations of the so-called ‘Anglo Saxon model’
regarding the institutional set-up stand out, and the two European coun-
tries have become more closely related to each other than any of them
to the US. Overall, there is very little convergence in the institutions
of enforcement, their powers and the cooperation of the respective act-
ors. Internationalization in enforcement has not taken place, and even
though Europe has provided only a consultative framework, this had
some effect on the design of the authorities in Germany and the UK. This
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has only led to limited functional convergence, though; formal conver-
gence is virtually absent. No country used the other’s institutional set-up
as a blueprint. No enforcement powers are transferred to supranational
and transnational bodies. Enforcement agencies are still a stronghold of
the nation state. The likely reason for this is the outcome responsibility
of the nation state for welfare produced on capital markets.



Part IV

Forces of Transformation
and Convergence: Potency
and Impotence of the Nation
State

The previous two parts have demonstrated that there have been
substantial changes in accounting governance over the past decades. The
role of the nation state has been redefined: some of its competences have
been shifted to supranational, some to transnational bodies. The state
now interacts more with private actors on the national level in certain
regulatory domains, sharing or yielding its influence; in other domains
it has clawed powers back from societal actors or augmented the role of
the state, thus expanding its authority. Nation states seem to be both:
powerful in some spheres and powerless in others. Part IV serves to exam-
ine reasons for this diagnosis in presenting a case of a strong and a case
of a rather weakened nation state.

Part IV is structured into two chapters, covering aspects of both
increased and decreased powers of the nation state. Chapter 8 deals
with reasons why the nation state may have become weaker. Here, we
provide evidence of how the financial markets have been globalized in
recent decades and show that the nation state systematically yields to
influence over the financial reporting process in phases of increasing
internationalization. We also show how companies use partial opt-out
opportunities such as cross-listings to put pressure on the nation state to
adopt favourable legal arrangements, such as more harmonized disclos-
ure rules. While we do not argue that the state is a ‘helpless victim’ of
these pressures – as the opportunities from globalization arise only after
the state has torn down barriers to trade – the possibility for turning
back after deregulation is much reduced. This somewhat self-imposed
restriction lets us speak of a weakened nation state.

Chapter 9 covers the most sweeping reforms of financial reporting reg-
ulation in the US since the 1930s: the Sarbanes–Oxley Act. The SOA is an
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example of one nation state flexing its muscles. After a series of account-
ing scandals, the US legislator has adopted stricter regulations, which
bind not only US citizens and firms but also actors who are not domi-
ciled in the US. This extraterritorial reach of US legislation could be taken
as a demonstration of the increased regulatory power of a hegemon.
However, we also provide evidence that reforms ‘in the spirit of SOA’
had already been enacted earlier in Europe. The idea of an empowered
nation state thus needs to be taken with a pinch of salt.



8
The Weakened Nation State:
Economic Globalization and
Regime Convergence

In this chapter, we will look more closely at the possible factors behind
regulatory changes. After a short methodological note, we will focus par-
ticularly on the arguments and developments connected to economic
globalization as the overarching driver of change. Although in real-
ity globalization can be assumed to come to life through a mutual
constitution of both markets and governments, there are clearly cer-
tain evolutionary traits independent of government or ‘freed’ from
government through liberalization that form the constitutive force for
institutional adjustment. We understand globalization as the grow-
ing interconnectedness of markets, which allows efficiency improve-
ments in the allocation of resources mostly due to falling transaction
costs.

Over the last two decades the structure of global equity markets has
changed significantly. Technological progress and the liberalization of
capital flows have lowered the barriers between national markets and
allowed investors to access foreign capital markets more easily. Mean-
while, competition between stock exchanges around the world has
increased. To assess the effects of this phenomenon, we also analyse
cross-listings. Cross-listings can be understood as a means for compan-
ies within one jurisdiction to overcome local regulatory deficiencies or
to opt for a capital market with higher liquidity. They have been made
possible by globalization and can be regarded as an important economic
outcome.

In defining ‘globalization’, management scientists tend to refer to
Theodore Levitt’s (1983) globalization hypothesis. Levitt outlines the
causal cascade as follows: First, there is a lifestyle homogenization
because of the increased flow of information due to innovations in trans-
port and communication, which leads to harmonization in consumer
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taste. This, in turn, also leads to the standardization of products and ser-
vices, as well as concentration of their production usually within few
firms in order to utilize economies of scale. For cost and price reas-
ons, these firms become multinationals in that they draw on capital
from various countries. As a result, we observe further harmonization
of lifestyles around the world through the availability of cheap uniform
products.

This definition of globalization might be regarded as very narrow.
More generally, globalization can be thought of as the ‘widening, deep-
ening and speeding up of worldwide interconnectedness in all aspects of
contemporary social life’ (Held 1999). This broader definition includes
not only economic globalization understood as movement of goods,
capital and labour across borders (Krugman and Obstfeld 2002), but
also the creation and rising role of international governmental and
non-governmental organizations, of technology and information flows,
cultural influences, tourism and so forth. In order to arrive at a com-
prehensive definition, Beck (2000) identifies six dimensions of global-
ization: that of communication technology, ecology, economy, work
organization, culture and civil society. Critical theorists, for instance
Pierre Bourdieu, see globalization as ‘a lethal status [of ] economic forces
unleashed from all control or constraint’ (2002); in other words, the
dominance of capital over politics. Zürn and Leibfried are similarly con-
cerned about globalization, and view it as a threat to the concurrence of
social and political ‘spaces’ (2005).

Even though the economic dimension of globalization is of particular
interest for our investigation, questions of political order are necessar-
ily interrelated. For example, globalization might require that market
failures have to be dealt with at a global level. Additionally, globaliza-
tion might put pressure on national regulators and lead to a regulatory
situation that resembles a ‘race to the bottom’. However, also a ‘race
to the top’ might occur that leads to tightened regulation in all mar-
kets (Coffee 2002). In this chapter, we will describe how globalization
affects regulation and thus might contribute to the convergence or the
emergence of global governance structures. However, as globalization
is a diffuse concept, we first try to measure the extent of globalization
achieved.

8.1 Measuring the extent of globalization

International trade started to grow much faster than the overall world
production, thus integrating the world economy in the current wave of
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globalization particularly since the early 1970s. Growth in investment
and capital movements followed suit with a certain time lag. The fall of
communism in 1989 resulted in the incorporation of the former socialist
bloc into the system, with all its transforming and efficiency-boosting
effects. Levels of migration peaked in the early 1990s.

Capital movements are an integral part of economic globalization.
Increasing volumes of assets in the form of bonds or equity holdings,
and also of foreign direct investment (FDI), keep flowing across bor-
ders particularly since the abandonment of the Bretton-Woods system of
gold fixation and capital controls in the early 1970s. O’Brien (1992) cites
the 1980s as the decade of the first true global securities market boom.
The rapid development was spurred in part by capital market liberaliza-
tion and partly by the spread of IT. With more use of electronic money
and IT as its means of storage and transfer, capital became increasingly
liquid on a worldwide scale. Although certain market access barriers still
persist, capital can nowadays be considered to be able to move relat-
ively freely around the world. Globalization of capital flows, in theory,
leads to a more efficient pricing on the world market for funds, allow-
ing for higher returns, efficient allocation of resources and higher living
standards (Bernanke 2005).

Economic globalization is usually measured by tracking the cross-
boundary dynamics of trade, migration and capital movements, either
directly or indirectly. For instance, the OECD Handbook of Economic
Globalization Indicators (OECD 2005) conceptualizes globalization in
themainstreammanner as an ‘increasing internationalization ofmarkets
for goods and services, the financial system, corporations and industries,
technology and competition’. The globalization dimensions presented
by the OECD include FDI, captured, for example, as FDI flows as a share
of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), the activity of multinational firms,
measured as their turnover, employment and value added, diffusion of
technology, assessed in terms of internationalization of research and
development activities (R&D), and trade, measured in terms of imports
and exports as a share of GDP.

Focusing only on the capital movement part of the globalization
definition, its direct measure is usually the capital mobility captured as
a percentage of GDP, derived from the capital accounts of a country
(published by the International Monetary Fund (IMF)). An often-used
indicator is the amount of FDI relative to GDP, a subsection of all capital
movements (OECD 2005). A growing ratio of FDI flows to GDP would
suggest a growing economic interdependence (globalization) of a par-
ticular economy. Measuring FDIs is, however, not an easy task. Usually,
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an investment is classified as an FDIwhen at least 10 percent of the ordin-
ary shares or voting rights are acquired by a foreign investor. According
to the OECD benchmark definition, an FDI ‘reflects the objective of
obtaining a lasting interest by a resident entity in one economy (“direct
investor’’) in an entity resident in an economy other than that of the
investor (“direct investment enterprise’’)’ (OECD 2005). In the following,
we will use data provided by the IMF for 24 OECD countries1 and the
World Bank as well as the analyses in Werner (2008). For each country i
and each year t from 1970 to 2005, we scale FDI outflows and inflows by
the current GDP figure and compute first the years’ means. Time-series
data for this measure of overall globalization is shown in Exhibit 8.1.

Exhibit 8.1 indicates that globalization, measured as FDI inflows or
outflows scaled by GDP was significantly higher (α<0.01) in the 1990s
compared to that in the 1970s. Nonetheless, according to these measures
there was a decline in this trend in the beginning of the 2000s. In recent
years, globalization seems to be increasing again. To gain further insights
through data reduction, it is possible to compute five-year averages of
the respective rates. Treating the data for all countries individually, it is
possible to assess in which interval (compared to the previous period)
globalization was on the rise. The decreases in globalization are not

Exhibit 8.1 Years’ means for FDI inflows and outflows (relative to GDP) for 24
OECD countries
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as important as the increases: it is reasonable to assume that increases
in globalization trigger political and societal processes that will not be
revised in cases of decrease in the globalization indicator.

According to Exhibit 8.2, globalization was consistently increasing in
the US in the observed time period except for the beginning of the 1990s.
In Germany and the UK, globalization was increasing in the end of the
1980s and 1990s, and in the UK additionally at the end of the 1970s.
A further question is as to whether there is convergence in the country
levels of capital interdependence. This can be analysed in terms of sigma-
convergence (Heichel et al. 2005; Knill 2005), that is whether the variance
(in our case, standard deviation) of the respective measure for the whole
sample decreases over time.

Exhibit 8.2 Increases in globalization in 24 OECD countries

Country Increase in globalization at the . . .

end of
the 1970s

beginning
of the
1980s

end of the
1980s

beginning
of the
1990s

end of
the 1990s

Australia x x x
Austria x x x x
Belgium x x x x
Canada x x
Denmark x x x x
Finland x x x x
France x x x x
Germany x x
Greece x x x
Ireland x x
Island x x x
Italy x x x x
Japan x x x
Korea x x x
Mexico x x x
Netherlands x x x x
New Zealand x x x x
Norway x x x x
Portugal x x x x
Spain x x x
Sweden x x x x
Switzerland x x x x
UK x x x
USA x x x x

aaa

Note: The ‘x’ in the table denotes an increase in average FDI inflows for a country in the
respective five-year period compared to that five years before.
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Exhibit 8.3 shows that a sigma-convergence process cannot be
observed. Obviously, the level of globalization highly differs across the
observed countries. This leads to the question as to which countries are
themost globalizedwith respect to FDI flows. Here, we rank the countries
according to their average FDI rate. For robustness, we also sum up the
years in which one country has a higher FDI outflow rate than the aver-
age rate and rank the countries again according to this criterion. Results
are shown in Exhibit 8.4.

Both criteria lead to similar results. Obviously, the UK is one of the
most globalized countries within the OECD sample, whereas Germany
and the US are ranked only in the middle. However, it should be kept in
mind that the rankings accord with relative measures – that is, FDI out-
flows scaled by respective GDP. A ranking based on absolute FDI values
would reveal that such a list would be led by the US, followed by Japan,
Germany, the UK and France.

Similar statistics can be constructed for portfolio investments, defined
as investments of less than the 10 percent criterion applying for FDIs
(OECD 2005). Exhibit 8.5 shows the total foreign portfolio investments
in the US, the UK and Germany in the period between 1980 and 2005,
indicating an almost perfect exponential increase in the degree of capital
market globalization for the respective countries. The volumes of equity
investments have been growing in all three countries at an average

Exhibit 8.3 Standard deviation of FDI inflows and outflows (relative to GDP) for
24 OECD countries
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Exhibit 8.4 OECD countries ranked according to the average level of
globalization (FDI outflows relative to GDP) between 1970 and 2005

Country Rank Country Rank

Netherlands 1 (1) USA 13 (12)
UK 2 (3) New Zealand 14 (15)
Sweden 3 (2) Ireland 15 (11)
Belgium 4 (5) Australia 16 (18)
Switzerland 5 (6) Spain 17 (17)
Finland 6 (7) Portugal 18 (21)
Canada 7 (4) Japan 19 (23)
Norway 8 (8) Korea 20 (16)
Germany 9 (14) Austria 21 (20)
Denmark 10 (13) Island 22 (19)
France 11 (10) Italy 23 (22)
Greece 12 (9) Mexico 24 (24)

Note: Figures in brackets are according to the number of years the respective country had a
higher than average level of FDI flows.

Exhibit 8.5 Total foreign portfolio investments in Germany, the UK and the US
between 1980 and 2005
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annual rate of about 12 percent, which is way above the growth of GDP
or international trade.

It needs to be noted that there are several problems in interpreting
the resulting numbers of almost any measure of globalization. Rajan
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and Zingales (2003) list both the strengths and the drawbacks of capital
market globalization indicators. The problem of interpreting the share
of equity investment, for instance, is that it does not represent corpor-
ate investments only, but all investments. In addition, it is susceptible
to cyclicality: a disproportionate amount of equity issues is concen-
trated during the boom years (Choe et al. 1993). As we are looking
at triggers for societal and political processes, this is not a serious
problem: there are peaks at the end of the 1980s and 1990s. Espe-
cially in these years significant reforms took place in the respective
jurisdictions.

In the following section, we discuss a specific outcome of capital
market globalization: the occurrence of cross-listing. Cross-listings exist
when companies domiciled in one country also use a stock market
in at least one other country. In a cross-listing, a firm registers its
shares for trading at no less than two stock exchanges located in dif-
ferent countries. Cross-listings can be a firm-specific policy to overcome
domestic capital market deficiencies. They can be characterized as a lim-
ited type of jurisdictional choice that involves opting in to an alternative,
perhaps stricter, regime from the firm’s original base, but not opting
out of the default jurisdiction (Coffee 2002). The literature on cross-
listings suggests many potential driving factors that make firms choose
to list abroad. In the following, we discuss particularly the benefits of
cross-listing arising from (1) lower costs of capital, and (2) strategic
operational or other benefits rooted in particular product markets or
industries.

8.2 Cross-listings as a phenomenon of globalization

The ever-increasing needs of corporations to locate new sources of cap-
ital and of investors to capitalize on overseas opportunities can be met
through international cross-listings. Lower costs of capital by cross-
listings can be explained particularly by a reduction of transaction costs
for potential foreign investors (see, for instance, Ball et al. 2000), by
improving the information environment and analyst coverage, as well
as by bonding to possibly higher standards of investor protection in the
host country. They may also be explained by operational benefits. We
will consider them in turn. Cross-listings may also have an impact on
accounting regulation as firms may demand harmonization to reduce
the related information production costs. Arguments and evidence for
this will be discussed at the end of this section.
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Benefits from cross-listings

Companies wishing to enjoy the benefits of being subject to a stricter
regulatory regime can do so by cross-listing their securities on an appro-
priate foreign market. In other words, cross-listing abroad can serve as
a bonding mechanism for a company to commit to a better disclosure
regime. This may also be helpful for the home market. Theory as well
as empirical work suggests that committing to higher transparency and
governance standards abroad reduces information and agency costs of
controlling shareholders and, consequently, enhances the protection of
the company’s investors. As a result, lower monitoring costs reduce a
firm’s equity risk premium, since investors do no longer require the previ-
ous higher rate of return for their investment (Doidge et al. 2004; Pagano
et al. 2002). Moreover, the ability and willingness to commit to higher
and more costly standards is a signal for capital markets but only if the
host country has a strict enforcement regime (Siegel 2005). Even though
bonding is not the only determinant of a cross-listing decision (Licht
2004), it is noteworthy that particularly companies from European coun-
tries with poor investor protection cross-listed in the US while, at the
same time, US companies did not cross-list their shares in those countries
(Pagano et al. 2002).

Several authors argue that cross-listings reduce the cost of capital not
only by making information of the listing firm more easily available
but also by improving the overall information environment (Lang et al.
2003; Merton 1987). First, information provided by the firm through
foreign disclosure requirements lower the cost of gathering information
and enhance the comparability of investments, and as such may lead
to greater incentives for demanding the firm’s shares (Merton 1987).
Second, depending on the foreign market’s financial infrastructure,
public scrutiny and media attention will increase when the company
cross-lists (Baker et al. 2002). This also includes possibly higher ana-
lyst coverage, which can be an important motive for cross-listings. For
instance, the US cross-listed foreign companies are to a large extent
either big industrial or high-tech companies. They often aim at achiev-
ing additional coverage by specialized US analysts (Blass and Yafeh
2000; Das and Saudagaran 1998). When more analysts follow the firm
and media attention increases, the information environment improves
and can in turn influence the scope of the firm’s investor base (Lang
et al. 2003). Examples include software companies such as the German-
based SAP AG that want to get visible among their US peers in the
market.
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Cross-listings aim at making shares more easily accessible to non-
resident investors, who would otherwise find it less advantageous to
hold the shares because of the barriers to international investment
(Karolyi and Stulz 2002). Cross-listings reduce transaction costs by allow-
ing investors to trade foreign shares in their homemarket. Diversification
and a greater heterogeneity in the investor base will increase risk sharing
and finally reduce the risk premium investors require to hold the shares
(Howe andMadura 1990). Expansion and international diversification of
the investor base could thus also increase the demand for a firm’s shares
and eventually lower the cost of capital.

Besides financial and disclosure aspects, cross-listingsmay also provide
additional operational benefits of particular importance for multina-
tional companies. The increased publicity and reputation that accom-
panies foreign listings could possibly increase the demand for the
firm’s products and services – that is, not only for its securities
(Bancel and Mittoo 2001). In fact, this ‘marketing motive’ for a cross-
listing applies not only to industries where product market reputa-
tion is important, such as in the market for consumer goods (Biddle
and Saudagaran 1991). Cross-listings help to enhance the public rela-
tions between the firm and its customers, suppliers as well as the
political authorities. These kinds of operational benefits are of cru-
cial importance for infant and innovative high-growth companies in
software or biotechnology, since those firms usually do not yet pos-
sess funds necessary for further expansion. The ‘marketing motive’ of
cross-listings is supported by the empirical finding that companies are
likely to cross-list in a country where they operated before (Saudagaran
1988).

Further operational benefits are associated with the quotation on a
foreign market. Some companies might choose a cross-listing because
they prepare for a merger or an acquisition; others choose to cross-list
after such a transaction. For instance, Radebaugh et al. (1995) argue that
Daimler–Benz’s step into the US market was intended to implement its
global business strategy including the merger with Chrysler. Addition-
ally, a cross-listing may facilitate stock option plans for its employees
abroad (Mittoo 1992; Radebaugh et al. 1995).

In sum, even when the bonding hypothesis does not apply, there are
strong operational motives to cross-list. Whether a firm cross-lists out
of operational or cost of capital considerations, the issues of complying
with regulation remain the same. We will consider possible regulatory
effects in the following.
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Arguments and evidence of accounting convergence through
cross-listings

If companies start to act globally with nation states opening their borders
to foreign investment, they are likely to be exposed to global compet-
ition. This relates not only to product markets but also to financing
activities, because the globalized companies will be increasingly depend-
ent on international investors – such as globally acting pension funds, of
which the Californian pension fund CalPers, California Public Employ-
ees’ Retirement System, is a prominent example – or other institutional
investors. As institutional investors themselves operate under perform-
ance pressures, they are likely to demand a certain rate of return and thus
push for a decrease in organizational and financing costs. Poor regula-
tion in the area of disclosure and enforcement regulation – that is, poor
investor protection – leads to higher financing costs as the risk of losses
is higher. Firms have an incentive to reduce these costs.

One possibility to reduce such costs is opting out of a poorly regulated
system by incorporating in another country. This would, however, also
induce high adjustment costs and, in specific cases, might not even be
legally possible. A less costly solution is to lobby for what is supposed to
be an efficient regulatory solution or to cross-list in a more attractive jur-
isdiction. As securities regulation works on a territorial basis, cross-listed
firms become, by tapping into foreign capital markets, additionally sub-
ject to the regulation abroad (Patel et al. 2003; Siegel 2005). Cross-listing
firms also have to adapt to the listing countries’ corporate governance if
this is required by the relevant regulators, for instance the stock market.
A flight of firms into foreign jurisdictions may eventually lead domestic
exchanges to lose some of their business and thus result in their competit-
ive disadvantage. In that case, either lobbying for higher standards in the
homemarket or the emergence of privately set additional listing rules are
likely effects.Moreover, cross-listed firmsmight demand changes in their
home country legislation in order to be better aligned with the target jur-
isdiction’s law. As a result, exchanges or countries have an incentive to
improve their local securities laws in order to keep the trading of secur-
ities at home (Huddart et al. 1999). Obviously, such processes can lead
to convergence of regulatory systems.

A necessary condition for regulatory consequences from cross-listings,
particularly for a convergence of regulation, is that there are costs that
can be decreased when regulation is harmonized. Cross-listings still tend
to induce such types of information production costs. First, there are dir-
ect costs such as listing charges and fees for professional advice. Second,
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there are indirect costs connected to accounting and disclosure require-
ments (Saudagaran and Biddle 1992). Examples of the latter include
reconciliations or additional reports that have to be prepared according
to the foreign legal system. Additionally, by cross-listing, the company
applying foreign regulations can bear higher risks of lawsuits in cases of
misconduct (Pagano et al. 2002).

A cross-listing will take place only when benefits exceed the related
costs. As many of the cross-listing costs are fixed, it does not surprise that
mainly large companies choose a cross-listing (Saudagaran 1988). Due to
bonding, it is relatively unlikely that costs of compliance with possibly
higher disclosure standards or other enforcement mechanisms in the
host country are regarded as a major obstacle. It is more likely that all
costs arising from compliance with possibly lower home country stand-
ards will be regarded as avoidable. A cross-listing of a sufficient number
of firms domiciled in a particular country might thus put pressure on the
home country regulation.Here, Germany is a good example. TheGerman
firms with a cross-listing in the US traditionally had to prepare consolid-
ated accounts following both German GAAP and US GAAP, while their
US counterparts were allowed to cross-list in Germany without having to
prepare German GAAP consolidated accounts. This dualism was one of
the reasons to adopt the KapAEG in 1998, which allowed listed compan-
ies to publish consolidated accounts following international standards
only (see Chapter 3 for a detailed description). This (de-)regulation can
to some degree be traced back to the lobbying of firms cross-listed in
the US.

Similar developments occurred in other stock markets as several
European stock exchanges allowed foreign listed companies to prepare
their financial statements according to internationally recognized stand-
ards such as US GAAP or IFRS. This option was later partly extended
to domestic companies. This led to the situation that many European
companies prepared their financial reports according to US GAAP. Even
though the European Commission proposed, as early as in 1995, that
member states should allow ‘their’ global players to prepare financial
reports according to international standards (van Hulle 2000), the goal
was not to make US GAAP the standards of choice. The shift towards US
GAAP can be considered as unintended, but it was necessary due to the
lack of alternatives: the quality of IAS was seen as low, and the national
systems of financial reporting had not converged. With the institutional
reforms in the setting of IFRS and nomodel of financial reporting arising
fromwithin the Community, the EU could at least regain some initiative.
The overall situation resulted in the IAS directive (Schaub 2005).
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Considering that many companies are cross-listed not only in the
US but also in other jurisdictions (within the EU, and also in Japan
or Switzerland), it can be supposed that there is a demand not only to
harmonize national listing rules with the US standards, but also to har-
monize them worldwide. Hence, cross-listings have been – and possibly
still are – a driver of harmonization in the overall governance framework.

8.3 Influence of globalization on national legal systems

In the previous section, we argued that globalization puts firms under
competitive pressure, which has an influence on a country’s legal system.
This argument can also be turned around by saying that globalization
exercises efficiency stress on the economy as a whole, and political
leaders choose competitive legislative frameworks for their countries.

In recent years, there is an intense debate in the literature on whether a
functional or a formal convergence of legal systems has already occurred
or can be expected in the near future. While there is a consensus that
globalization can be supposed as the main driver of a possible conver-
gence (see, for example, Busse von Colbe 2002; Haller 2002; Hopwood
1994; Thorell and Whittington 1994), the likely outcomes of such a pro-
cess are under debate. Here, two positions can be separated (Khanna
et al. 2006). The first position predicts a formal convergence of the
investor protection systems.2 Hansmann and Kraakman (2001) identify
three arguments as to why such a convergence process will take place.
The first driver of convergence is the ‘force of logic’ and stands for the
economic logic of efficiency. The second is the ‘force of example’, focus-
ing on the superior performance of jurisdictions based on the standard
shareholder-oriented model. The ‘force of competition’, finally, is based
on the competitive advantage of firms compared to their direct com-
petitors – that is, lower costs of capital, more aggressive development
of new product markets or access to institutional investors and inter-
national equity markets (Hansmann and Kraakman 2001). According
to these arguments, companies domiciled in an inefficient legal system
have to bear either the opportunity costs of better regulations or the costs
of opting out, possibly through cross-listings. Given that better regula-
tions in foreign jurisdictions can indeed be identified, it is likely that
companies will lobby for a change of their home system. Hence, global-
ization at least indirectly puts regulation of nation states under pressure.
Thismight also have a bearing on a country’s disclosure and enforcement
system: both are likely to affect capital costs at the firm level.
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However, existing evidence for such a convergence process relies heav-
ily on qualitative case studies. Empirical research with large samples
in the area of convergence of regulatory regimes is rather rare. One
of the few studies is by Khanna et al. (2006), who find that a region-
alization of corporate governance in the sense of convergence among
economically tied countries is taking place. Other authors doubt that
there will be a formal convergence of legal systems – at least in the
near future. The main obstacles for a convergence of legal systems
are seen in path dependence and the complementarity of alternative
models to local social structures or random mutations. The idea of
path dependence is, for instance, discussed in Schmidt and Spindler
(2002), who point to the fact that altering institutions induces adjust-
ment costs. Their first argument is for stability: it is rational not to
modify national institutions when adjustment costs outweigh possible
welfare gains of changing arrangements which are inefficient only in a
clean-slate design. Their second point is the complementary nature of
institutions within (national) regulatory systems. This means that par-
ticular institutions are adapted to their local conditions, that is to other
institutions within this system. Hence, national ownership and cor-
porate structures, typical financing patterns, network externalities and
rent-seeking motives can get in the way of convergence (Bebchuk and
Roe 2004). Indeed, national peculiarities still exist, especially between
the so-called ‘insider and outsider economies’ (see Chapter 1). While
the latter are typically characterized by market transactions and thus a
high relevance of capital markets, insider economies rely on network-like
relationships. For companies domiciled in insider economies, bank and
other debt financing have a high relevance. Hence, capital markets are
typically less developed there. The differences between the three coun-
tries in our sample are still substantial. This can be illustrated by some
statistics.

Exhibit 8.6 indicates thatmarket capitalization of domestic listed firms
(scaled by GDP) is significantly lower in Germany than in the US or the
UK.3 A further measure for the relevance of domestic capital markets is
the number of listed domestic firms per onemillion inhabitants4, ameas-
ure that indicates the relevance of the capital market for the financing
of business. It is apparent from Exhibit 8.7 that capital markets play a
relatively modest role for the financing of firms in Germany compared
to the UK and the US.

Besides the number of foreign firms listed on national capital markets,
the total value of foreign shares traded proxies for the international rel-
evance of the respective national markets. Exhibit 8.8 indicates that also
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Exhibit 8.6 Market capitalization scaled by GDP in Germany, the UK and the US
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Exhibit 8.7 Number of listed domestic companies per one million inhabitants
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according to this measure the relevance of the German market is relat-
ively low compared to the US or the UK. Exhibit 8.9 demonstrates that
bank financing is indeed of higher relevance in Germany compared to
outsider economies such as the UK and the US.
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Exhibit 8.8 Total value of foreign stocks traded in Germany, the UK and the US
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Note: Additional data obtained from the World Federation of Stock Exchanges.

Exhibit 8.9 Market capitalization relative to domestic credit provided by the
banking sector
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The presented data suggests that national institutional peculiarities
still remain. If the fundamental national arrangements in the organiza-
tion of the overall business activity have not yet sufficiently converged,
then it is unlikely to observe substantial or complete convergence of the
respective legal systems. For that reason, at the most a functional rather
than a formal convergence of legal systems will take place in the short
run (Gilson 2000). Even then, globalization puts non-standard national
institutions increasingly under pressure. To the degree that such institu-
tions will disappear, a harmonization of legal systems – and regulatory
structures – can be expected in the future.

8.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented evidence that Germany, the UK and the
US have been exposed to waves of globalization since the heyday of the
golden-age nation state. Globalization allows companies and investors
to act on an international scale and to use foreign capital markets. The
emergence of cross-listings is an important outcome of this process.

This implies that globalization as such – in particular the use of foreign
capital markets – can be regarded as a driver of the convergence of legal
systems. We argued that globally acting companies domiciled in coun-
tries with poor investor protection would be able to incorporate within
another (‘better’) jurisdiction. A simple and possibly cheaper solution
is to cross-list shares in another country. Using foreign capital markets
obliges a company to adopt foreign investor protection rules that are
likely to be stricter than those of the home country.

The existence of a sufficient number of domestic firms being cross-
listed on foreign stock exchanges can, as outlined, put pressure on
national regulators. Due to bonding, a pressure towards higher stand-
ards of investor protection – in other words, a ‘race to the top’ – seems
more likely than the contrary. This finding may explain why, in this
book, we observed that the regulation protecting investors was increas-
ing in the past few years in all the countries considered above. Global
competition between stock exchanges promotes these developments
because investors tend to invest where the best products and the low-
est transaction costs are offered (Domowitz et al. 1998; Gehrke and Rapp
1994; Karolyi 1998). A larger number of listings also have advantages
for stock exchanges as this allows achieving economies of scale. Attract-
ing additional – even foreign – listings has therefore become a major
objective of most stock exchanges (Macey and O’Hara 2002). Accord-
ingly, several ‘centres of finance’ (big stock exchanges for example) have
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emerged in New York, London, Frankfurt and so on. These centres fea-
ture an extraordinary degree of permanent innovation and improvement
of capital market products to satisfy the requirements of both compan-
ies and investors (Walgenbach 1990). Stock exchanges thus also play an
important role in the emerging governance framework.

Taken together, a causal relationship between globalization on one
hand and harmonization of disclosure and enforcement regimes on the
other indeed seems to exist. Besides having advantages for economic act-
ors by lowering the cost of capital, globalization also induces problems.
An important observation is that political and economical ‘spaces’ are
falling apart (Zürn and Leibfried 2005). Here, the globalization of capital
markets is a good example of how nation states lost influence over the
regulation of globally acting companies. Possible answers include organ-
izing in supranational entities like the EU or aiming at implementing
global governance structures. Another possibility is converging to the
rules of a dominant country such as the US. This process is called ‘delta-
convergence’ in political science (Heichel et al. 2005; Knill 2005). In the
next chapter, we look at the SOA, which tightened US regulation and
ask to what extent this induced delta-convergence. Finding German and
British regulators mimicking US regulation would point to a dominance
of the US model.



9
The Powerful Nation State:
Sarbanes–Oxley and the Global
Reach of Regulation

This chapter looks at unilateral national legal reforms as well as if and
how these reforms have spilt over into other countries. Our object is the
Sarbanes–Oxley Act of 2002 (SOA), which may be seen as the biggest
upheaval of accounting regulation in the US since the New Deal regu-
lations, which established the SEC. The SOA is a reaction to the wave
of accounting scandals in the US, which happened in the early 2000s.
Share prices collapsed after aggressive or illegal accounting practices had
come to light that either had slipped the auditors’ attention or had even
been accepted by them.

Corporate scandals which involve accounting matters are not peculiar
to the US. Household names for corporate scandals in the UK are Max-
well and Polly Peck, both of which happened in the beginning of the
1990s. They do not stand so much for accounting scandals in the sense
of wrongful reporting but for an absence of internal controls that made
fraud by the owners impossible. This concerned corporate governance
regulation rather than accounting rules. Maxwell and Polly Peck also
differ in the sense that these scandals were clearly not systemic but Singu-
lar cases, driven by the personalities behind the respective corporations.
Schneider, Balsam, Bremer Vulkan and Holzmann stand for similar cor-
porate governance crises in Germany, with the difference that they were
not so much personality-driven. As in the UK, they were perceived as
singular cases, but they are a combination of poor corporate governance
and fraudulent accounting that went undetected by the auditors.

Scandals have often been the reason for regulatory action. The SOAwas
the farthest-reaching unilateral regulatory response to the US scandals.
In an attempt to covermost forms of possiblemisconduct, the legislation
covered most business transactions that affected US business interests in
one way or the other. Not only did it – for the first time in accounting
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and corporate governance – intervene in matters universally regarded as
company law, it also established regulations with a deliberate extraterrit-
orial reach, which rested in the belief of superior regulation. We analyse
how this extension of powers affected other jurisdictions and we enquire
whether the US managed to establish global rules unilaterally.

We first present the main provisions of the SOA. Their extraterritorial
effects may have two consequences. First, affected foreign actors who
come into conflict with their home country regulation might lobby for
exemptions or for the enactment of similar rules in their country of dom-
icile. Effects might therefore be driven by the demand side. Second, there
may be a supply-side answer. Other countries could mimic the reforms
undertaken somewhere else to prevent similar scandals from happen-
ing in their jurisdiction. While the first argument can be framed as one
of transaction costs, the latter is a political one which can be traced to
the crisis theory of regulation (Owen and Braeutigam 1978). To ana-
lyse such effects, we look at regulatory changes at the European and
the national level (the UK and Germany). We show that reforms had
been going on in these countries since the 1990s and that some of the
SOA’s later provisions had already been anticipated.We also find that the
post-SOA reforms in Europe almost led to functional – but not formal –
convergence with the regulation in the US.

9.1 The scope of the SOA

In the literature, therewas a broad consensus that investor protectionwas
high in the US (see, for example, La Porta et al. 1998). The large corporate
scandals occurring in this system in the early 2000s therefore came as a
great surprise to many. Among the most spectacular corporate scandals
were those of Enron andWorldCom.Others include Adelphia, Qwest and
Global Crossing. Enron is an outstanding case. In August 2000, Enron’s
stock price reached its peak at $90.56. By the end of November 2001,
the stock had closed at 26 cents a share. Enron’s share value came down
because the (mostly legal, but aggressive) accounting practices, which
allowed hiding liabilities and inflating the enterprise’s income, were
eventually detected (Stiglitz 2003). The company filed for bankruptcy
protection in December 2001 (Thomas 2002). The occurrence of these
scandals raised the question as to whether the current regulation of fin-
ancial reporting, external audit and the internal governance structures
of corporations in the US were appropriate.

Because of the public indignation in response to the failure of such a
large enterprise and the repercussions on the stockmarkets by the general
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wave of scandals, politicians were seeking a renewed legitimacy in the
eyes of their electorate. Two weeks after the public disclosure of Enron’s
bankruptcy filing, congressional hearings to the case began. Six months
later, the Congress enacted H.R. 3763, the Sarbanes–Oxley Corporate
Accountability Bill (Baker et al. 2006). The SOA has its main focus on the
enhancement of the quality of corporate governance, accounting and
the regulation of auditors (Delaney et al. 2004), and it possibly marks a
fundamental transformation of the US legislation in regard to corporate
disclosures and enforcement.

Corporate governance furnishes outside stakeholders with claims to
disclosure, and corporate governance constitutes a control mechanism
within the firm. This is why corporate governance was the first domain
tackled by the SOA. Prior to its enactment, the regulation of corporate
governance was considered to be in the jurisdiction of the states. As com-
panies in the US can choose their state of incorporation, there is a certain
level of competition between the states in offering an attractive company
law climate. Critics point to the fact that this might impose a ‘race for
laxity’. Empirical evidence as to whether this sort of competition leads
to problems in corporate governance is, however, mixed. One reason is
that – at least for listed companies – federal securities laws apply, which
provide for a high level of investor protection. The SEC, covered in detail
in Chapter 7, has been the most important institution (Chandler and
Strine 2003), and was further strengthened by the SOA (Crone and Roth
2003). Other institutions who act on behalf of the SEC, in particular the
FASB, have also been affected.

However, the SOA (as federal regulation) also contains provisions that
directly intervene into the internal corporate structures of listed com-
panies, a matter traditionally regulated by the states and partly by the
stock exchanges – but not by federal law (Cioffi 2006; Mäntysaari 2005).
Examples of such new interventions include rules governing the compos-
ition and responsibilities of audit committees, the board of directors and
the certification of the accuracy of the corporation’s financial statements
by the CEO and CFO (Fisch 2004). Altogether, the SOA is considered the
most fundamental reform of the US capital market regulation since the
enactment of the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934 (Glaum et al. 2006).

The SOA is directed towards all SEC-registered companies, including
foreign cross-listed companies (‘foreign private issuers’). It also applies
to affiliated companies domiciled in a foreign country. Moreover, the
act affects all (including foreign) auditors who are appointed to conduct
audits for SEC-registered issuers or their affiliates. This means SOA would
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apply to companies that have cross-listed only aminor part of their shares
on any of the US stock markets, or it would regulate, for instance, UK
auditors who vet a US firm’s subsidiary in the UK. Hence, the act affects
not only domestic but also a large number of foreign companies and
auditors in a novel fashion.

Concerning the regulation of auditing, the act constitutes a shift from
standards set by professionals and professional organizations to statutory
duties and standards set by the PCAOB (Yakhou and Dorweiler 2004).
The act does not itself predominantly contain detailed regulation; it
places the responsibility to draft norms with the SEC (Hütten and Stro-
mann 2003). In the following sections, we will describe the fundamental
changes in the disclosure and enforcement system connected with the
SOA, and will discuss the problems arising from this.

9.2 Institutional changes triggered in the US

Corporate governance: The advent of audit committees

The US corporate governance is characterized by a one-tier board, which
fulfils both executive and supervisory functions. In this model, outside
(independent) directors have to oversee executive (managing) directors.
Weak board control seemed to be a problem in the collapsed companies.
The SOA thus requires every SEC-registered company to improve its cor-
porate governance structure by setting up an audit committee composed
of independent board members. Its main task is to ensure the transpar-
ency and integrity of financial reporting, intending to prop up investor
confidence in US capital markets further. At least one member of the
audit committee has to be a financial expert. The audit committee is dir-
ectly responsible for the appointment, compensation and oversight of
the issuer’s audit firm. The auditor should report in a timely manner to
the audit committee on all critical accounting practices used by the regis-
trant. Additionally, the auditor has to inform the audit committee about
other possible accounting treatments discussed with the management,
as well as potential consequences that could arise from adopting these
alternatives. Any allowable non-audit service has to be pre-approved by
the audit committee. Furthermore, the audit committee has to act as
a direct contact for employees’ submissions concerning irregularities in
accounting or auditing matters.

Disclosure: Institutional changes and new types of rules

The SOA did not change the system of standard-setting in general, and
the public–private mix stayed intact: standards are still set by the FASB,
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which is, still, supervised by the SEC. However, there are some alterations
and extensions. The SOA now specifies the requirements that an (offi-
cial) standard-setting body – this is the FASB – has to fulfil. First, it has to
be organized as a private entity. Second, it must have a board of trustees
and it must serve in the public interest. Beyond that, the standard-setter
shall be able to react directly to changes in the business environment
and keep the standards up to date. Enacted standards shall reflect the
extent to which international convergence of high-quality accounting
standards is necessary, in the public interest and beneficial for the pro-
tection of investors. The legislation additionally requires that accounting
standards should be ‘generally accepted’ by the SEC. The SEC now offi-
cially states that the standards set by the FASB normally meet this and
the other outlined requirements (SEC 2003a), which strengthens the role
of the FASB, as it is now statutorily acknowledged. Hence, the FASB has –
despite its organization as a private entity – moved closer to the status
of a quasi-governmental agency (Williams 2004). However, most of the
provisions in the SOA are only of declaratory character as the system
already displayed these characteristics.

The SOA also regulates the funding of the FASB. Before the adoption of
the SOA, the FASB was financed by voluntary contributions of account-
ing firms, the AICPA and other companies and interested organizations
as well as by selling and subscribing documents (Cheney 2003). This
was supposed to negatively affect FASB’s independence. In fact, there
were cases of corporations threatening to stop their donations if the
FASB decided to adopt certain technical positions.With the enactment of
the SOA, the SEC prohibits voluntary contributions to the FASB, which
is now funded by annual accounting support fees and other receipts.
The support fee is collected from all issuers and computed by a formula
approved by the SEC. The amount of the fee shall suffice to finance
the FASB’s budget and provide for an independent and stable source of
funding.

Besides these organizational reforms, there are also alterations regard-
ing the content of accounting standards and requirements of further
disclosure. To begin with the latter, the SOA requires companies to
include an internal control report in their annual reports – that is,
additional disclosures related to the management’s assessment of the
effectiveness of internal controls over financial reporting. This statement
has also to be attested by the auditor. The evaluation of the effectiveness
of the internal control system shall be based on an accredited frame-
work (SEC 2006). There are also several further disclosures that the SEC
require (Lunt 2006). Examples include the disclosure of off-balance-sheet
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transactions, the presentation of pro forma numbers and the report of
whether a company has adopted a code of ethics for top managers.

Changes to the contents of accounting rules were also to be considered
as firms had exploited loopholes, which arise by design in the FASB’s
standards. Traditionally, the US accounting system has been rules-based.
Detailed prescriptions, rather than general treatment concepts, allow the
structuring of transactions to arrive at the desired accounting outcome.
If, for instance, a standard requires a certain percentage share of own-
ership for consolidation, the transaction can be structured in such a
way that a smaller share of ownership is held and control is ascertained
by other means. As a consequence, consolidation can be avoided even
though it is ‘against the spirit’ of the regulation.

To address the question of whether a more principles-based system
would be beneficial, the SOA required the SEC to conduct a study on the
advantages of switching to a principles-based accounting system. The res-
ults of the report were presented in July 2003, showing that accounting
standards should be in general principles-based but ‘objectives-oriented’
(SEC 2006). To meet this definition, standards shall

(1) [b]e based on an improved and consistently applied conceptual
framework; (2) [c]learly state the accounting objective of the standard;
(3) [p]rovide sufficient detail and structure so that the standard can be
operationalized and applied on a consistent basis; (4) [m]inimize the
use of exceptions; (5) [a]void use of percentage tests (‘bright-lines’)
that allow financial engineers to achieve technical compliance with
the standard while evading the intent of the standard. (SEC 2006)

This brings the US standards closer to the concepts of IFRS. As a result,
the FASB now has stronger incentives to cooperate with the IASB on new
standards and a new common conceptual framework. This, however, has
not yet led to fundamental changes in US GAAP.

Enforcement: New rules for auditor independence and state-sector
supervision

Auditing failures significantly contributed to the demise of Enron and
the fall of several other corporations (Baker et al. 2006). Reacting to these
failures involved, first, rules to ensure auditor independence and, second,
the supervision of auditors by the PCAOB. To ensure independence of the
auditor, the SEC had previously disallowed a variety of non-audit services
in its ‘auditor independence requirements’, adopted in November 2000.
As these broadly phrased requirements were not strictly followed, the
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SOA introduced a detailed regulation to ensure auditor independence.
For this reason, the SOA specifies a number of non-audit services that
are prohibited from being provided by the issuers’ CPAs. These include
activities like bookkeeping, devising internal controls and the drawing up
of financial reports. Furthermore, the auditor is allowed neither to design
and implement an issuers’ financial information system, nor to provide
valuation and actuarial services. The CPA is not allowed to provide legal
advice or any other service to the company’s board. Tax consulting and
allowable activities can be performed by the auditor only in conjunction
with a pre-approval of the registrants’ audit committee. Such services
then have to be disclosed in the issuers’ periodic reports required by the
SEA of 1934.

Independence is also increased by physical distancing and the break-
up of established relationships. The SOA does not demand a rotation
of the audit firm; a complete break-up is therefore avoided. However, it
establishes mandatory rotation of the lead and the review partners every
five years to improve auditor independence. To steer clear of potential
conflicts of interests, the Act prohibits members of an audit team to take
up a responsible position (for example becoming CFO) in an audited
company within one year after the audit.

Prior to the SOA, US auditors were overseen by the AICPA. The AICPA
regulated the auditing profession through its ASB, Ethics Committee and
the SEC Practice Section. Beyond that, auditors were also monitored by
a peer-review system. The occurrence of accounting scandals also chal-
lenged the accounting profession’s traditional self-regulation approach.
In fact, it was substantially curtailed by the SOA via the establishment
of the PCAOB. The PCAOB is a private non-profit corporation composed
of five members, not more than two of which are allowed to work as
CPAs. Its members are appointed by the SEC, after the Commission has
consulted the Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System and the Secretary of Treasury. The PCAOB is funded by an annual
accounting support fee paid by each issuer. Through its wide remit, the
PCAOB has effectively taken control of the regulation of accounting pro-
fession, which previously rested with the AICPA and the POB (Choi and
Meek 2005).

Any domestic or foreign public accounting firm providing audit ser-
vices for US-listed companies now has to register with the PCAOB. In
the registration process, the public accounting firm has to disclose, for
instance, the names of all SEC-registered companies for which audit
reports are issued in the current year, or were issued during the last year.
The auditing firm also has to list all accountants participating in the
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preparation of audit reports, and provide information about pending
criminal or disciplinary proceedings against the firm with regard to any
audit report. The information disclosed through the application has to
be updated in an annual report to the PCAOB. Beyond registering public
accounting firms, the PCAOB has several other rights and duties. It can
set up or alter standards or procedures concerning auditing, corporate
control, business ethics or independence of the involved parties. In addi-
tion, the PCAOB has to conduct annual inspections of public accounting
firms for quality review purposes.When suspecting violations of the SOA
by public accounting firms, the PCAOB can conduct investigations and
disciplinary proceedings. It can also impose fines on accounting firms or
withdraw their registration.

The PCAOB is not fully independent. It acts under the statutory over-
sight and enforcement authority of the SEC. Its rules become operative
only after the SEC’s approval. In addition, there is a possibility that the
SECwill amend the existing PCAOB rules, or act as an appellate authority
in cases of sanctions imposed on registrants by the PCAOB.

Increasing litigation risk: Officers’ certification duties and related
mechanisms

The SOA requires several certifications from the CEO and CFO. These
‘civil certifications’ (Lunt 2006) require a company’s CEO and CFO (or
persons with similar functions) to certify in each annual or quarterly
report that they personally reviewed the respective report and that the
respective report does not, to the best of their knowledge, include untrue
statements or omits reporting on material facts. The officers also have to
state that financial statements and information included in the report
lead, to the best of their knowledge, to a fair presentation. The certific-
ation further includes that the officers are aware of their responsibility
to establish and maintain internal controls and a statement that such
controls exist and are held for being effective; this even includes con-
trols in subsidiaries recognized by the reporting entity. The officers need
to certify that they reported to the auditors and the audit committee on
problems with the design of the internal control system and that the
report is informative on all significant changes that could subsequently
affect the result of the evaluation undertaken, especially with regard to
the internal control system’s efficiency.

The SOA also deals with ‘criminal certifications’ (Lunt 2006) and
requires each filing with the SEC to be accompanied by a written
affirmation. Here, the CEO and CFO (or managers with similar func-
tions) have to sign that ‘the periodic report [ . . . ] fully complies with the
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requirements of [ . . . ] the Securities Exchange Act [ . . . ] and that inform-
ation contained in the periodic report fairly presents, in all material
respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the issuer’.
The Act specifies possible penalties for misconduct. Certifications made
in the knowledge that they are false or insufficient can be penalized with
a fine of up to $1 million and with an imprisonment of up to 10 years.
If wilfully wrong certifications are released by the managers, they can be
fined up to $5 million and imprisoned for up to 20 years.

Other penalties imposed

Additionally, criminal penalties for the destruction, alteration or falsi-
fication of records in federal investigations and bankruptcy documents
were toughened. For knowingly committing such acts, the penalty can
be up to 20 years of imprisonment and a fine. Further on, the company’s
accountants can receive up to 10 years of jail and a fine if they knowingly
and wilfully violate the requirement to archive important documents for
five years. Another new rule is that fraud in connection with a security
registered under the SEC or obtained by means of fraudulent pretences
in connection with the sale or purchase of SEC-registered securities can
be fined or sentenced to imprisonment of up to 25 years. In the case that
financial reports have to be restated because of material non-compliance
due to misconduct, the CEO and CFO must ‘(1) reimburse the issuer for
any bonus or other incentive or equity based compensation they have
received [ . . . ] and (2) return any profits realized from the sale of secur-
ities of the issuer [ . . . ]’. Further, the SOA allows the SEC to ‘prohibit
any person found guilty of violating certain provisions of the Securities
and Exchange Act of 1934 and the Securities Act 1933 from acting as an
officer or director of a public company [ . . . ]’.

9.3 The interference of SOA with extraterritorial regulation

The SOA was rushed through the legislative process in an impress-
ive speed. The financial community, still reeling from the corporate
scandals, did not have much lobbying power. The SOA thus imposed
a significant additional burden on listed companies. For example, it
necessitates the implementation of a number of new intra-corporate
processes, which in the meantime have been criticized to lead to an
intensified formalism. In particular, the SOA requirements concerning
the implementation of the internal control system have been extens-
ively discussed. Companies in the US have complained that the costs of
compliance exceed the expected benefits of requiring an internal control
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assessment. For instance, the Financial Executives International pub-
lished a study of 217 companies with an average revenue of $5 billion
and estimated the total compliance costs at an average of $4.4 million
for the first year of application (Levinsohn 2005).

As the SOA applies to every company listed at US-American securities
exchanges, Foreign Private Issuers (FPIs) and foreign-affiliated compan-
ies of US-listed companies are equally affected. Before the enactment
of SOA, the SEC was satisfied with obtaining FPI data without bringing
these firms into trouble with regulations of their countries of domicile
(Rosen 1998). This approach is summarized in Hollister (2005). Char-
acterizing the relationship between the SEC and the FPIs, the author
outlines that ‘[ . . . ] the SEC has historically required disclosure, but has
resisted regulating governance’ as governance differs across nation states.
Hence, prescribing SOA-like corporate governance rules for FPIs might
lead to a conflict with their home-country regulation.

A considerable amount of provisions leading to possible conflicts can
be identified (Kamann and Simpkins 2003). One important example is
the certification required by the CEO and CFO, making them personally
responsible for the accuracy of financial reports and internal controls.
In the corporate governance systems of the UK and Germany, there is
traditionally no special liability for such officers. Instead, the board has
a collective responsibility (Lunt 2006). In Germany, the position of a
CEO does not even formally exist, as the board is supposed to act col-
lectively. Instead, the board elects a spokesman who acts as a primus inter
pares. Thus, a cross-listing in the US introduces a higher litigation risk for
senior managers who perform similar functions to that of a CEO or CFO
rather than one stipulated by the domestic legal system. The same applies
to the seizure of a manager’s personal assets in cases of a restatement of
financial reports. Given such rules, Lunt (2006) asks, ‘With such burden-
some provisions, [ . . . ] who will want to become a CEO or CFO of these
companies?’ As a consequence, cross-listings in the US have become less
attractive due to high personal risks to the top managers.

Further examples of competing regulation are those of audit commit-
tees, which were non-existent in this form in European corporate law.
Similar problems are related to the definition of the (one-tier) board sys-
tem, which causes ambiguity in countries with a dualistic system such
as Germany’s (Schwarz and Holland 2002). For example, the question
arises as to whether the audit committee should consist of members of
the managerial or the supervisory body as there is no single board
of directors. In Germany, the supervisory board consists, in addition,
of employees because ofmandatory co-determination, whichmeans that
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the criterion of independence is generally not fulfilled. The SEC, how-
ever, grants an exception at this point and allows employees to be a
member of the committee as long as they are not at the same time
executive officers (SEC 2003b).

As outlined, costs and problems of compliance with the SOA are a con-
cern especially for foreign cross-listed companies and foreign auditors.
One option for these firms would thus be to leave the US capital market,
which the new regulations have made rather burdensome, or, respect-
ively for foreign auditors, not to accept mandates of SEC-registered
companies. Another option would be to lobby for exemptions in the
US or, alternatively, for a convergence of rules across the Atlantic. In
the following, we will discuss whether such a move to convergence was
observable in the years after the enactment of the SOA.

9.4 Pre-SOA developments in European countries

The traditional models of financial reporting and corporate governance
in the European member states were changing even before the business
scandals in the US occurred and the SOA was enacted. To a large extent,
these regulatory changes were also a reaction to business scandals which
occurred in the 1990s and early 2000s. The following sections take a par-
ticular look at the matter most unique to these countries: the corporate
governance system.

The United Kingdom

In the UK, corporate governance has not normally been a regulated mat-
ter (Dewing and Russell 2004). British company law does not yet, for
instance, contain mandatory rules on the internal structure of the board
(Davies 2002). In general, the constitution of a company is barely regu-
lated and thus allows for flexibility and self-regulation of the economic
actors. Business scandals, in particular the lack of control mechanisms in
cases like Maxwell and Polly Peck, have challenged this traditional reg-
ulatory approach as early as the beginning of the 1990s. The regulatory
answers to such crises in the UK followed an ad hoc approach (Dewing
and Russell 2004): several times, commissions have been set up that had
to evaluate reasons for the respective failures and propose improvements
to the governance structure including suggestions for both law-makers
as well as (further) self-regulation activities.

Reviewing corporate governance rules in the UK was the task of the
Cadbury Committee, whose work began in 1991after the failures of
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Maxwell, Polly Peck and some others. This committee was not estab-
lished by the public sector as such, but by the FRC, the LSE and the
accounting profession – that is three private institutions (Dewing and
Russell 2004). One year later, the committee published its final report
(‘Report of the committee on the financial aspects of corporate gov-
ernance’) containing the first corporate governance code formalized in
a written document (Conyon and Mallin 1997), but only applying to
listed firms. It was recommended that listed companies should state
whether they comply with the code, and disclose and justify any devi-
ation (‘comply or explain’ approach). This code of best practice, effective
until today, inter alia requires that any significant statements concern-
ing the activities of the company shall be made public. It also contains
sections on the role of the board, the auditors and shareholders. Among
other things, it emphasizes that the board of directors plays an important
role in monitoring and assessing the management. It also requires com-
panies to establish an audit committee with a majority of non-executive
directors to improve the auditing process (Cadbury 1993).

In 1995 the media turned its attention to large bonuses and salary
increases at the top of privatized utilities. The following public indig-
nation about high salaries when the country was still in a malaise –
popularly dubbed as ‘fat cats’ eating the cream – led to the set up of
the Greenbury Committee, concerned with the remuneration of direct-
ors. Its report tends to establish a linkage betweenmanagement’s salaries
and their performance, and recommends timely and accurate disclosures
(Solomon and Solomon 2005). In 1998, the Hampel Report followed.
Unlike Cadbury and Greenbury, it tried to avoid the issues-based ad hoc
nature of recommendations. Instead, the Hampel Report emphasizes the
need for principles- rather than rules-based Corporate Governance (Short
et al. 1999). This Report unites the issues of the two previous reports and
thus has the intention to deal with the whole spectrum of Corporate
Governance issues. With the Hampel Report as a basis, the Combined
Code was created on 25 June 1998, which is the present Code of Corpor-
ate Governance for UK-listed companies. The Code is divided into two
sections: one concerning companies and another institutional investors
(FSA 1998). The section on companies deals with company directors
in subsection A, while addressing directors’ remuneration in subsec-
tion B, especially the details of the remuneration to be disclosed in the
annual report. Subsection C covers the relations with shareholders and
subsection D accountability and audit. The latter subsection deals with
the establishment of an audit committee to keep an appropriate rela-
tionship with the company’s auditors. Since 1998, a comply-or-explain
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statement according to the Combined Code was required by the UKLA.
This was then the private stock exchange LSE, whose competence was
later shifted in 2000 to the newly created FSA (see Chapter 5). Finally, in
1999, the Turnbull Committee was established to develop the Combined
Code’s section dealing with internal control mechanisms (Solomon and
Solomon 2005).

Regarding the regulatory developments in the UK during the 1990s,
at least four issues are noteworthy. First, compared to the US, the tra-
ditional model of regulation was less rigorous and is thus significantly
different. In the US, there has been, since the advent of the SEC, a strong
state intervention into securities law at the federal level while company
law is regulated by the respective states of incorporation. In the UK, there
was no strong state intervention into either securities law or company
law. Second, the pre-SOA reforms can also be traced to business scan-
dals. Third, reforms led to slightly increasing regulation since the 1980s
but, fourth, the British pre-SOA model further relied strongly on self-
regulation, which was transformed into an approach that can be labelled
as ‘regulated self-regulation’.

Germany

The internal structure of German companies, as well as financial report-
ing, is generally regulated by law. Contrary to the USmodel and the usual
practice in the UK, the German board has a two-tier structure and com-
prises an executive board of directors (Vorstand) and a supervisory board
(Aufsichtsrat). The latter upholds the interests of stakeholders and there-
fore appoints, supervises and advises the members of the management
board. The members of the supervisory board, which can be under-
stood as non-managing external directors, are elected at the shareholders’
meeting. However, special rules apply for the employees’ representatives.
They can make up to half of the representatives of the supervisory board
in large corporations.

In 1998 the KonTraG was enacted, primarily as a reaction to
German business scandals. With the KonTraG, corporate governance
was strengthened especially to restructure investor protection (Cromme
2005), inter alia, by enhancing the control function of the management
and supervisory board as well as the general assembly. For instance, dif-
ferentiations of voting rights were abolished and the introduction of
modern financing and compensation instruments was accelerated. The
auditor was now intended to work in partnership with the supervisory
board to keep a better check on management (Mattheus 1999). The Kon-
TraG also required the board to implement an internal (risk) monitoring
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system and to report on risks in a special section in the annual accounts
management report.

In 2000, the German federal government installed the Baums Com-
mission to address further issues concerning corporate governance. Its
final report contained several recommendations to enhance Germany’s
corporate governance system, such as the proposal to create a corpor-
ate governance code for listed companies comparable to that of the
UK. Further examples include the improvement of corporate supervi-
sion, the strengthening of the supervisory board and the advancement
of investor protection – among others through financial reporting and
auditing of higher quality. Several of the Commission’s recommenda-
tions were passed into legislation with the Transparency and Disclosure
Act (TransPuG) of 2002. This amendment strengthened the position of
the supervisory board, andmanagement now has to inform the supervis-
ory board about general aspects of financing, investment and employee
matters. In addition, the reports to the supervisory board have to con-
tain information on whether the aims stated in the past were achieved.
Beyond that, the management has to transmit any information related
to any affiliated company to the supervisory board of the parent com-
pany. Moreover, financial transactions, through which the company’s
earnings prospects are fundamentally altered, can be executed only with
the supervisory board’s approval. The TransPuG also obligated both the
management and the supervisory board to publish an annual declaration
of conformity with the German Corporate Governance Code (GCGC;
Kübler and Assmann 2006). The Codewasmodelled on British legislation
and developed and formulated by the Cromme Commission. Compan-
ies can either voluntarily follow its recommendations and suggestions
or disclose any deviations in an annual declaration (see Goncharov
et al. 2006 for evidence that such disclosures are value-relevant). The
GCGC addresses several corporate governance issues – for example the
cooperation between the management and the supervisory board, and
the composition and compensation of the respective boards. Further-
more, it outlines the tasks and responsibilities of the supervisory board
members, demands the formation of committees and gives guidance on
several issues concerning financial reporting and auditing. For example,
the GCGC recommends that the supervisory board or the audit com-
mittee has to obtain a declaration of independence from an auditor
before the supervisory board or the audit committee proceeds with
the engagement. In case there is a suspicion of management miscon-
duct, the public accountant has to immediately inform the supervisory
board.
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Three features stand out in the case of Germany. First, the traditional
model heavily relied on (federal) state intervention into the internal
structure of the firm, that is on company law. Securities law and (minor-
ity) investor protection, in contrast, were rather underdeveloped until
the 1990s. Second, as in the UK and the US, reforms can be traced back
to the occurrence of business scandals. Third, with the GCGC, a new reg-
ulatory approach was introduced relying on soft (not binding) law and
seeming to follow the model introduced in the UK.

9.5 Recent regulatory developments: Functional
convergence to the US model

The European level

To achieve the political goal of a single European (capital)market, numer-
ous reforms were passed at the community level. Many recent reforms
can be traced to the aforementioned FSAP (IP/99/327). This plan was
implemeted between 1999 and 2005, and its intention was to strengthen
the Community’s financial market. A similar programme was proposed
for the next five-year period and published by the European Commis-
sion in the ‘White paper on financial services policy (2005-2010)’. In
this paper, the Commission outlines its strategy to dismantle remain-
ing ambiguity and inconsistence in national regulatory frameworks, and
aims at achieving convergence in the national supervisory practices and
standards.

A lot of reforms at the European level can be regarded as being ‘in the
spirit’ of the rules laid down in the SOA. In this context, it is helpful to
look at the guiding political criteria that were formulated in a commu-
nication by the European Commission in 2003, entitled ‘Modernising
company law and enhancing corporate governance in the European
Union – A plan to move forward’ (COM (2003) 284 final). Here, the
Commission emphasizes on the one hand that, taking into account the
member states’ various traditions, a country-specific European approach
to corporate governance has to be developed. On the other hand, the
Commission also stresses that it has to be considered that corporate
governance rules are increasingly set at an international level and that
regulations in other countries, especially the US, might have significant
impact on economic actors domiciled in the EU.With regard to the SOA,
the Commission argues that it

[ . . . ] creates a series of problems due to its outreach effects on
European companies and auditors, and the Commission is engaged in
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an intense regulatory dialogue with a view to negotiating acceptable
solutions with the US authorities [ . . . ]. In many areas, the EU shares
the same broad objectives and principles laid down in the Sarbanes–
Oxley Act. In some areas, robust equivalent regulatory approaches
already exist in the EU. In other areas, new initiatives are necessary.
Earning the right to be recognized as at least ‘equivalent’ alongside
other national and international rules is a legitimate and useful end
in itself. (COM (2003) 284 final: 5)

These statements clarify that the SOA puts European regulators under
pressure and also has some direct effects on both European companies
listed on US stock exchanges and European auditors. As the EC has long
tried to achieve full acceptance of EU rules by the SEC, there was an inev-
itable need to harmonize EU member state law and to adopt some of the
SOA provisions (Mäntysaari 2005). Two recent examples of regulations
that are clearly influenced by the SOA are the Transparency Directive of
2004 (2004/109/EC) and the new version of the Eighth Company Law
Directive on statutory audit of 2006 (2006/43/EC). The TransparencyDir-
ective, among other matters, requires ‘responsible persons’ (that is top
managers) of listed companies to affirm in the annual financial report
that

to the best of their knowledge, the financial statements prepared in
accordance with the applicable set of accounting standards give a true
and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and profit or
loss [ . . . ] and that the management report includes a fair review of
the development and performance of the business [ . . . ], together with
a description of the principal risks and uncertainties that they face.
(2006/43/EC Art. 4 (2c))

This regulation is quite similar to the respective requirement in the SOA.
Eventually, Europe’s efforts proved to be successful. From 2008, the SEC
accepts annual reports based on IFRS from the EU member states. These
European reports are now fulfilling the disclosure requirements on the
regulated stock markets.

The new EighthDirective is often supposed to be a regulatory answer to
business scandals in Europe – especially that of the sinking of Parmalat in
2003/2004. Here, auditors did not discover that the conglomerate had
not only overstated its profits, but also understated its debts by more
than 50 percent. They also failed to detect that a substantial amount of
financial assets, supposedly domiciled in the Caribbean, did not exist.
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However, the new Eighth Directive is not independently designed as it
contains numerous requirements similar to those outlined in the SOA.
In fact, there are some direct links between the two pieces of legisla-
tion. For example, the SOA requires auditors of companies listed on
SEC-controlled stock exchanges to register with the PCAOB. However,
the PCAOB may accredit national oversight bodies to perform the task
of supervision (Marten 2006). Such entities were traditionally not part
of the regulatory framework in Europe and are now required by the
modernized Eighth Directive.1

Even though EC directives are generally intended to harmonize the
rules within the Community, they often leave scope that allows for
particular national solutions. Hence, it is also necessary to look at the
transposition of the respective directives into national law. Also, regu-
lators in the member states may enact rules that are tougher than those
prescribed by European legislation. We will therefore now take a closer
look at the regulatory developments that took place in Germany and the
UK after the enactment of the SOA.

The United Kingdom

In the UK, there were a number of reforms concerning corporate gov-
ernance, statutory audit and disclosure since the enactment of the SOA,
which can partly be traced to developments started before the events
in the US. In direct reaction to the collapse of Enron, the government
initiated several reviews ‘to examine whether changes were necessary
to regimes for the regulation of UK audit and corporate governance’
(Dewing and Russell 2004). One of the key concerns was that if busi-
ness scandals of such scale could happen in the US with traditionally
high level of investor protection and market liquidity, it is at least
not unlikely that they might also happen elsewhere (Fearnley et al.
2002). The reports of the Higgs and Smith commission as well as those
of the Co-ordinating Group on Audit and Accounting Issues (CGAA)
and the DTI Review Team are considered as the most important ana-
lyses (Dewing and Russell 2004). These reviews led to several regulatory
changes.

First, based on the recommendations in both the Higgs and the Smith
report, the Combined Code of 1998 was redrafted to the Combined Code
of 2003 (Solomon and Solomon 2005). With the Smith report, guidance
on audit committees was added to the Code. For example, it was sugges-
ted that audit committee should consist of ‘independent’ non-executive
directors, and that at least one of its members should have significant
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financial experience – a similar provision can be found in the SOA. The
Higgs Report on the role and effectiveness of non-executive directors con-
tained 55 recommendations (Dewing and Russell 2003; Higgs 2003) and
also led to new Code provisions. Examples include the requirement that
at least half of the members of the board should be independent non-
executive directors and that a chief executive of the company should not
become the chairman of the board.

Second, the DTI Review Team came to the conclusion that the FRC
should take on the functions of the Accountancy Foundation and that
there should be a professional oversight body within the structure of
the FRC. Thus, the FRC now coordinates regulation of accounting and
auditing standards to oversee regulatory activities of the professional
accountancy bodies, to regulate the audit function, and to promote
high standards of corporate governance (Mintz 2005). As outlined in
Chapter 6, the Professional Oversight Board for Accountancy was estab-
lished in 2005. In May 2006, its name was changed into Professional
Oversight Board. It has, similarly to the PCAOB in the US, to supervise
and recognize those accountancy bodies that are responsible for super-
vising auditors’ work (Pinard-Byrne 2005). Another significant change
led to the setting of auditor independence standards by the APB, which
was formerly the responsibility of the professional bodies (Fearnley
et al. 2005).

The outlined evidence suggests that the British system ‘learnt’ from
the SOA provisions. Even though the sort of regulation differs from that
in the US (‘comply or explain’ instead of mandatory legal rules), the
outcomes are pretty similar. This suggests that a functional convergence
has been achieved between the US and the UK.

Germany

Hollister (2005) points to the fact that particularly German companies
might have problems with following the SOA provisions. He argues that
‘Germany’s regulatory regime is less strict and its AGs, as a rule, are less
appealing to small investors. As a result German AGs and markets are
not competitive in the intensifying global battle for investment’ (Hol-
lister 2005). The SOA would thus be for German cross-listed companies
a ‘shock therapy’ to achieve higher investor protection.

This view may be exaggerated as reforms intended to increase investor
protection continued in Germany in the post-SOA years. In 2003,
the German federal government announced a 10-point programme to
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enhance investor protection and corporate integrity (Menzies 2004;
Pfitzer et al. 2006). Exhibit 9.1 summarizes the proposed reforms and
gives an overview of important amendments according to the pro-
gramme.2 The programme and the connected legal reforms can partly
be understood as a reaction to the SOA. However, they also continue to
implement the recommendations of the Baums Commission of 2001
that were a reaction to corporate fraud in German companies. Some
of the reforms are also connected with regulation at the European
level.

Exhibit 9.1 The 10-point programme of the German federal government (2003)

10-point programme Laws enacted according to the
programme

1. Management and supervisory
board members shall be personally
liable for the corporation, and the
shareholders’ rights to file an action
shall be enhanced

→ The Business Integrity and
Modernization of Shareholder Actions
Act (Gesetz zur Unternehmensintegrität
und Modernisierung des
Anfechtungsrechts of 2005, UMAG)
reformed the law concerning the liability
of the statutory organs

2. Members of the management
and supervisory board shall be
personally liable for shareholders in
cases of wilful or negligent
misinformation of the capital
market

→ The Capital Investors
Model Proceedings Act
(Kapitalanleger-Musterverfahrensgesetz
of 2005, KapMuG) improved procedural
instruments for investors so that they
may assert their claims before the court
as a collective

3. Further development of the
German Corporate Governance
Code, particularly concerning the
transparency of management
compensation based on stock
options

→ Since the Code is checked every year
by the Code Commission, no reforms are
needed

→ With the Director Remuneration
Disclosure Act (Vorstandsvergütungs-
Offenlegungsgesetz of 2005, VorstOG),
it is now mandatory to disclose
individualized executive compensation
figures

4. Further development of
accounting rules and adjustment to
international accounting principles

→ Several changes in financial
reporting were introduced with
the Accounting Law Reform Act
(Bilanzrechtsreformgesetz of 2004,
BilReG)

5. Enhancement of the role of the
auditor

→ Provisions to strengthen the statutory
audit are contained in the BilReG
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Exhibit 9.1 (Continued)

→ The quality, integrity and
independence of the annual
audit were further enhanced
with the Auditor Oversight Act
(Abschlussprüferaufsichtsgesetz of
2005, APAG), which introduced a
new oversight institution called APAK
(comparable to the PCAOB and POB)

6. An independent body shall be
created that exerts oversight over true
and fair presentation in financial
reports (‘Enforcement’)

→ The Financial Reporting Control
Act (Bilanzkontrollgesetz of 2004,
BilKoG) forms the legal basis for a
new independent and private
enforcement institution (Financial
Reporting Enforcement Panel,
FREP, or Deutsche Prüfstelle für
Rechnungslegung, DPR)
→ The Federal Financial Supervisory
Authority of Germany (Bundesanstalt
für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht,
BaFin) can intervene when companies
refuse to cooperate with the DPR

7. The reforms of stock exchanges
shall proceed and oversight structures
shall be enhanced

→ First reforms are connected to
the Securities Prospectus Act
(Wertpapierprospektgesetz of 2005,
WpPG)

8. Improvement of investor
protection in the unorganized market

→ The Investor Protection
Improvement Act
(Anlegerschutzverbesserungsgesetz of
2004, AnSVG) implements the EC
Directive 2003/6/EG concerning
insider trading and market abuse. It
enables inter alia a more effective
oversight over financial analysts and
enhances investor protection in the
grey market

9. Safeguarding the reliability of
company valuation by financial
analysts and rating agencies
10. Tightening of penal legislation in
the field of capital markets

An important example of German regulation that seems to react to
the requirements in the SOA and precedes European legislation is the
enactment of the APAG in 2005. Chapter 6 showed that the new APAG
requires that auditors are overseen by an independent APAK, which is a
task transferred from the WPK. The APAK is constructed, however, as an
oversight institution with ultimate responsibility, and it is independent
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from the profession (Böcking andDutzi 2006). Itsmembers are appointed
by the authoritative FederalMinistry of Economic Affairs and Labour and
shall not have been personal members of the WPK or have worked as
public accountants in the last five years prior to their engagement. The
APAK thus fulfils the SOA’s requirement of an independent oversight
over auditors commissioned by companies with a listing in the US.

In sum, the case of Germany is pretty similar to that of the UK in
the sense that almost all major provisions of the SOA can now be
found in German regulation as well. However, the type of regulation
differs. Even though Germany introduced a soft law approach to corpor-
ate governance, requiring a declaration of conformity with the GCGC’s
recommendations, German corporate governance remains, especially
compared to the UK, strongly legally regulated. Additionally, the tra-
ditional model partly lives on because of mandatory co-determination.
This being said, functional convergence with the SOA provisions can also
be identified in Germany.

9.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we showed that comparable reforms were introduced in
auditing and corporate governance in the US, the UK and Germany,
although the actual formal aspects of these provisions differ. Some of
the reforms in the UK and Germany can be considered as having been
implemented because of the SOA and because of ‘local’ business scandals.
We find that the post-SOA reforms in Europe led to considerable conver-
gence with the regulation in the US. However, the reforms only led to a
functional, not a formal convergence. The latter may be desirable as it
increases portability: after all, functional convergence relies also on sys-
temic elements that are not easily transferred. The regulatory approach
to corporate governance still varies significantly among the three coun-
tries: the British system (still) relies extensively on self-regulation, while
the German system stays legalistic in its nature, even though elements
of self-regulation have been incorporated here. It is an open question
then as to which of the systems will be better capable to prevent or
cope with possible new scandals. The price for more investor protec-
tion is an increase in the complexity of rules – binding or not – and the
related costs of compliance, whichhave to be absorbed by the companies.
This, in effect, means a greater burden for the investors and respectivef
citizens.

The convergence that we find is not of the delta type. The enforcement
systems are mimicking each other. Mutual learning seems to be the key
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feature of the process. Many provisions of the SOA had been enacted or
at least discussed in Germany and the UK before they became law in the
US. Conversely, prescriptions for the US which could not yet be found
in the European systems were adopted. This means that all systems have
changed, and consistently in one direction: to more state involvement
and stricter regulation, thus all showing features of a ‘race to the top’.



Part V

Analytical Summary and
Conclusion

The academic literature commonly supposes that globalization narrows
the scope of regulatory possibilities. As a consequence, the golden-age
nation statewith its wide powers to design its own rules and regulations is
supposed to disappear. To enquire whether such narrowing takes place in
accounting, we analysed three country cases in this book: Germany, the
UK and the US. We contrasted the national models of these countries in
the golden age with those in today’s situation. In doing so, we restricted
ourselves mostly to organizational changes in the national accounting
regimes and did not investigate whether the accounting rules promul-
gated within the new structures also provided a new type of content.
Our perspective can therefore be seen as actor-centred instead of object-
centred, which is the more typical perspective in accounting research.
Throughout our study, we separated accounting into the two constitu-
ent parts ‘disclosure’ and ‘enforcement’. Changes in both fields were
discussed qualitatively in Part II and Part III of this book.

In disclosure regulation, the golden-age nation state was characterized
by an idiosyncratic interplay of a number of actors: the state, societal
actors and individuals who used contractual and market arrangements.
For the UK’s disclosure regime, developments have been rather dynamic.
In the golden age the system relied largely on self-regulation of the
accounting profession and the state applied a laissez-faire approach.
The EU regulation brought extensive codification of disclosure rules. It
was relatively recent when a system of acknowledged private regulators
under the umbrella of the FRC was established. The EU’s IAS Regulation
has installed the IASB as a single European standard-setter, supersed-
ing the national disclosure arrangements for listed companies. Where
there is scope for national initiatives, standard-setters tend to follow the
international precedent.
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The IASB’s standards are embedded in an endorsement process that
involves private- and public-sector bodies. Here, the public sector – via
the national governments – is mainly represented by the Accounting
Regulatory Committee (ARC), which acts as a gatekeeper. The EFRAG is
themost important private actor. Stockmarkets no longer play a decisive
role in enhancing the disclosure environment. Their stipulations have
also been widely superseded by public-sector initiatives.

Substantial changes can also be witnessed in Germany. The formerly
predominant public sector – largely represented by the state and its laws –
is now less influential than in the golden age.While jurisdiction has been
of vital importance for interpreting the state’s rules in the golden age, its
relevance has diminished at least for group accounting. As in the UK, the
EU-level institutions dominate today’s regulatory system for listed firms.
But changes in Germany are not only due to EU harmonization attempts.
Shortly before the EU’s strategy of endorsing IFRS was announced, the
German legislator had initiated the establishment of a private standard-
setter named the German Accounting Standards Board. Another attempt
proving Germany’s will of reforming the legalistic financial reporting
systembefore the IAS regulationwas the legal permission for listed groups
to apply IFRS or US GAAP for their group accounts that was granted in
1998 and that represented a peak in private regulation, since the relevant
standard-setters totally eluded from the regulator’s influence. Unlike in
the UK, stock markets still play a role in the German disclosure system.
Augmented disclosure rules operate for firms thatmove into stockmarket
segments of higher quality. The state holds its position in those areas
where there is scope for national solution, and in this respect Germany
also differs from the UK.

The US disclosure regulation experienced radical changes already in
the New Deal years of the 1930s when the federal securities regula-
tion created a comparatively stable configuration that has applied to
listed firms and has persisted until today. This system is based on
the cooperation of the powerful public sector SEC and a private-sector
standard-setter. While the latter was still dominated by the accounting
profession in the golden age, criticism led to the establishment of today’s
standard-setter, the FASB. Its promulgation procedures follow the due
process of the US federal administration. The Board is now officially
acknowledged by the SEC. At the same time, the FASB is crucially depend-
ent on the Commission, which is responsible for disclosure regulation by
statute. Overall, the public sector is very strong in the US, and it actively
intervenes in disclosure regulation directly and indirectly, even though
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the direct interventions have become less substantial with the establish-
ment and acceptance of the FASB. Stock market disclosure regulation
has been all but crowded out by the interventions of the public sector,
namely the SEC.

Enforcement in financial reporting has also seen massive changes,
often in the same regulatory context that altered disclosure regulation.
Here, the UK system has experienced a shift from professional self-
regulation towards the establishment of publicly overseen bodies,
analogous to the developments in disclosure regulation. Today’s enforce-
ment of financial reports is conducted both by the hybrid FSA and by
an officially recognized body that operates under the Financial Report-
ing Council’s umbrella, the FRRP. The profession is overseen by actors
located with the FRC. Hence, the direction of change in governance was
rather towards greater public-sector participation.

The German developments in enforcement prove to be rather revolu-
tionary for the country. While the enforcement of the golden age relied
only on auditing and cumbersome litigation procedures in courts, addi-
tional oversight institutions have appeared in all areas of enforcement in
the meantime. Next to the introduction of a new branch of the govern-
ment executive, the BaFin, litigation rights have been strengthened to
foster the role of courts in matters concerning investor protection. The
auditing profession is now supported and overseen by a new officially
recognized body that is responsible for auditor oversight (APAK). Next to
this, policing of financial reports has been introduced and conferred to an
official private body, the DPR. Hence, both the public and the private sec-
tor gained in regulatory relevance, the former even more than the latter.

The US enforcement regulation did experience more change in
enforcement than in disclosure regulation. Nevertheless, and contrary
to the European systems, these changes did not alter the system’s struc-
tural appearance. Due to the SEC’s predominant role, theUS enforcement
remained stable over time. The most substantial change of the system
is associated with the SOA: first of all, the law introduced the PCAOB
supplementing (and partly curtailing) the accounting profession’s self-
regulation capabilities. Further changes are the increased importance of
the SEC’s enforcement activities and the tightened liability for managers
and auditors. Outside the immediate regulatory scope of the state, the
SOA strengthened audit committees in order to foster intra-firm gov-
ernance. Overall, the US shows a stable configuration that moved in the
same direction that we observed in Europe: an increased public-sector
intervention.
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The analysis of governancemodes in disclosure and enforcement regu-
lation demonstrates that the respective importance of various actors and
their modes of interaction significantly changed over time. New actors
entered the stage and supplemented or inherited the tasks of traditional
institutions. Given that substantial changes took place in both disclosure
and enforcement regulation, we examined reasons for these alterations
and possible consequences for the golden-age nation state in Part IV. We
provided evidence that globalization of financial markets increased in
recent years and showed that the nation state systematically yields to
influence in phases of increasing internationalization. We also showed
that companies might partially opt out of regulatory systems by means
of cross-listings. This outcome of globalization puts new pressures on
nation states to adopt legal arrangements benefiting these firms. We also
argued that pressures can arise due to foreign law-making. Referring to
the SOA we provided evidence that national legislation can have serious
extraterritorial effects. In sum, our previous findings suggest that the role
of the nation state in financial reporting has been redefined. While some
of its competences have been shifted to supranational or transnational
bodies, interventions have been tightened in other spheres.

The final chapter attempts to quantify these developments using and
expanding the analytical framework that was outlined in the first chapter
of this book. A quantitative analysis will make shifts in statehood more
visible and will answer more precisely questions as to which responsibil-
ities were shifted from the public to the private sector (or vice versa) and
to what extent transnational or supranational structures have emerged.



10
Convergence Patterns in
Public–Private Collaborations

In the first chapter of this book, we have introduced three bases of social
order: market, community and state. Different actors playing a role in
disclosure and enforcement regulation are rooted in these governance
modes, and their importance for accountancy will now be considered in
microscopic detail. We will use the microscopic analysis with its many
data points to provide a quantitative analysis in the following.

A good starting point is parliamentary rule-making. Obviously, parlia-
ments belong to the state sector. Parliaments enact basal rules concerning
company and securities law that are important foundations of both dis-
closure and enforcement regulation. These foundations are, however,
not sufficient for guiding companies as to how to prepare financial
reports and they are neither sufficient in determining how enforcement
shall work exactly (as, for example, routines for auditors or oversight
agencies cannot be fully determined by means of law). Hence, further
guidance beyond legal rules is necessary. Following an actor-centred
research design, we first enquire into which actors are responsible for
giving such guidance on how to prepare financial reports. Second, we
will apply the same approach in enforcement. For both fields of reg-
ulation, the golden-age set-up is compared with today’s situation. For
analytical reasons, we relate the identified actors either to the state-, the
community/society- or the market-based type of coordination.

In the state sector, relevant actors are – beyond parliaments – state
agencies, courts and possibly bodies under public law. Societal coordin-
ation can not only substitute hierarchical coordination by the state but
also support this type of governance. Hence, societal actors need not
necessarily be free from state influence. Among societal actors, first,
private institutions that are officially mandated or backed by the state
come into question. Second, organizations not entrusted with such
public power might also play a role in societal coordination. Third,
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acknowledged (individual) experts can also be rooted in the society and
thus should be considered here. Finally, governance can be left to mar-
kets or, in other words, to individuals. Coordination will then be based
on explicit or implicit contracts. Exhibit 10.1 summarizes the outlined
actors and relates them again to the three archetypes of coordination.

The outlined framework allows us to compare the regulation of dis-
closure and enforcement in Germany, the UK and the US (Werner 2008).
It also helps us to identify differences between the configurations in the

Exhibit 10.1 Type of coordination and the respective actors

Type of
coordination

Important
actors

Example
disclosure

Example
enforcement

State (hierarchy) Parliaments Commercial
Code (in
Germany)

Legal sanctions
for misconduct

Agencies SEC
standard-setting
(US)

SEC (US)

Courts Case law Litigation risk
(as according to
legal practice)

Organizations
under public law
(or similar)

Disclosure rules
set by stock
exchanges under
public law in
Germany

Chamber
of Public
Accountants
(WPK, Germany)

Society
(spontaneous
solidarity)

Private actors
(mandated)

Official
standard-setter
(for instance
FASB, GASB)

Financial
Reporting
Enforcement
Panel (DPR,
Germany)

Private actors
(unmandated)

Institute of
Auditors (IDW,
Germany)

Supervisory
boards, external
directors, audit
committee
members

Experts Academics
playing a role in
standard-setting

Auditors

Market
(dispersed
competition)

(private)
contracts

Disclosure rules
in privately
regulated stock
market segments

Market control
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golden age and today. Overall, the analysis will show whether regulation
has changed within each country during the observation period and
whether convergence of the three country models has occurred over
time.

10.1 Regulation in the golden age

The disclosure regulation

In the golden age, the relevance of parliamentary rule-making differed
significantly across the three countries. Germany followed a more legal-
istic approach compared to the UK or the US. This became particularly
visible in the codification of accounting rules in the Commercial Code
and in specific company laws such as the AktG. In the US, legal founda-
tions were outlined in the Federal Securities Act (1933) and the Securities
Exchange Act (1934). These federal laws were passed by the Congress.
However, the Congress seldom made use of its persisting right to inter-
vene in disclosure regulation. Instead, operational competencies were
delegated to an independently acting state agency, the SEC. With the
Congress and the SEC having the formal right to intervene into disclos-
ure regulation, the state has retained a key role (Choi andMeek 2005). In
the UK, primarily the different Companies Acts are the legal foundations
of accounting. Themost significant legal amendmentswere related to the
European Accounting Directives which were transposed into British law.
Generally, the British legal requirements for financial reporting in the
golden age can be described as the state requiring companies to prepare
accounts following a true and fair view. Detailed rules or standards did
not exist. The magnitude and relevance of legal regulation is thus low-
est in the UK compared to the other two countries. This corroborates
the common perception that the UK followed a laissez-faire approach in
accountancy for a long time (Nobes and Parker 2004).

But even in Germany, where disclosure regulation is most detailed,
legal sources were not sufficient in providing guidance on how to prepare
financial reports. For all three countries, actors other than those of the
state were integral parts of disclosure regulation in the golden age. In
the US, the SEC has delegated the operational task of standard-setting
to the private sector. Professional bodies were concerned with standard-
setting from 1938, and since 1973 the standard-setting body is the FASB.
Due to the statutory reference by the SEC, the FASB’s pronouncements
have a binding character. In other words, the FASB as a private actor
is equipped with authority derived from the state. Such private bodies
with a derived authority – or state agencies – did not exist in the UK
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or Germany. The role of courts in advancing disclosure rules was rather
limited in theUK and theUS. In contrast, courts played an important role
in Germany as they were very active in defining some financial reporting
rules (Grundsätze ordnungsmäßiger Buchführung). In all three countries,
organizations established under public law were of minor relevance in
the golden age. While such organizations did not play any role in the
UK or the US, they were at least of marginal relevance in Germany in
respect to the large number of mutual stock exchanges.

With the SEC delegating the creation of disclosure rules to the FASB,
the US displays a higher relevance of officially mandated private actors
in the golden age. This implies, in turn, that the relevance of private
actors who are not officially mandated by the state was higher in Ger-
many and the UK. In the latter, the ASC operated as an unofficial
standard-setter that pronounced the SSAP. The ASC’s standards were
not legally binding due to a lack of legal acknowledgement. In Ger-
many there was – and still is – only one relevant professional body:
the IDW played an important role in disclosure regulation. Instead of
directly putting forward disclosure standards, the IDW passed rules on
proper auditing, which also contained important guidance for preparers
of financial statements. Professional organizations like the British pro-
fessions or the German IDW also existed in the US. Due to the existence
of an officially mandated standard-setter, their regulatory relevance was,
however, less pronounced.

In developing factually binding disclosure rules, individual experts
such as influential academics and practitioners can also play a role in
societal coordination. For instance, the German accounting literature
was very active in advancing GAAP. This is confirmed by the practical
relevance of the extant commentary literature (for example, the com-
ment by Adler et al. (1938) has, in newer editions, high relevance until
today). In the UK, experts were also important, while playing a minor
role in the US due to the SEC’s and FASB’s high relevance (Power 2004).
A pure market approach to disclosure regulation did not exist in any
of the three countries. However, markets played a more important role
in the Anglo-Saxon countries as disclosure rules were developed to sup-
port individual decision-making on markets – which was not the case in
Germany.

Based on the outlined arguments, which are derived from the more
narrative analyses of Part II and Part III, the relative importance of the
respective actors in the three countries can now be quantified.We do this
by assigning a numerical value to an actor, representing its importance
in disclosure or enforcement regulation. We use a scale ranging from 0
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Exhibit 10.2 Relevance of different actors in disclosure regulation in the
golden age

Actors Germany US UK

Parliaments (law) 2 1 0
State agencies 0 2 0
Courts 3 1 1
Public law institutions 1 0 0
Mandated private institutions 0 2 0
Non-mandated private institutions 2 1 3
Experts 3 1 2
Markets (contracting by individuals) 0 2 2

to 3. If an actor does not play any role or if the role can be neglected,
its respective importance is rated 0. A value of 1 indicates that the actor
plays a marginal role. Medium and high importance of a particular actor
are rated with a value of 2 and 3, respectively. Such quantifications can-
not be regarded as an exact measurement, but they help to compare the
regulatory solutions and to trace reconfigurations within the three sys-
tems. Exhibit 10.2 gives an overview of our estimates of the respective
relevance of the different actors in the German, British and US-American
disclosure systems.

Exhibit 10.3 visualizes the differences between the three country mod-
els. As can be seen from the exhibit, there were – from an actor-centred
perspective – significant differences between the countries. It becomes
clear that the state indeed did not play an important role in the UK,
contrary to the US and particularly to Germany. While the state signific-
antly intervened in both of the latter countries, means of intervention
also differed. It is noteworthy that already in the golden age all three
countries relied on societal actors in disclosure regulation. Their import-
ance is particularly pronounced in the UK, where the public sector plays
only a minor role in this policy field.

We now turn to measuring the differences between the countries.
One common and straightforward approach is to measure the relat-
ive importance in ‘distances’ between the actor-variables. The differ-
ence, for instance, between a country where courts play a significant
role and a country with only a marginal role of the courts would be
3 (= 3 − 0). We compute squared Euclidian distances between the
three country models: let countries be denoted by ci (i =1, 2, 3) and
the respective n actor-variables by ai,k (value for actor-variable k in
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Exhibit 10.3 Visualization of different disclosure regulations in the golden age
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country i), then squared Euclidian distances between pairs of two
countries (ci=u and ci=v) are equal to

d2
u,v =

k=n∑

k=1

(au,k − av,k)
2.

The pairwise distances between the three countries are reported in
Exhibit 10.4. It is interesting to note that the UK’s distance to both the
German and the US model is almost equal. This fact is surprising as this
contradicts the common understanding of an ‘Anglo-Saxon’ model of
accounting. The high distance between the German and the US model
in turn fits the common expectation that markets and private actors are
of higher relevance in outsider economies while insider economies rely
more strongly on state intervention.

Exhibit 10.4 Differences in disclosure regulation in the golden age

Germany US UK

Germany 0 − –
US 23 0 –
UK 15 14 0
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The enforcement regime

In the golden age, none of the three countries’ enforcement regime was
extensively regulated by means of law. Basal legal stipulations include
the requirement of mandatory annual audits or regulate accession to the
audit profession. In the golden age, state agencies played a role only in
the US. The SEC is deemed of medium importance in enforcement as
financial reports were checked rather infrequently. In Germany and the
UK, enforcement agencies did not exist at all. Hence, the question arises
whether other state-sector institutions were responsible for enforcement
there. In Germany, courts theoretically played a role. However, there
were no significant caseswhichwould point to a high relevance for courts
being an enforcement device. The factual relevance of courts was likewise
low in the UK and thus probably highest in the US.

Public law institutions concerned with enforcement existed only in
Germany. Here, the WPK had the general competence to govern the
audit profession. This signals a medium importance of the Chamber
in enforcement. This regulation is specific for Germany, and there are
no comparable institutions in the other two countries. There were no
private institutions officially mandated with enforcement in the golden
age either in Germany, the UK or the US. Private organizations with
factual relevance (but only for auditing, not for policing) existed in the
three countries, notably the professional organizations such as the IDW
in Germany, the ICAEW in the UK or the AICPA in the US.

According to our framework, auditors fall in the category of experts.
The reason is that annual audits are, on the one hand, legally stipu-
lated and partly regulated by law while they are, on the other hand,
undertaken by private audit firms or individual auditors on a contrac-
tual basis. This implies a mixture of coordination patterns, making it
appropriate to understand audits as a societal arrangement with roots
both in the state and the private sector. Particularly in the UK, audit-
ors played a significant role in enforcement. Due to the existence of the
SEC or other relevant regulation, they were less important in the US and
they were also less important in Germany. Further experts have to be
considered in enforcement. In particular, the oversight systems within
companies have to be addressed. In Germany, with its dual board struc-
ture, such experts can be found in supervisory boards. In the US and the
UK, external directors have an equivalent function. Their position was,
however, traditionally not very strong and probably even lower than the
role of supervisory board members in Germany. Taken together, for all
countries a medium relevance of experts in enforcement can be noted.
Finally, the role of markets in enforcement has to be addressed. It was
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already pointed out that the role of takeover markets is an enforcement
device and that such markets were, compared to Germany, of higher
relevance in the two Anglo-Saxon countries.

Exhibit 10.5 gives an overview on our assessment of the importance of
the different actors playing a role in enforcement in the UK, the US and
Germany. Again, we attribute a value of 3 to actors being highly relevant
and quantify a very low relevance with 0.

Exhibit 10.6 visualizes the differences in the configurations of enforce-
ment in the three countries. The pairwise differences between two
countries are reported in Exhibit 10.7.

Exhibit 10.5 Relevance of different actors in enforcement regulation in the
golden age

Actors Germany US UK

Parliaments (law) 0 0 0
State agencies 0 2 0
Courts 1 2 1
Public law institutions 2 0 0
Mandated private institutions 0 0 0
Non-mandated private institutions 2 2 2
Experts 2 2 3
Markets (contracting by individuals) 1 3 3

Exhibit 10.6 Visualization of enforcement regulation in the golden age
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Exhibit 10.7 Differences in enforcement regulation in the golden age

Germany US UK

Germany 0 – –
US 13 0 –
UK 9 6 0

A few observations are noteworthy. First, the overall coordination
effort in enforcement is consistently lower compared to disclosure regula-
tion in the three countries. Second, the role of the state in enforcement
is again lowest in the UK. Third, comparing the US and the German
model, one can note that the US system relies on both state interven-
tion and private-sector coordination to a greater extent. Fourth, probably
more than in disclosure, an Anglo-Saxonmodel becomes visible inwhich
(takeover) markets play an important role.

10.2 Today’s regulation

The disclosure regulation

In the recent years, significant changes in the coordination efforts in dis-
closure regulation took place in all three countries. Partly, the basal legal
foundations of disclosure regulation were considerably altered. Further,
there is now binding European legislation, particularly the IAS Regu-
lation of 2002. The most far-reaching legal reform in the US was the
enactment of the SOA which not only altered the legal foundations of
disclosure and enforcement in the US but also has had some extraterrit-
orial effects. We will quantify in the following how these legal reforms
translate into new governance structures of the three countries.

In the US, the SEC still dominates disclosure regulation. Similar state
agencies responsible for disclosure regulation have neither emerged in
Germany nor in the UK. With the FRC and the FSA, organizations with
enforcement duties have been founded in the UK. Both are in fact not
state agencies but, other than the SEC, entities under private law. Organ-
izations under public law remain of minor importance in Germany.
Still, such institutions do not play a role in the Anglo-Saxon countries.
Officially mandated private institutions became more important in all
countries. In the US, the relevance of the FASB as the official standard-
setter increased with the enactment of the SOA. With the IAS regulation,
the IASB became legally recognized as an official standard-setter, being
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important for all European member states. Besides the IASB, the German
standard-setter (GASB) is of importance, having been created as an offi-
cially acknowledged body to develop national accounting rules further.
It restricts itself, though, mostly on input to the international regulat-
ory process. The FRC and in particular its subsidiary, the ASB, plays a
role in the UK. However, since 2002, the ASB restricts itself mainly to
harmonizing its own standards with that of the IASB (Parker 2004). Prac-
tically, the GASB and the ASB are therefore largely dependent on the
IASB. Particularly due to the role of the IASB, officially mandated private
actors gained a higher influence in all countries and these actors are, at
least for the European countries, increasingly located at an international
level. It follows that the relative importance of private organizations
that are not officially mandated decreases. Factual standard-setters, for
instance, play a lesser role. The same applies to courts and experts such
as academics and practitioners. However, for the US, the IASB became
a more important institution even though it is not officially mandated
with standard-setting. The reason is that the FASB cooperates with the
IASB to harmonize their respective standards. This, in fact, curtails the
FASB’s discretion in standard-setting at least partly and leads to a slight
internationalization even of the US model.

Private solutions also play an increasing role for disclosure regula-
tion. Private (demutualized) stock market operators occasionally became
important private regulators. Their history is chequered: the crash and
abolishment of the German Neuer Markt stands for a notorious failure,
while the German Prime Standard or the UK AIM are success stories.
Second, particularly in insider economies such as Germany, accounting
rule-making for capital markets increased due to globalization and the
cross-listing phenomenon. Exhibit 10.8 reports the importance of the
respective actors in today’s disclosure regulation in quantitative terms.

Exhibit 10.8 Relevance of different actors in today’s disclosure regulation

Actors Germany US UK

Parliaments (law) 2 2 2
State agencies 0 2 0
Courts 1 1 1
Public law institutions 1 0 0
Mandated private institutions 3 3 3
Non-mandated private institutions 1 1 1
Experts 1 1 1
Markets (contracting by individuals) 3 3 3
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Exhibit 10.9 Visualization of today’s disclosure regulation in three countries
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Exhibit 10.10 Differences in today’s disclosure regulation

Germany US UK

Germany 0 (0) – –
US 5 (23) 0 –
UK 1 (15) 4 (14) 0

Note: Numbers in brackets refer to the situation in the golden age.

The national configurations are visualized in Exhibit 10.9. They show
that the national solutions indeed have converged. This finding is
underlined when looking at the squared Euclidian distances reported
in Exhibit 10.10. Interestingly, not only the distances between European
countries decreased but also those in relation to the US.

The enforcement regime

The intensity of enforcement stipulation by law has consistently
increased in all three countries. In Germany, this development can
be traced to several legal amendments. Examples include the various
Financial Market Promotion Acts or the APAG. In the UK, the most sig-
nificant legal amendments are related to the FSMA, and in the US to
the SOA.
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The respective roles of state agencies were neither altered in the
US (state agency) nor in the UK (mandated private institutions). In
Germany, a new state agency was founded with the BaFin, a branch of
the government executive. The relevance of courts was strengthened in
Germany, particularly because lawsuits against board members can now
be brought to court more easily. In the US, a similar increase in officers’
litigation risk was triggered by the SOA. In the UK, a strengthening of
courts is likewise observable. For example, the Companies Act of 1989
enables courts to demand a revision of financial reports in cases where
they are not in accordance with legal requirements. This role of British
courts has to be seen in the context of the enforcement by the FRRP,
which will be discussed later as institutions under public law have to
be addressed before. They still exist only in Germany. Here, the WPK
lost some influence due to the foundation of the APAK. However, it is
unclear until now whether the state will de facto increase its influence
on enforcement via the APAK. Due to the lack of such evidence until
now, we suppose that the role of institutions under public law in total
remained stable in Germany.

Officially mandated enforcement organizations have gained import-
ance in Germany, the UK and the US. The most remarkable organization
among these actors is the British FSA, which was founded in 1997:
even though its board members are assigned by state institutions,
the FSA is an organization under private law and likewise privately
financed, but it has ample sanctioning powers. With the FRRP, an addi-
tional privately organized professional enforcement organization exists.
The emergence of these officially recognized institutions in the UK
corroborates the view that the UK is turning away from a pure self-
regulation approach in accountancy. The British FRRP was also a role
model for the creation of the German Financial Reporting Enforce-
ment Panel (DPR), being responsible for policing financial reporting. It
is likely that the relevance of officially mandated private institutions
will further increase for EU countries. With the new Eighth Com-
pany Law Directive (2006/43/EG), the Commission was mandated to
put forward the adoption of International Auditing Standards in the
Community. International Auditing Standards are developed by the
IFAC, another (international) private organization. Hence, there will
be another international private actor who is officially mandated at
the European level. However, IFAC standards have not been endorsed
at the EU level until now. Hence, a supranational sort of regulation
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not yet exists. Looking at officially mandated enforcement institutions
in the US, the PCAOB has to be mentioned, which was founded under
the rules of the SOA. It acts as a private organization mandated by the
SEC and is – among other issues – responsible for developing audit
standards and for overseeing the accounting profession. The PCAOB
assumes several tasks that were formerly in the respective competences
of private actors who traditionally did not have a comparable official
mandate. This again points to an increase in state intervention in the US
model.

We now address the role of private organizations without official
mandate. In Germany, the IDW remains a relevant organization. How-
ever, since 1998, the Institute concentrates on incorporating IFAC’s
International Auditing Standards into its own pronouncements. In the
future, the Institute’s technical committee will primarily be concerned
with filling possible loopholes and giving guidance on the application
of International Auditing Standards (Schruff 2006). As far as the Insti-
tute has lost own discretion, within the private sector this loss seems
to be compensated by the increasing relevance of the IFAC. This also
applies to the UK. In both countries, ISA have already gained high
practical relevance even though the application of these very stand-
ards is not yet prescribed by European legislation. The two European
countries are in this respect again more internationalized than the US
model.

Several legal amendments also led to a stronger role of experts in
enforcement. In all countries, particularly the independence and role
of auditors was strengthened. Additionally, audit committees were pre-
scribed or recommended in the three countries advancing the relevance
of external directors or supervisory board members, respectively. Finally,
coordination through markets has to be addressed. The market’s rel-
evance remained at a high level for both Anglo-Saxon countries and
increased in Germany. Still, markets play a more important role in the
UK and the US.

According to the outlined observations, we now again estimate the rel-
evance of the different actors in enforcement in the three countries. The
results are shown in Exhibit 10.11. The respective national enforcement
configurations are visualized in Exhibit 10.12.

Squared Euclidian distances are reported in Exhibit 10.13, revealing
that the differences between the three country models are decreasing
(US–Germany, UK–Germany) – or at least remain stable (US–UK).
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Exhibit 10.11 Relevance of different actors in today’s enforcement regulation

Actors Germany US UK

Parliaments (law) 2 2 2
State agencies 1 2 0
Courts 2 3 2
Public law institutions 2 0 0
Mandated private institutions 3 3 3
Non-mandated private institutions 2 1 2
Experts 3 3 3
Markets (contracting by individuals) 2 3 3

Exhibit 10.12 Visualization of today’s enforcement regulation in three countries
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Exhibit 10.13 Differences in today’s enforcement regulation

Germany US UK

Germany 0 − –
US 8(13) 0 –
UK 6(9) 6(6) 0

Note: Numbers in brackets refer to the situation in the golden age.
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10.3 Conclusions

The evidence collected in this book supports the assumption that disclos-
ure and enforcement governance in the three countries has converged
over time. This becomes particularly visible when one considers the
decrease of (squared) Euclidian distances in the pairwise comparis-
ons of the three country models. This finding signals that a so-called
‘sigma-convergence’ has occurred: the variance between the systems is
decreasing. It is often supposed that this process also implies that the
German model has been adapted to the Anglo-Saxon model, which –
according to common understanding – displays only minor tendencies
of change. This can be rephrased as a so-called ‘delta-convergence hypo-
thesis’, but such a hypothesis has to be rejected. Not only is there no clear
evidence that an Anglo-Saxonmodel existed in the golden age in the first
place. In addition, all three country models are subject to change.

From a governance perspective, the question is as to whether the relat-
ive importance of coordination by state and private actors has changed
over time. To assess the relative importance of the coordination mech-
anisms, we have to first calculate the overall amplitude of coordination
efforts in the respective policy fields for each country. Theoretically, it is
possible to compute the areas in the respective graphs. However, there are
some problems related to this approach. First, we only applied an ordinal
measurement scale; second, the importance of different institutions is
not weighted; and finally, the curve is not continuous. Following a
simple approach, we multiply the respective importance of an actor
by a standardized value of 1. We then sum up all the partial areas for
the actors in one country adding up to a simple proxy for the overall
coordination effort in the two policy fields. The resulting numbers are
equal to the sums of the columns in Exhibits 10.2, 10.5, 10.8 and 10.11
and are reported in Exhibit 10.14.

Exhibit 10.14 shows that there is a slight increase in the coordination
efforts in disclosure regulation and a large increase in coordination efforts

Exhibit 10.14 Overall coordination efforts: Golden age and today

Disclosure Enforcement

Golden age Today Golden age Today

Germany 11 12 8 17
US 10 13 11 17
UK 8 11 9 15
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Exhibit 10.15 Relative importance of coordination by the state

Disclosure Enforcement

Golden age Today Golden age Today

Germany 1.20 0.50 0.60 0.70
US 0.67 0.63 0.57 0.70
UK 0.14 0.38 0.13 0.36

related to enforcement across all countries. In a further step, we can now
sumup the partial areas belonging to the differentmodes of coordination
in the three country models and compare their relative importance in
the golden age and now. Exhibit 10.15 reports the relative importance of
state-rooted actors compared to societal andmarkets actors (summarized
to private-sector actors). Higher values point to a stronger role of the state
compared to other actors.

In Germany, the state indeed played a stronger role in the golden age
compared to the other countries. For the UK, the analysis shows that
the role of the state in regulation was – and still is – relatively weak but
increased in both fields over time. Some additional points are noticeable:
first, the relative influence of the state on disclosure regulation decreased
in Germany over time while it increased in case of enforcement. Second,
US regulation witnessed a marginal decrease in state interventions in the
field of disclosure regulation and a clear increase in state interventions
in the field of enforcement. Taking the additional results reported in
Exhibit 10.14 into account, the overall regulatory efforts have consist-
ently increased for enforcement in all countries while they remained
stable for disclosure. In the latter area there is hence just a shift in
responsibility-sharing between the actors from the state sector and those
from the private sector.

The emergence of ‘cooperative statehood’ is thus a two-sided phe-
nomenon. On the one hand, it can, as seen in the case of Germany,
imply that private actors are increasingly incorporated. On the other
hand, it can also imply that the state takes over responsibilities that
were formerly assumed by the private sector. The latter can particularly
be observed in the UK. These findings accord, however, exactly with the
hypotheses outlined in Chapter 1. We further conclude that the increase
in the overall coordination efforts in enforcement is a necessary precon-
dition for the state to hold on to supervisory responsibility in financial
reporting. For Germany, it can be argued that the retreat of the state in
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disclosure regulation necessitated a stronger engagement with enforce-
ment to obtain the means for fulfilling its supervisory responsibility. The
UK, only taking on responsibility for outcomes in the golden age, also
had to increase regulatory efforts in enforcement to assume supervis-
ory responsibility, which became necessary with the advent of national
disclosure regulation.

The preceding analysis did not explicitly address the spatial loc-
alization of the respective actors. To analyse these changes, we first
concentrate on disclosure regulation. For the European countries, there
is a tendency towards supranationalization as all international organiz-
ations incorporated in governance are mandated by the state sector. An
important example is the endorsement of the IASB’s pronouncements at
the European level. Further, the state sector maintains its influence on
supranational institutions like the ARC. A similar trend towards supra-
nationalization cannot be observed in the US. The case of the US notably
stays the most nationalized model among the three countries. However,
even here, a tendency towards internationalization can be observed inso-
far as the FASB cooperates with the IASB. As the IASB is not officially
mandated with developing accounting standards in the US, the move
towards internationalization can be denoted as transnationalization. The
findings are visualized in Exhibit 10.16.

Similar shifts can be observed in enforcement regulation. Here, several
developments are remarkable. First, contrary to the field of disclos-
ure regulation, overall regulatory efforts have increased in this policy

Exhibit 10.16 Shifts in disclosure governance
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Exhibit 10.17 Shifts in enforcement governance
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field compared to the golden age. That is, in enforcement, we observe
not only a varying degree of sharing responsibilities between state and
private actors but an increasing overall engagement of both groups of
actors compared to the golden age. However, the degree of interna-
tionalization is, until now, much lesser than in the field of disclosure
regulation. A possible explanation is that nation states try to compensate
the loss of influence on disclosure regulation by expanding their efforts
in enforcement. Moreover, for the European countries, supranational
coordination in enforcement is less developed than in disclosure regu-
lation. Even though the IFAC’s pronouncements gained high practical
relevance (transnationalization), their adoption is not yet prescribed by
the nation states. Hence, as far supranationalization already exists, it
is restricted to European harmonization efforts and takes place at the
level of Community law. The changes in enforcement are summarized
in Exhibit 10.17.

Both Exhibits 10.16 and 10.17 also point to the fact that statehood in
accountancy has converged relatively consistently to a situation where
the state has taken on supervisory responsibility in the fields under scru-
tiny in this study. Only the future will prove whether the achieved
solution turns out to be stable.



Epilogue

At the end of this investigation, some open questions remain, yet not
so much about statehood but more so about the role and the use of
accounting. In the structure of the book, we have concentrated on fin-
ancial reporting with a perspective to capital markets, and we have
designed the enquiry with the idea that accounting data is not only
used but utilized on stock markets. This ‘decision usefulness’ perspect-
ive is most single-mindedly applied when the relationship between
accounting information in financial reports and stock returns is ana-
lysed. An entire cottage industry of researchers is churning out papers
on ‘decision usefulness’ of accounting for investors, mainly using the
relationship between stock market returns and accounting information
to build regression models, assuming a good use of accounting data
on stock markets. After having written this book, after having looked
at all that change in accounting governance, questions have emerged
about whether this approach reflects well the actual uses of account-
ing and whether standards that try to make accounting more useful to
investors are appropriate. All these are issues which we had excluded at
the outset of our endeavour. An exhaustive discussion would warrant
a new book, and in this epilogue we only want to raise some tentative
questions.

The new gospel of accounting research is that accounting informa-
tion is useful for investors in financial markets, and that it will help us
understand accounting itself when we analyse how financial markets
process accounting information. Previously, most German and a sub-
stantial body of international accounting research were rooted more in
interpreting the law or in analysing practice and precedent. The per-
spective of financial markets and the economics of decision-making
was novel. Beaver (1998) even called this new turn an Accounting
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Revolution – leaving open the question as to whether this revolution
is more of the French or the Russian style.

We show in this book that the capital markets perspective on standard-
setting and disclosure, which has started in the US, is very likely the
result of a historical accident: the New Deal. It must therefore be of little
surprise that the capital markets perspective on accounting arose in the
US, where it has gained some dominance in the academic community.
It took a long time until this strand of research became even accepted in
Europe, leave alone actively pursued. This is true not only forContinental
Europe but also for the UK, where accounting was regulated, if at all,
in the framework of company law. The organization of the economy
and the importance of capital markets thus do not play a decisive role
whether this capital markets research was initially accepted: after all, the
UK has relied heavily on financial markets.

It may just be the case that the ‘decision usefulness’ approach teaches
us little about accounting, how it is used in practice and how it can
be improved. However, all standard-setters now follow the maxim of
‘information usefulness’ for capital markets. The standard-setters are cur-
rently dragging along the business community kicking and screaming.
The recent exposure draft for business combinations, jointly released by
the FASB and the IASB, is a case in point. Many of the suggested pre-
scriptions were rejected by the community, and it is very rare that a
draft standard receives overwhelming rejection. This list could easily be
extended. What if the users of accounts actually have better insights
into purposes and uses of accounting than the standard-setters and are
not just fuddy-duddies resistant to change? The due process of standard-
setting is now the only leverage left with the business community. The
institutions are often self-selecting and tied to their constitutions, all of
which stipulate a capital market focus, the US standard-setting organiz-
ations by legal design, the IFRS-setting one by choice. And the escape
gates are barred. The convergence of standards in Europe and eventually
also with the US will only lead to capital markets-based standards being
applied.

The entire experiment of capitalmarket-based informational standards
may therefore turn sour. The dangers from a failed experiment are still
limited. The governance changes that are the theme of this book also
showed that the accounting community, sometimes with the helping
hand of the state, has always found a way out of a difficult corner.



Notes

Part I Transformations of statehood in accounting: The
framework

1. Technically, one also needs to distinguish between company accounts for the
single legal entity and group accounts of the economic reporting unit. Changes
for listed firms relate to the group accounts as they are the accounting signalling
device to capital markets. It stands to reason that the developments in group
accounting will not only spill over to small and medium sized firms (which
tend not to be groups) but also to company accounts.

1 Accounting: A socio-economic view

1. In fact Streeck and Schmitter distinguish a fourth – ‘associationist’ – basis of
social order as a qualitatively different mixture of the previous three. We, fol-
lowing Puxty (implicitly; 1987), consider these arrangements as part of the
‘community’ basis.

2. Economic analysis would tend to use the term ‘public good’ instead of ‘norm-
ative good’. We prefer the latter term for two reasons: public goods can also be
provided by private agents, and it requires a normative decision whether such
a good is desirable at all.

2 Transformation of role models: Germany, the UK and
the US

1. As Parker (1990) points out, some firms of high economic importance (such as
railroad companies) were actually regulated rather intensively.

2. Today’s accounting rules in HGB are mainly an outcome of the adoption of
European directives.

3. In the process of restructuring banking and insurance oversight the BaFin
was set up in 2002 as an integrated financial supervisory authority (Schüler
2004). One of its responsibilities is overseeing the trade in securities. It is not
responsible for the oversight of stock exchanges.

3 Rise and fall of the golden-age nation state model

1. TheAICPAwas founded in 1887 as the AmericanAssociation of Public Account-
ants, reorganized in 1916 and renamed as American Institute of Accountants
in 1917. The present name was adopted in 1957.
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2. During its tenure, the CAP issued 51 Accounting Research Bulletins on a vari-
ety of subjects. Accounting Research Bulletins are still recognized as GAAP
except when they have been specifically superseded. SEC ASR No. 150 also
acknowledges that ARB can be applied for filings.

3. The AAA was established in 1916 as the American Association of University
Instructors in Accounting. The namewas changed to the American Accounting
Association in 1935.

4. A chronology of the developments, in particular the contents of the different
Companies Acts, is provided in Nobes and Parker (1979).

4 The new accounting procedures in Europe: Combining
transnational standard-setting and supranational
rule-making

1. The 2000 Inter-Governmental Conference and the Treaty of Nice of 2001 led
to a re-weighting of the number of votes allocated to each member state. After
1 January 2007, the Qualified Majority Voting (QMV) lies at 255 votes out of
a total of 345. At the request of a member state, it must be demonstrated that
at least 62 percent of the total population of the Union are represented by the
vote for its becoming effective. From 1November 2009QMV requires a twofold
majority, coming from at least 55 percent of the member states and at least 65
percent of the population. The blocking minority must at least comprise four
member states.

2. Meijer (2003) mentions the positive effects of the use of information and com-
munication technologies for accountability. Therefore, a well-designed and
regularly updated website can play an important role in serving as a procedural
control element ensuring accountability.

5 The struggle between private and public: The case of
stock exchanges

1. The Paris Stock Exchange has shut down floor trading after the introduction
of the electronic trading system CAC in 1989.

2. The Second Financial Market Promotion Act amended the German Capital
Investment Companies Act (Gesetz über Kapitalanlagegesellschaften, KAGG) as
well as the Law on Information Access (Akteneinsichts- und Informationszugangs-
gesetz, AIG).

3. According to the Stock Exchange Act, the admission requirements in the Reg-
ulated Market can be increased by the exchanges if this is necessary for due
trade and investor protection. The FSE has not exercised this option yet.

4. In contrast to Germany, the requirements of ad-hoc reporting arise from the
FSA’s Listing Rules and not from law.

5. The competition among stock exchanges also relates to the respective commis-
sion rates and transaction costs.
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6 Dawn and dusk of the nation state in auditing: From
supervising private arrangements to transnational
governance

1. A historical overview over the evolution of auditing in the US is given in Flesher
et al. (2005). A similar description for the UK can be found in Matthews (2006)
and for Germany in Quick (2005). An appealing comparison of the German
and the UK model as of the 1990s can be found in Vieten (1995).

2. In this context, the terminology of Streeck (1995) is incomplete: the market
exists and needs no ‘market-making’ interventions. It is rather in danger of
collapsing and therefore is in need of ‘backing’ only.

8 The weakened nation state: Economic globalization and
regime convergence

1. The countries are Australia, Austria, Belgium (together with Luxembourg),
Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Island, Ireland, Italy,
Japan, Korea,Mexico, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, the UK and the US.

2. The strand of literature cited here deals with the convergence of corporate gov-
ernance systems. As financial reporting and auditing can be supposed to be part
of a country’s corporate governance system – or at least will be complementary
to it – we use this literature as a natural starting point.

3. Market capitalization to GDP is relatively robust to cyclicality. However, the
amount of equity listed, not the amount raised, is measured.

4. Number of companies listed relative to population in million is a non-
fluctuating measure resistant to business cycles; it is, however, strongly
influenced by the level of market concentration.

9 The powerful nation state: Sarbanes–Oxley and the global
reach of regulation

1. To ensure effective coordination of the member states’ oversight institutions
and to assess third countries’ public oversight systems, the Commission also
set up a new entity which is called the European Group of Auditors’ Oversight
Bodies (EGAOB).

2. It must, however, be noted that there is often not an exact reference for an
amendment to a particular point of the government programme. Addition-
ally, some amendments are in the spirit of several programme points. Hence,
mapping reform laws to one of the points in the ‘10-point programme’ is a
somewhat elusive task.
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